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CHAPTim I 
INTRODUCTION 
time of John Dewey to the p~8sent 
tors have paid extens1ve lip s co to "learning thra 
doing." Often in practice, however, they tend to llo':l a. 
catechistic process ch requires st ts to memorize mR-
terials and to reflect back what they have memorized. 
field of the social sciences, for example, his rw.s tr a·-
ditionally taught through the memoriz 
by the learning of the chronol cal 
historical events. 
ner, has consisted of reading about aovernment rather than 
observing government in action or in practlcing the te 
niq'J.es government. This dissertation, through the 1 • ..Ll'" 
cation of an experimental i<,:rn r sought t:o cornparc: t.r 
tional instruction in government with an innova.tive ar:n;roa.ch J. L 
'lvhich t.ook students outside of the claso-~room t.hero. 
in face··to-face contact with S:!OVe~nment in action. 
High school curricular plans for citizen·--
ship have often aimed at lear11jng about the processes of gov-
e:rnrnent through reaC!inc; and discm~sion. 
a plan .is founc~ in the 1962 California social studies frame-
work whi.ch listed seven "goals" for tbe social studies pro-
gram~ 
2 
Bc~coming b(:::t~ter prepared r the respon:::d.··· 
bilities of adult citizensh throush learn-
ing about current irunediate 
the nat.ion and-t.he 
Studying thoroughly the government of the 
United States, its rela ons with ot 
tions, and important aspects of local 
state government. 
Realizing the need 
formed to part 
fairs. 
citizens t:o be in~ 
in oolitical af-
Understanding cornp1exi ties c:f social 
st ions and of economic ise. 
Learning about the basic contemporary issues 
facing can society how these pro-
blems touch their own lives. 
Recognizing the international 
most modern problems. 
cts of 
Healizing the ind.i. dual's n"spons ility 
for high levels of constructive thoug~t 
action in achievement of our national 
goals a.nd aspirat:ions. l. 
\'.!hen Hort.on2 conducted a nation-vlide survc"y of high 
school students in 1962, he discovered that there was no sig-
nificant relationship between the compl of a high school 
to be effective citizenship. s ifically, the students in 
the study often rejected the tenets of Bill of Ric:JlYts 
and tended to the tenets of fascism. Borton con-
1 
' l 1" Soc1a. StL:c J.es the 
~-·-~---·-CaliforGia acramento: 
--,--,.---~-:'.-.·r:; .- .- \ Q .-
CetCl()Il, l~t•.J..-'.J, p. oJ. 
2Roy E;. Horton, Jl·. , 111\merican Freedom and the Va s 
of You.th I !I in Jl.nti --del''lOCJ:atic A l t s j n School c;' ed. by H. 
H ~ t-zerruu~·~rs ~t.FlvJestE.~:cJ1 v·(.-::!~Si ty 1?re~:s, 19 63} , 
pp. 56-·9. 
clud that factors outside tho school such as the Rrea 
of the country, the C:'conomic level of the family, or the erJ.u 
cational level of the parents were m0re rtant in determin-
ing on\~ 1 s at+:i tude tmvard qovermnent than v1erc: courses in 
government or civics. He suggested innovative social studies 
teacl1ing where students would be allowed more partie tion 
in realistic problems re]ated to self-government. 
More recent attempts to 6evise a curricular framework 
such as the one cited above have been made in Calj.fornia. In 
19 68 a ne'ller docurnent v1as cor.lpiled \•.rh.i.cl1 tended to shi_ft from 
studying "about" the discipline of social studies toward 
learning the process of inquiry. The justification for this 
approach is given as: 
Though society may change radically, t 
v.;ays in ,,~rl1ic:b. ft1C~n s to un,C:lc::J:·s it: re .. ~ 
main much more constant. This means that while 
students are studying the society, they must 
be mastering the inquiry-conceptual skills and 
tools that will ip them to continue learning 
throughout their lives. Speci cally they must 
master the processes of inquiry which have been 
developed to study man in so ety . . students 
must also becoi'le proficient in nsing the con··-
ceptual tools and the data which social scientists 
employ as they utili:;~e the proces~' of inGuiry. 
Concepts such as role, region, decision-making, 
culture, and economic systems are conceptual 
tools for studying man in society. New con-
cepts ~ill be developed and existing ones may be 
chan<:;ed. 3 
The older of the two frameworks c arly follows the 
tradition of learning about social studies. The newe:t: 
4 
document would involve the student in the social sclences by 
having hi~ use the tools and data wl1ich social scientists 
employ. Fn.rt.her, the new frarnc:woJ:k outcom(:;s 
of ir:str1.Jction behavioral t.erms. .A few examples from the 
curriculum sugges for the twe1 fth grade show hmv much 
rnore cjfic the new0r approa aims to be. Under the 
hea.dinq "Ord:lnany Citizens Inflnencins Decisions'' frame-
work lists in part: 
The student should be abJe to: 
Describe values related to a s 
position on a polit lSsue. 
Classi political behav r of individ-
uals and groups, 
Identify factors 
ceptance of products. 
lying public ac-
Classi pol.itical positions of candi-
dates and parties according to consti-
tuency characteristics. 
Describe appropriate means indivi-
dual and group expression on public policy. 
Evaluate impact on publ opinion of po-
litical· .. economic decisions (taxes, tariffs, 
currency manipulation) .4 
'l'he folowing samples, taken at random from the same 
portion of the framework, show how the behavior of students 
can be stated in a way which lends itself to measurement. 
All begin with the phrase "The student should be able to:" 
Analyze a pol ical campaign to determine the 
appeals made to specif socio-economic and 
ethnic groups in the electorate. 
p. 12 7. 
5 
List the methods of i luencing legis-
lative decision makers available to spe-
c 1 interest qronps. 
tTCe -lneThods ccVIl:i.tahl\:=; for the BXCC'"' 
utive to influence legisl on in state, 
loca 1, and n anal government:. 
List possible consequences of changes in 
laws on significant social problem areas 
(in housing, education) iri a loca 1 coiLLrr,un-
ity. 
Identify the local governmental response 
in different sections of the country to 
federal policy decisions on al issues.5 
In California, where the state legislature had fer a 
decade or more mandated specif programs, a najor change 
took olace in the year 1968 with the passage of Senate 11 
No. 1. Control of the curriculum v'7as ~3hif in 1 e meas-
ure to local school districts to governing boards. 
The statement of legislative intent whi prec 
visions of the section of this bill on "Educational ·,~'rogram 11 
clearly lects the current at tude: 
7502. The Legislature hereby recognizes that, 
because of the common needs and intercsts of 
the citizens of this state and the nation: 
there is a need to establish a common sJcate 
curriculum for the public schools, but that, 
because of economic, geographic, physical, 
political, and soci diversity, there is a 
need the development of educational pro-
grams at ·the local level, wi the guidance of 
experienced educators and citizens. Therefore, 
it is the intent of the Legislature to set 
broad minimum standards and gui lines for ed-
ucational programs, and to encourage local dis-
tricts to develop programs at will best fit 
the needs and interests of pupils.6 
5Ibid. I pp. 133-35. 
6senate Bill No. 1 (Sacrameni:o: State Printing Plant, 
State of 1968), pp. 58-60. 
G 
Withi~ the Sacramento City Unified School District, 
Sacramento, California, the social studies program had, 
un'd.l recently, trad ional in nature. Following the 
pre-Senate Bill No. 1 pattern of ninth grade wor history, 
ele·;;renth grade American history, and tv1el fth grade government 
and civ:i.cs, the stu6.ents in high school studi about govern'"· 
ment and about history. Beginning in 1967, when the curri-
culUE: department involved teachers in the d.rafting of new goals 
the distr:Lct' s curriculum, the ground work \.ras 
novation. For the next decade a problem-centered social sc 
currict~1um was envisioned by the teachers vJhich would inclac!P 
new cot:<r,ser; Sllch as 1'cornparat:Lve econor•.ic syst.E:m"; ·'" "con·· 
sumer econornics, '' and "current criJcica1 issues. r: 7 l':.ddit:.icn---
ally, major changes were planned for existing courses. 
One major proposal called for the complete revamping 
of the senior year of soc 1 studies which had, until then, 
consisted of a traditional course government and an 
i ve in ci.vi c~~. This proposal utiliz an approach which would 
take student:s outside of the cl<3ssroom and into the comnnmi t:.y 
to 1i!itness at first hand the workings of s;overnrnent. and busi-
ness. Additionally, government and business leaders would he 
<:~sked to come int.o the c sroom to meet face-to-face with 
students to explain at first hand workings of their 
7 !InJtlC::<!j_2te ond ~.lhort.--te;:r:-t P Jans for Cu~I_i_~~}~_f£:. 1 
erv·.l~s acramc~nto 
1 -pp • 12 0- 21. 
7 
departments and businesses. 
This approach is somewhat sLni1ar to em .LllliOVat.ive 
design for civic education suggested by Patterson and Me-
Nassor. 8 They outlined a suwner school program which would 
include both class work and p2rticipation in tb.e cormnuni ty 
outside of the school. Development of civic maturity V·lus en--
visioned as a major outcome of such a course. 
The intent of the concentrated summer school progra:n 
offer<~d in Sacramento was to create a u saturated environment 11 
in which the study of government would become participation 
in government in action rather than the study about govern-
ment. The question posed was: Will instruction in 
carried out in an environment E>aturab:::d. wit:h stud-, 
--·----------- ·----------------- ------ ________ :.;__ 
in::-:>truction ln 
a traditional qovernment class? 
--~----~ ~-·· -------- ----
The experimental approach was approved by the school 
district and was scheduled for implementation during the sum-
mer session of 1969 at one high school in Sacramento with en-
rollment in the course open to any student in the district. 
This dissertation seeks to investigate the above question 
through the use o~ an experimental design to compare the ex-
perimental class, taugi1t in a "saturated environment, 11 witl-1 a 
Bnonald f-tcNassor and Franklin Patterson, "New Designs 
for Civic Education in the High School," in The Adolescent 
Ci·tizen I ed. by Franklin Patterson (Glencoe r lllir:;;.Ji~~~;--<'Th; 
Fr"e"e---rress of Glencoe, 1960), pp. 329-34. 
8 
iona.l class: h of vJhich were o·[fered du.ring 
same summer session the same at tc-;ndance areas with open 
enrollment. 
Rationale 
vi'nen educators co~1ducted a study ·through th.e Tufts 
University Civic Education Center to determine what assump··" 
tions are involved in the teaching social studic::sr 
dj scovered that the most dominant operating assu;r.ption found 
in An1erican hi~rh schoo1s was " . . that citizenship is 
learned through the culurn and subject matter of a pre-
scribed instructional program. 119 
The effects of school instruction, howeverr or 
may not reflect the goals which educators aasume 
s t:.o reach. In his forwa:r:d to Volume III of tlle 
Eight Year Sludy William Ai not:ed: 
To secure a credit or unit the student 
must " course. To s a course 
must certain and show profi-
ciency in certain skills. Therefore, rem8~­
bering knowledge and cing techni 
for examinations become the purposes o 
ucation r pupils and teachers ali What 
goes on the school record becomes the real 
object of the s , no matter what 
the school says its pu es are. If the 
pupil secures the required credits 1 
graduated. The job is done. Concentration 
on these worth goals seems to make 
e~s-~nd stu~~~ts forget ~he larger, 
ran~~ purpoucs of educat1on. 
9rti~., p. 16G. 
1 0 (;7 • 1 f~ -I ~., 'l\ • v n 
,,}. . Or~ L'l, nl,_~n 
Volume Ill: A.rmraisi:1ct and 
Ew]8~(: R. -~;mi th--Tt.TG\;J-York:-
9 
One the long-·rangc p·urposes of educat:ion in the 
socia.J. ences has lonq been education for cit.:.izerrship in 
a democracy. In the Sacramento City Unif trict. 
~che pr:irnary cducat.ional goal for develo[;ment is listed as: 
The primary purposes the educa-
tional program of the Sacramento City 
Unified School Di ct is to prepare 
children, youth and adults to reach 
their fullest ential for a 
and useful li lived in dignity and 
freedom and that they may become loyal, 
effective, self-supporting and actively 
parti ing American citizens . .Ll 
Objectj.ves lis in the same document which are to be 
reached through instruction in the social sc ces include: 
bvelfth 
Understand that sound local, state 
or national government is t upon 
the wilJ.ingness of ci zens to assume . 
. basic responsibili es. 
Recognize that the 
cation of our democratic i s requires 
time and continuous evaluation, adjust-
ment and effort. 
Develop an active interest 1.n current 
happenings and understand the need to be 
an informed citizen. 
Understand the privileges of citizen-
ship and the respons ilities that accom-
pany these privileges.12 
The application of an experimental treatment to 
ade social studies using a "saturated environment" 
approach can be conside a success only if it does a better 
-------·-
11 Im!nediate and Short 'I'erm 
12_id., p. 54. 
10 
job of leading toward such objectives as those stated above 
tha~ does a traditional class, as measured by changes in the 
behavior of the students following instruction. 
Even if initial changes are noted in an experiment, 
there is often a leveling off of differences so that in the 
months following an experiment many of the apparent gains 
disappear. A study conducted by Alper on the effects of the 
National Citizenship Test (which was broadcast on television) 
discovered significant differences between viewers and non-
viewers iwmediately following the telecasting of the program. 
However, a follow-up study conducted six months later showed 
that time had erased nearly all of the differences which the 
~nvecLl'cato- bac-1 earl~e:r· de~acLc•~ 13 J. l -o..Jl- :J -~ .L ._.t. ·• ·-- J..- ··-'- L._..t..L. 
i\ddi t.ionu.lly, the measuring process itself c.:m in-· 
fluence the outcome of an ex?eriment. Webb and Campbelll4 
suggest strategies utilizing unobtrusive meu.sures to over-
come the reactive effectives of measurement. 
For these reasons the design and procedure chosen for 
the comparison of treatments in this study were based upon 
unobtrusive measurement and on the collection of the principal 
------·---·---
l3shel ton \"7. Alper, "The· Impact of the NationaJ Cit·-
izenship Test on Expressed Attitudes and Knowledge of High 
School Students,'' (Unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, Auburn 
University, 1967), p. 108. 
l4Eugene J. Webb, Donald T. Campbell, Richard D. 
Sc~~artz, and Lee Sechrest, Unobtrusive Measures: Nonreactive 
Research in the Social f)ciences--F::ETc~iS:To :·-·!Tan:·cr-f1cNu.111;··2md ___ _ 
c~··-, -r9 6. 6 r-; r;r;-::- 1 o.--:-2·r:- - ·····-------
1 1 
.L ~. 
dc;.ta. :Lrt a pt;r:iod be9.inning sevex.J.J months fol.l OWJ.ng the com--
plet:i.on the experimental class. 
The research hypothesized that instruction in govern-
..-nent.: for 1.--:wel:fth grade students taught duriflg a su1nt11er session 
in an environment saturated with extensive study trips and re-
source speakers would change tho citizenship behavior of par-
ticipants in a positive directicn to a degree significantly 
g~eater than would instruction in a traditional class taught 
in a summer session. Further, the following specific areas 
of c:it.ize.tH>hip behavior ~:;-ou1d be expectc.'d to imp:u.ive:· 
1. In·-school citizenship \·7ot11d improve sig -· 
nificantly as measured by counselor opinion 
mv'l. !:·c£ lcct·:::<.~. L1 ::t:"r:du c:erl. disc i:p l ina:cy p:r o·-
blcms, incrs6sed participaticn in school 
activi~ies and bette~ daily school atten-
dance. 
2. Behavior outside of school would change 
in a positive direction as measured by in-
creased partici.pation in the activities 
of the corr.munity. 
3. The attitudes of students following 
treatment would more closely resemble those 
of responsible adults than those of students 
instructed in a traditional class, as neas-
ured by an c.ttitude scale. 
4. Statistically significant cogn1~1ve 
gains in the concepts of social studies 
\,;ould be observed in those stud.ents in 
t.he treatment 9roup, as measured by 
Sub-test Five of th~c!owa Test of Educa-
tional Development.·~ 
12 
Procedure Fo1lov7ed 
Control and Experir:le.ntG.1 Group~> 
All students who gr; up qovernment 
class were included as the experimental group. Because these 
students represented three cf district's senior high 
scltools and because each cf these schools offered trad1tional 
governfflent classes during sa.me summer period, the cont:r·ol 
group was :lormed of all students si~;ning tiT) regTi.lar 
government class 1n .ese scbools" 
Oesic:;n 
A.n analysis ~·· U.L cc-'Jariancc W<:..S 
the experimental and control groups on the cognitive measure. 
The analysis of co-va~iance was tioned int.o 
of male and fema on the assumption that boys tend to be 
more poli cal aware than do glrls in senior high schcol, 
and consequently might perform at a highe.r level in an ex-· 
perimcntal class. This difference is verified by Hess and 
Torney 16 in a 1965 study vlhere they found that beys acquire 
politic at tudes more rapidly than girls and shcM more 
interest in political aff rs. 
A non-parametric test, the Sign Test, was selected 
to measuxe observed changes, positive or negative, in student 
behavior both in and out of school. 'l'he Spearmnn Rho 
16Robert D. Hess and Judith V. Torney. The DevPlop-
mcnt of B:~sic 7\ttitudes 'l'oward Government. and cifT:::.~~;::::;-1;-r·-­
e~rs -(u,l'rvf").rs 
13 
corrcJ_at:>.on technique \-Ia::, used to measure t.he :cee of 
attitudes of experimental and con··· 
trol subjects when compared with the attitudes of adult judges 
on an inst:rnrnent cons true ted to measure:~ atti t1J.des ·tovJard r:·x·o-
blems facing society. 
Evaluative Instnunents 
'I'}'JC-:! section of the Imva Test Educational Develop-
ment igned to measure concepts in social studies 17 was 
measurement of cognitive gains. The opinions 
school counselors were utilized as one method of assessing 
changf's in c zenship behavior. School and district records 
were examined to provide data on attendance and discipline. 
A video-t~1ped t ionnai:r:e 'das employed ·to mea.E>ure the atti·-
t~des of subjects and adults toward problems society. St:u-
dents' own evaluations were used to measure changes in parti-
cip on in activities, both in and out of school. 
Definition of Terms 
A nurnber of the t.erms utilized in t:his dissertation 
need de i tion. I"ollowing is a list of such terms with 
their definitions: 
Saturated Environment. An environment for instruc-
tion s satur21-(:-:-ea \'Ji th ext.ra -class excursior.s 
and with resource speakers so that the learner becomes 
surrounded with a ~t:_mospheFe related to :th~ 
Unobtrusive Measurement. Unobtrusive measurement 
is meas made--~·li thou t. the knov;ledge or awareness 
1 ee Supr~., p. 11. 
14 
of the subjects being meas 18 
Anux·oach. ~ehe archives approach is 
isting in 
gress :records, 
records rnain 
'-s-u-~i-1-i-zation of--ex..,, 
ion on file such as pupil pro-
cur:urmlative f:L s, ~nd other 
n in the school. 1 
Intc:cfc~rence . Interference theory is 
a theor·y-·TielcCliy writers such as 'rhorn-
dike, who ld that for tting, or loss of a 
portion of material, is caused by tne 
interference of other learnings, previous and 
subsequent to the acquisition of learned ma-
t . 1 20 er.laJ .. , 
Proactive _InhJ-bi U .. ~. Prior learnings 
whi the reten·tion of newly 
Retroactive Inhibition. Learnings or ex-
perience~s between earning of a specific 
bit of material and a of re-
call which tend to inter 
terial originally 
This study is divided into five ch . Chap-ter One 
discussbs the problem to be inves ated, the rationale 
and.the procedures foll Chapter Two conta a review 
of the literature related to the problem under investigation. 
Chapter 'J'hree details the procedures followed the st,udy. 
Chapter Four reports 
18Eugenc J. Webb, 
reactive Research in the 
results of evaluative instrume~ts 
Measures: Non-
--: -R.and t1c!'~u.1ly 
and c~-o~-; I966)'-;pp . -
19~~n~yclopedja __ Educ~_-ti~_Q~-1.:_ :!:-es~.9.:2:ch, Fourth 
ed. Robert L. Ebe1 {Toronto: The l''laclll:L llan Company, 
Edit.ion. 
p. 721 
20l·t·. d 11'- • 
2lrbid. 
22rbia. 
I 
i 
rj~ 
i-
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and the statistical procedures used. Chapter Five contains 
an cmalys is of: results obtained, a statement of the find-
ings of e study, recommendations for further investiga-
tion. 
Clil\PTER II 
REVIE\v OF SELECTED LI'l'ERA'J:URE 
Introduction 
This chapter reviews literature reJ.ated to the pro-
blern tmder investigation and is organized arou.nd top 
of Goals of Social Studies Instruction, Computer Search for 
Innova Program, Field Trips and Related Class Activities, 
Patterns of Instruction in Civics and Goverrnnent, Atti 
and ll.t titudinal Change, Differences Among Learnen>, Unobtn.1--
sive Measurement, Forgetting Curves. 
Goals of Social Studies Instruccion 
Both California and local go3.ls 
for social studies instruction were discussed in I 
of this paper. 1 The goals social studies instruction 
have long been a topic for cussian on the national level. 
In 1934 a cornmit:tee of the l\mc~rican Historical Association 
pub1i a report listing the follow recormnenda tio'1S for 
curricular goals in social 
l-·5. 
16 
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l. 'J'he proqram should b.::~ ived from the 
disciplines of geography, economics, soc:i.ol·· 
ogy, poli cal science and hjstory. 
2. Program should give knowledge and under-
standing concerning the earth as the physi-
cal hor.nc of man. 
3. Program should give knowl and under-
standing concerning major social procc;sses 
historically used by man. 
4. Program should cover the evolution of 
civi.liz on. 
5. There should be a detailed study of the 
evolution of Western civilization--and the 
unity of Western culture. 
6. Program should provide a detailed study 
of the American people with particular re·-
ference to the material conquest of the 
continent and development of our ins tv-" 
tions. 
7. Program should provj de <:>. realist.tc s t.nd.y 
of the institutions and cul-t.ures of rrta-
jor peop of the contemporary wor 
8. The pro9ram should provide for a J_s-
tic study of the li , institutions and 
culture of contemporary Aiaerica. 
9. Program should include study of all 
great philosoph and theories of con-
temporary man. 
10. The younger generation should be in-
troduced to sources of information and to 
methods of inquiry, scrutiny, cri cism, 
authentication, and verification. 
11. ~rogram should not only doctrinate--
should also stimulate intellectual curio-
sity and sympathy with the growth of avoca-
tiona! as well as practical interests. 
Thirty-three years later, when a civic education pro-
ject team for the National Council for the Social Studies 
undertook the writing of the current go s for civic education, 
lB 
many of the goals remained the same; '~ven though stated in 
ten-:1s of a "changin<; vwrld." The reader will note sirnilari··· 
ties in the following statements to those of the older docu-
ment,3 
l. Knowledge and skills to assist in solv-
ing the problems of our times. 
2. Av1areness of the effects of science on 
civilization and its use to improve the 
quality of life. 
3. Readiness for effective econornic life. 
4. Abilit.y to make value judgements :Cor 
effective life in a changing world. 
5. Recognition that we live in an open-
ended world which requires receptivity 
to new facts, new ideas, and new ways 
of life. 
6. Participation in the process of dc:;c-~ 
ision-making through expression of views 
to representatives, experts, and special-
ists. 
7. Belief in both liberty for the indi-
vidual and equality for all, as guaran-
·teed by the Constitution of the United 
States. 
8. Pride in the achievements of the Un-
ited States, appreciation of the contri-
butions of other peoples, and support 
for international peace and cooperation. 
9. Use of the creative arts to sensitize 
oneself to universal human experience and 
to the uniqueness of the individual. 
10. Compassion and sensitivity for the 
needs, feelings, and aspirations of other 
human beings. 
---------------
3oonald F!. Robinson, et al. , Pror:1isinq Practices in 
Civic E0ucatic•n (Washington, rJ.c:7 Na.tional __ C.ouncil for t:he 
social-s t::i.iZue-s·~- 19 6 7) , PrJ. 16-18. 
'I'h , . ., .~. ... \... .. 
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J.l. Development of d~mocratic principles 
and ap2licatJon lo daily life. 
overriding c;oal for ci vies ins t:ruct:Lon in hiqh 
school has oflc.:n been slat.cd .:1:::; the c1cvc<Lcprt1cnt of qooc1 cit--
izens for our nation. A. typicul dcfiniti.on of the 9ood cit~i---
zen jc given by Pitkj_n 4 as: 
. a mature person who has the 
qualitjes of emotional development that 
make him free to think and reason and 
not to be domina·ted by purely emotionc,_l 
thrusts. This is the goal toward which 
educcJ.tors should strive in the develop-
ment of the yo0th of the future. We 
must help to reassure youngsters that 
they are growing up; help each to de-
velop an adequate self-image; help each 
to resist pressures for ·too much conform--
it~y to the peer and othe:c groups; an.d 
provide experi.ences from which young 
people will gain confidence and recogni-
tion that trwy arc being succe~:;~:;fu::_ as 
they grow to'.-Jard adult.hood. Our a.iw is 
to make them sc.lf·-reliani~ and indepen-
dent. 
A survey of research concerning innovative programs 
1n civics and government did not reveal another program, past 
or present, utilizing the "saturated environment" approach 
reported in this study. A computer search conducted through 
!2_~_:!::_Eix, a ::_;ervice of University l·licrofilms of Lhe Xerox Corp-
oration, did not locate such a study. Key words used in. con-
ducting this search were: 
4victor ~~. Pitkin 1 "Youth Development and ci-tizenship r II 
Citizenship and a Free Society: Education for the Future, 
'rETrEic-t11Year:SoZ5kof-thclfciTI'onai CD·1=i-J1'clT Tor the s·;:)-ClaT stu--
dies (\:Jashington, D. C.: 'l'he 0iational Council for the ~;ocial 
Studies, 1960), pp. 61-62. 
r· 
iNNOVNt'* :.:> 
EXP ERIHEN'r.ZI.L 
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STUD* 
SCIENCE 
'l'RIP SBCONDl\HY 
EXCU.R:::)ION HIGH SCHOOL 
VISD:' 
·'.N5UR. 
Researchers in education report a more extensive use 
of the field trip (or study t.r ) in the elern-2ntary than in 
the secondary segment of the schools. An Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act, Title I, project in New York during 1967 
and 1968 us extensive eld trips to enrich the experiences 
of disadvantaged children in the non-publ schools. Through 
an evaluat:ion conducted by quest.iormaire f the experirnenters 
of The Institution Center for Urban Education were successful 
in upgrading the s £-images of children.6 
A similar approach was used in San Francisco in 1965 
by the San Francisco Unified School District. Field trips 
were used to broaden the experiences of Chinese, Negro, and 
Spanish-speaking children in sadvantaged areas. The exper-
imenters noted increased motivation as well as expanded voca-
bulary aDong students participating in the trips. Students 
began to read in school many words related to the field trips.? 
-·----------··-----
5An asterisk following a word stem indicates a search 
for all words built upon the stem. INNOVAT* 1 for example, vmuld 
include innovate, innovative, innovation, etc. 
6"Educational F ld Trips for Disadvantaged Pupils in 
Non-Public Schools," [1967-68) (New York: Institution Center 
for Urban Education, ERIC ED 034-002). 
7
state Compensatory Education Program (San Francisco: 
San FrancTs(;()unif[ed sC11ool- D1i;'t.rict I -J'u!l'e-1965, ERIC ED 16--
009) • 
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L. W. Yeater reported a highly structured marine 
science project in Beaufort, North Carolina, where coordina-
tion between a marine laboratory and the elementary schools 
provided not cnly field trips for students, but ~Jso follow-· 
up materials for the teacher to use back in the classroom. In 
the opinion of t.eachers and administrators, class.r·oom in~::t.ruc-
tion was t?nr:Lched by the cooperative effort and field t.J:-i ps 
served to reinforce the curriculum. 8 
Henry Versnick evaluated the results of the annual 
Boys' Day Convention and Boys' Day in Detroit as a vehicle 
for citj.zenship training for teen-aged boys. Participants 
responding to a questionnaire constructed by the investigator 
.reported satisfaction with the program, and cummunity and 
school leaders stated: 
. this program seems to meet the 
follm1ing objectives: 1. Developing com-
munication skills and leadership &bility; 
and 2. Developing an appreciation and in-
terest in the governmental process.9 
Versnick concluded that the activities carried on 
outside of school in these programs were a valuable adjunct 
to the curriculum of public and non-p11blic high schools. 
J. S. White studj.ed the citizenship program in the 
secondary schools of Davis County, Utah through the use of 
a questionnaire to teachers a11d adr:1inistrat.ors in the county. 
8L. vJ. Yeater, 11 1\ Field Experience---A y.,Jhy, a H0\,7. II 
'J'he Jl~arine Science Project, Beaufort, North CaroLi:1a., 19 6 7 
--(ERr c: 1J:I5-o 2'lr::-.-ff3o'T:'· ·----- ------- ---- --------·· ---·--
9!:-Icnry Versnick, "Youth and the Processes of Govern--
ment," (unpublished Ed.D. Dissertation, Wayne State University, 
1.967), p. 236. 
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He found thu.t tield t:rips and the use of community resource 
speakers improved motivation, but he concluded that the oro-
. ·-
gram was entirely too limited in scope to have much impact. 
He recon@cnded a comprehensive ef to expand field trips 
and community resource speaking engagements so as to encorCl-
pass all secondary students.lO 
~'lost secondary programs in which out-o cla.ss 
struction was utilized relied on volunteer participation of 
students, owing to the prob of schedaling and the ex-
pense which would arise when such instruction was schedul 
in the traditional school day. For example, Dale L. BnJ.baker 
reported on a volunteer prograr:l involving bright twel 
grade students in social studies. Brubaker con tc:d. socia.l 
studies seminars in the homes of s students Oke:nos, 
igan. 11 Reaction among the students, who attended voluntarily 
to civic and business leaders , varied according to 
the -individual. Brubaker reported that the seminar approach 
made "high school teaching more exciting" and that the experi-
ment was worth the time and ef involved. 
lOJ. S. White, "An Appraisal of the Citizenship Edu-
cation Program in the Secondary Schools of Davis County 
School District,'' (unpublished .D. dissertation, University 
of Utah, 1963), pp.l09-37. 
11Dale L. Brubaker, "A Social Studies Ser:d.nar for 
Twelfth Grade Students," in Innovation in the Social Studies, 
ed. by DalE'~ L. Brubaker (New York: 'rhomas co.-~1968) I 
pp. 164~65. 
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Patterns of Instruction 1n Civics and Government 
In a ~:;t.udy f->J!ann inu O\'cr one hundred years o.f in·-
struct.ion ir secondary social st.udics in California, Yon-
ker found that although instruc-tion in these disciplines 
was fairly uniform throughout the state, the content of 
the courses centered more around history than it did around 
other branches of the field. He a1 so discovered that vlhi le 
agreement seemed to exist among teachers and state educational 
leaders over the courses to be required of college bound stu-
dents, there was little agreement on what type of social stG-
dies offering best prepared a student for life outsid9 of 
school. Yonker suggested an inquiry based curriculum as op-
posed to existing patterns based upon memorization of dates, 
namesr d t 12 an even-s. 
Bercday and Stretch13 studied comparative patterns 
of instruction in the U.S.S.R. and in the United States. 
Their conclusion was that more school time was devoted in 
Russia toward the political socialization of adolescents 
than was allotted in the United States. 'rhey rccornrnended, 
however, not an increase of time for American children but a 
restruct.uring of curriculurn, concluding that a short but 
l2Thomas ~'lalter Yonker, "The Developrnc:ont of the 
Social Studies in California Secondary Education, from J.849 
to 1964,'' (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, Arizona State 
University, 1967), pp. 107-119. 
13George Z. F. Bereday and Bonnie B. Stretch, "Poli-
tical Education in the U.S.A .. Ftnd the U.S.S.R.r" Co:r.pal·at.i,re 
Education Rcviuw, VII (1963), l-16. 
--·-·-·~------ -·-·- -·-··--~ 
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progran1 pres en ted by an enthn~·;ias tic u.l stn.Ic tcr 
would 
Colc:;ma.n1 4 concluded a~_; early as 1958 thnt exi.st.inq 
patterns of civics instruction were not effactive the 
secondary schools where cents fonn ir m·m scv::ieU E::s. 
H:i..s findings were based on the n~sults of at scales 
quest:i.onnai:r:·cs adminis to a sample of 
students. He suggested the involvement adolescents i.n ac-
tual problems of comrnuni ty 1 state, and nat utiJizinq 
same competitive sp t found i.n athletics. 
Attitudes and Attitudinal 
At·ti and methods the develo0nent and the 
shi of attitudes have ~een focuses of numercus 
studies. 
A four-year investi0ation utilizing questionnaires 
and tude sea was conducted by Martin L among ten 
high schools in Illinois. He found t faF,ily backg:cound 
and political climate of opin within the high school of 
attendance were of parmnount importance in developE~ent 
of political attitudes.l5 
Early experiments with attitude change reported 
---------- ----
14James S. Coleman, "l\ Soc logist Suggests New Per--
spectives 1 " in The l;dolc:"scent Citizen 1 • by in Pat--
terson (GlE~ncoe·;-TU.in-_-ois·:·1\'-ie of Glencoe, 1960), 
. 288~311. 
1 5)\1 . • I . . I . II 
.artln .• ouJ.s .,evln, 
Adolosc<:-~nts," ( unpub shed p;1. D. 
Univc;;rsi 1 196'/) 1 pp. 201·-203. 
Political alization of 
ssertation 1 Johns Hopkins 
significant results with rclntively simple procedures for the 
shi.ftina of student opinion. In 1936, Rc.:temc.m and Rerruncrs 
used ~rticles on divorce, social insurance, capital punish-
mantr and labor unions w senior h school students in 
social st·.udi,~s. Along with tho readings, Cliscuss and 
lectures were used to reinforce the materials read. Using an 
at ·tude sea developed for this irnent, they noted: 
e experiments show that hy 
pre-determined conditioning metho6s 
the attitudes of ils in so 
science classes can pract-
ly at will carry and 
tant educational implications. 
soc 1-civic at tudea of high school 
pupils of todc.~ will determine to a 
very lar~rc~ degree k~inrJ~ o scJcial 
and polit cal b0hav of the 
izen~; of tornorro1.'1. 'fhosc; 
~.vit.h the conwtrnction of the curri-· 
cula and esoeci~llv s of thP 
social studies carry a responsibility 
to a democratic of government 
not easily overestimated.l6 
Educators are s naive in estimating ef~ 
fects of instruction on adolescents. Patrick Struve discov-
ered that the rnore involved t.he adolescent was in 11 • .school 
extra curr lar activ ies, co~nu~ity affairs and pol ical 
1 7 
activity, the more politically aware 11 he would be.-- St:ruve 
16Richard M. Bateman and H. H. Remmers, 11 The Rclation-
sh of Pupil Attitudes Toward Soc 1 Topics Before and After 
Studyinc::r the ;)ubj ects," r-urther Studiu> in .7\tti tucL-~s, Vol. 
XXXI· of St.udies in Hicrher -by--H ~---Tr:-·--l~emmers 
(Lafayette~--·-~(r)d :-1;-fi-,~- ,1936), pp. 
27--42 
17PatricJ: \lil1 Struve, "ri'hE~ Pol 
of Adolescents: A Study of Students in a M 
School," (unpublished Ph.li. dissertation, Un 
1964), pp. 175-77. 
Socialization 
stern H h 
sity of Iowa, 
2G 
did not, hovi(~vcJ~, f:inc1 the ~:;amC' reliJtionsh.ip bE;twcen po1:i.ti--
cal awareness ~nd participation in the social studies pro-
gram. 
Attitudes firmly held have been found most difficult 
to change. Sherif, Sherif, and Nebergall found that an indi-
vidual's ego involvement in an attitude was related to his 
ability to hold that attitude in the face of persuasion to 
chanr:re. 
_, 'J'hey found that ". . susceptibility to change de-
creases with increased ego involvement in [one's] ., J r cLd···n(~ .. 0 .~ L. . . . • • 
A similar conclusion was reached by Breer and Locke. 
While moderate success was attained in several experi~ents 
reported by these researchers, they noted that not. o.ll at t.i. ·-
tude::; are equa.lly subj eel~ to change. 19 In fact, the r:-.o:rt~ fi rT~--
ly rooted an attitude,. the r·c;ore rc~sist.ance there is to ch.~.,~t~;r-:. 
They theorized that social custo~s for societies and behavior-
al patterns for individuals result from experiences. Therefore, 
experiences [or tasks] might be used as a method for changing 
attitudes. In those laboratory experiments in which success 
was realized, Breer and Locke used positive reinforcement 
[paynent to participants] in a sturty in which they attempted 
lBcarnl',,.., c·he,..l· f ''11.1zafer ,...hnr,· f ""nd Roger v ''l "r E''··· .\...J ... o.O .. .1.. f!..l 0 .. '----··tCl ... . -:. -lJe.:.(;:..,_)·_.,J....,_ 
gall, Attitude anJ Attj_tude Change: The Social Judgement-In-
vol ven1cr1-t-A[~-p-j::-oac}i. l"P-l1Tfa-d(~lphf~i.":v7. --13:- sa-:-uncf(;rs-co-mp_il_ny_,-
T9-6-s)~---i:;·:· "i ,r_r~--------
J9Paul E. Breer and Edwin A. Locke, Task Experience 
"'c " Sol•·-cp ()-f 71-'-t·l· tuc"c·· (l·'rYrn'-'''OO--'~ Tll inoJ' c-:--rr-h-·e--i""")-C-::r-;;;:;;:-----(..l.._.) Cl!... ._.._.J_ ..• .: . ._·~.,.. .. .l .• ~ l,._ ... lt;.:!./Y \..lt --- _...._ _ _. . ......:>• 1 >=:J-....-J 
Dr--"' --;..-S··----1-9·-l,)7 ·cc) ----,~ -D------2 Ll. 0 - 2·o;-·r:; 
"· t.. ,, •· , - :.J ' t-' I: • - :;_~ ..... • 
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to chalHJE:' t:h(~ attitudes of college students toward the accc:-pt··-
ancc of .. cooper ati vc, or grvur1 endea_v()r as oppo~:~ 
dt1a.l effort, 20 By rewarding the indiv:iduals who worked toge·-
ther at assl tasks more highly than they rewarded those 
who worked as individ~als, ~escarchers found a meas~reable 
change~ in a tude toward the pr<:-~ferencc: group work :in 
the former group. 
Rather than relying entirely on extrins rewards, 
other authorities 1 that it is poss e for self-motivation 
to result in a change of attitude. Hodgkinson, for example 
pointed out~ 
couns 
. people come L) overvalue 
things which have ~vorked hard. It 
be that the ex iture of student r.~f .. 
fort. i.s one of th0 best motivat:ionr-•l tc~ch-­
niques avail e to the teac:i1er who ;.qzmi:s 
stucJ.c~nts to develoo deop long-··last:i nc; 
.interests in a sub3ect.2l 
Coleman in his study of the soci of the adolescent 
If secondary educat is to be suc-
cessful, it must successfully compete with 
cars and sports and social activities for 
the adolescent's attention, an open mar-
ket. The adol.escent is no longer a child, 
but will spend his energy in the vwys h"::: 
sees fit. It is up to the adult society 
to so structure secondar~~educat 
it captures this energy. L 
20~-~.<2.·, pp. 88-112. 
that. 
21HaroJd L. Hodgkinson, Bducation in Social and Cultu-
lewood Clif ce·:::yf,ill Inc. , 
22James S. Coleman, 
Illinois: The Free Press of 
(Glencoe, 
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Tlle :innovative cur-riculum reported in this stuc1y 
more toward the position of Hodgk son a~d CoJ.cman 
than tovJ;.:t:r:d the behavioraJlv ori approaches of Sherif 
and J:Jebcrg 11 or of Brcer and Locke. If attitudes changed, 
the cause might be rel~ted to the amount of effort expended 
by each participant, coupled with the stimulation [or moti-
vationl prov ed by a program saturated with many trips and 
outside speakers. 
Di ffe:rences Learners 
ional research suggests certain sex, ethnic, 
Rnd economic fferences which have been observed among 
learners. Hess and Torney23 found that g ls and boys view 
the p:cocer~s c>f government diffccrent.ly. Boys t:~~~1d to look at 
governJctent. as an institution, vlhi girls are concerned \·J 
the le doing the governing. This makes for a fferenceo 
in the political alization of the sexes. 
Langton and Jennings2 4 found that Negroes were more 
fected by course content in civics and government than 
were Caucasian students. They attribut this difference to 
tile probability that less political socialization takes place 
in Negro , general , and that. school therefore 
assumes a larger ·role. A similar relationship was observed 
----------
231\obert. D. Hess a!lcl Judith V. 
f . tt' l 1'7~-184. ment o _ Bc~~E. ~1.:!::~-::_c_!:..:O_, pp. ~ 
2 4 v · +-I P I t :) ~~~ r t -- ' "P l' t. J 
· - ...... enne~..-1 ·. ,ang on anr..1 ~.. ! .... en- ,JennJ.ngs, o. l J.ca _ 
Socialization and the Hi~rh School Curriculum in the United 
States" (roimeographed, 1967}, p. 42. 
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between high and low socio-~conomic groups, with the schools 
pl in the li t.ical e2duc<::tt of 
students from sadvantaged backgrounds. 
Unobtrusive Measurement 
In the measurement of either knmvledqc or of a 
tudes the effect of presence of the observer and/or the 
instrument used evaluation may cloud re::-;ul Ls obta 
For this reason many researchers susrgest Lhe use of unobtru-
sive measures for the collection of data. Webb, Campbell and 
Schwartz pubJi a comprehensive treatment of such measures 
in a volume entitl Unobtrusive Measurement.25 One ion 
of this work deals at length with the use of archives as a 
source of information which is totally 
the subjects are unaware the existence of an investigation. 2G 
Schools are meticulous record keepers, and a w var--
iety information on each student is to be uncovered through 
an examination of test records, grades, attendance data. and 
cumulative records.27 
It is also possible to obtain data on subjects by us-
ing a method called "contrived obso.rvat:ion. n ~ 8 That is, the ob-
server contrives a situation in wh the subjects are led to 
2 r· ~Eugene J. Webb, et. al., Unobtrusive Measurement. 
27Attendance recorcls, school f'1.anc.lated evement 
tests, and tho r2cords kept by counselors were used for data 
col} action in the ~' tucly reportc·d in t.his dissert:.at.ion. 
28 b'd 
- L--~-- . , p. 152. 
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bc:l that they are involved in some other activi th<:.Ul 
the own mcasurement.29 
;::trateg ies reducing the reactive effect of meas-
') 0 
urernent have been sug·gested by C.::mtpbcll and Sto.nJ ey. ~> 'l'hey 
counsel ·the building into the regular clt:::cssroont E'.X<lndnations 
the measures needed a study, the introd~ction of 
ent teaching procedures without announcement or ion, 
and use of the ular staff thc:m outsi :; for 
the conducting of e, 11 if t.ho Xs [treat--
ments) are variants on usual classroom events occurr at 
plaus e periods in the cu:rriculurn then ird 
of the battle is won when these treatments occur without spe-
c1.al announcement. 
bedded as regular 
ance of the reactive ef cts of test 
The following review of mated .. on :forgett curves 
aims at the cognitive measurement of subjects rather than at 
measurement in the affective domain. This l~nitation is made 
e the maj of the research in meffiory forgetting 
has been conducted only in the cogn ive domain. 
29Dc,nald 
tal and Quclsi·-c 
Rand .. McN ill I y . ·-~"·--=-··--
30rbid. 
31Ibid. 
and Julian C. Stanley, erimen-
Research (Chicago: 
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vJhe:1 unobt.rus me;-:tsurc;nents ar0 made or1e mu11th or 
more llcwiwr the lc~rning of alt the ques of 
ins becomes in1port:ant. Hm·J much should a s be 
expc~ct.;:~d to ret.ain a montb aftt)r studying a subject"? \vhat is 
the of ct of intervening lear~ing upon a prior memory? Does 
a measurement taken sowe time after learning of materi~l 
chronicle that which truly :ceta ? Classical studies 
of for9etting, as well as more recent research into 11 
ference t.hcory, 11 vwuld seem to lend weight to the technique 
of measurin<J for ence 1n learning one month or ~ore fol-
lowing the completion of a learning task. 
One of the earliest researchers in t.he area of 
curves was Hermann ~bbingheus. who published his first 
ts in 1885.32 The Ebbinghaus curve of forgetting re-
sul from his experiment.s with the lE:arning of nonsense 
syllables. Using himself as a subject, Ebbinghaus developed 
a formula for a lo9rithmical forget curve that , even 
today, to be born out in replications with siDi materials. 33 
He found that it took about eighty percent as long to relearn 
material after a iod of twenty-four days as 
learn the original material. 
Ebbinghaus' findings were confirmed by 
d.id to 
l . saw ..... eJW 
and Mageneff and r rted in the United States by 'fho:r.-ndike in 
------------~·---
32rrcrmann inghaus, A Cont.ribution !~. Exp~~J.:..-
mental Psychology, trans. by Henry E. Bus-
s -(Nov1 'Zo1:=J<::· Teachers College, Columbia, 1913), p. 76. 
33Ib';J lu. , p. 77. 
l . 1 . 1J.s c as::ac vmrk 
stuclies. aQr_ec_d_that. 
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pf_f .LSJ.p:i.9Jy 
period imm0diately following the ori n period learning, 
it remained relatively constant for a considerable iod 
thereafter. After fifteen days, for lc, poetry mcmor-
ized 1 enough t\·m succes:::~fuJ. tions took nearly 
two···thi as long to re-learn as did material never s cd 
before.35 At the end one month and continuing several 
months thereafter, level of learning [or forgetting] re-
mained about constant. 
Research from time of Thorndike to today has in-
eluded a running argument concernina interaction [or in-
t renee] of other memory traces w1 a given lea 
\'vri t 
Glaser recently summarized the posi taken in is c~lctssic~ 
argument as: 
A s issue is interaction of 
memory elements or traces. This is the 
focus the interference theory of for-
getting, which hypothesizes that memory 
retrieval is a function of the interact-
ions prior learning and new learn-
ing. From t:his point of vie\v, failure 
memory is the result interference. 
When new learning inter s with the old, 
the phenomenon is called retroactive 
hibition. When prior learning interferes 
with the learning of new material, it is 
called proactive inhibition.36 
------------
34Edward L. Thorndike, 
'l1he Psycholocry of Lc: nJew 
Unf·versft"~i:--19-26) 1 P • 
35~bh1., p. 304. 
36nobert G ser in Encycl~pedia of Educational Research 
[Fourth Edition], . by Hobert L. Ebel T'foront:o·:· thE;-Mac~,;;JII1an 
Company, 1969), p. 721. 
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v~hile much of early research on the interference 
theory of tting was focus upon retroactive inhibition, 
more recent :•:es tends to t the importance of pro-
active inhibitiofi as a factor in tting, stressjng the 
idea that an important factor previously overlooked is ior 
habits. Underwood r this facet of forget 
theory in the Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
of Education: 
reason for the =witch [to proact-
ive inh tion] comes not only from labor-
atory data, which show heavy influence 
of proactive inhibition, but also from a 
consideration of the logic of the situa-
tion. . Assume that a student, ten years 
of , learns a given task and the reten-
tion of this task is tested one month 
later. fact that proactive i Lion 
is assigned a major role in causing r-
getting is s on the assumption that, 
during the rs·t ten years of the r~tu·­
dent's life, he will have acquired more 
habits that will interfere with the task 
to be recalled than will acquire during 
the one-month interval tween the learn-
ing and the retention test.37 
Undenvood concludes "chat s over retroactive inhibition 
are sly overdrawn and that one would be able to conduct 
meaningful measurements following an experiment with no more 
concern for retroactive inhibition than ~ t.he inhibitory 
habits the subjects brought with them to the treatment 
sessions. 
--------~--------------
37 Benton J. Underwood, "Laboratory Studies of 1 
Lea 1:ning," in 'l'heor ies of 1~earn:i. and In:::;truction, Sixty-
third Yearbook o iona i or of Edu-
cation, Part I (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
19 6 4) , pp. 14 6-4 7 . 
CHAP'I'ER III 
PROCEDURE FOR CONDUCTING STUDY 
The crirnental Course 
During the suwner session, 1969, a spec 
twelfLh gr 
Sen lligh School, Sacramento, Cali~ornia, under tho title, 
!lGovernmer>t in l~ction: Sociology." Enrol 
st ent residing the Sacramen~o City Unif~c~ School Dis-
trict who had complet 
Credit: toward g}: aduation ( tC?n se1~1estcr 
for completing the traditionaJ. t.vJelfth g:re:1d c c;rEJ·J i_ r: ~1 L i r) 11 
the t:wo separate courses of governmcr~t and soc locry. 
Student.s enrolled in tho class werr::. introduced t.o the 
same textual materials as were tl1e students in the traditional 
courses and were required to take the same tests covering the 
cognitiV(=' lear:niugs in the course which \-JC.re given t.o a some-
what lan_:rc.:::r group of students who el2ctcd the traditional cern--
binaU.on of 90verEment and sociology classe::; during the :·;o.mr:: 
summer period. The primary difference between the ia.J.. 
s and the regular group was the conuniti11ent to time and 
travel in excess of that required in the regular courses. The 
exper.i.men tal class extended the: fcur·· hour c1ay 'Lo include nft.c:r·· 
noon and evening meetings, all-d field trips on regular class 
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day~;, a.nd t:cips on Saturdays . 1 
Four teachers were assigned to the experimental pro-
ject "dh.en pre-enrollment figures disclosed over one hundr(:d 
and twenty-five students registering. The C. K. Me Clatchy 
Senior High School center was chosen as the locati.on for sev-
eral reasons: (1) this school was accessable via public tran-
sportation to the largest majority of the stu~ents requesting 
the course; (2) it offered the daily use of several large fa-
cilities-~·-a li.t.tJe thea.t.er seating one hundred and fifty 
people and a large auditorium--as well as a number of class-
rooms in®ediately adjacent to these facilities; and (3) the 
largest single group of students requesting the experimental 
course resided in the normal attendance area of this schocl. 
The summer school program was scheduled for thirty··· 
eight school days; however, the students in the experimentaJ 
class made a total of fifty-one separate study trips during 
this short period of time, sometimes making as many as four 
trips during one day when local facilities were visited. At 
school, students listened to outside speakers who brought their 
ideas to the participants both in large-group lecture sessions 
and i.n small··group informal discussions. 2 
Students performed g~oup and individual research 
----·----
1The regular class day in the summer school prog-ram 
for ten credits was four hours. The subjects in the control 
group attended school four hours per day. 
2s , . ee ?:E.EenQ.l.X I for a schedule of study trips and 
guest speakers. 
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pr.oj (~c Ls kept: journals of their work. 3 Smninar reports 
were utllized as a vehicle for learning. Courtrooms cnme 
classrooms in which judges and courtroom aides lectured, vis-
ited with students, and received questions informally. Later, 
students v the same courtrooms in action with ls in 
progress. California State Highway Division personnel met 
with s to explain the operation of their department. 
FollmJing classroom discus ons, they took the students on 
a bus tour to observe the actual field construction of some 
of the projects they outlined in class. s lar SeSSl011S 
and tours were held with representa s of t:he al 
Bureau of Reclamation. 
Experiences were divided between the se l1.nes of 
government and sociology, but the two ar(:';as were 
twined throughout the course so that tbe ef ct was as one 
who rather than as two separate courses. Local, state, and 
federal public agencies, as well as ivate bus ses, pro-
vided guest speakers and sponsored guided study trips. 
Four school buses were assigned to project for 
the entire SU.'11Iner session, together with four dr available 
full time. Trips could be easily arranged to any location in 
Northern Californ The class traveled to the Bay Area and 
to various federal and state installations with a one hun-
d1:ed and f i mile radius of Sacramento. One trip was sche-
as far South as Fresno, California, to meet with civic 
3se(e: 
reports. 
Anpendix II for samples of student projects and 
-h~------- -
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officials and learn how that city organized and carried out 
its project for a downtown shopping mall. (A similar project 
was in the planning stages in Sacramento.) The trip to Fres-
no is a good example of the type of acceptance given the 
class by par-ticipating agencies. Both city and couni.y offi-
cials took time from their busy s cbedules (see Fig_~?.::~. l) to 
explain community problems and projects to these high school 
students. 
Through trips to local and to out-of-town agenc1es 
and through guest lecturers, films, and special projects, 
the students in the experimental class were totally saturated 
in the on-going work of government and society throughout the 
summer of 1969. 
'I'o evaluate the expcr iment.al class Government in />.c-
tion: Sociology it was decided to use a combination of a num-
ber of statistical measures involving comparisons of the re-
sults obtained in the special class and those which might be 
expected in a traditional program offering the separate 
courses of s;overnment and sociology. Because the program was 
scheduled during a s mnmer session, a cornr;ar is on group was 
selected which included only students enrolled during the 
same calendar pe.riod. Both fJJ::oups, experimental and control, 
included students enrolled in each of three high schools re-
ported in the study. 
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FIGUTU:: l 
SCHEDUI,E OF l\CTIVITlES PREPJ\PJ·;D BY TilE CI'l'Y AND 
FEESNCl, CALIFORNIA, FOE THE CL1'1SS COVEF<.l·E'1I:ENT IN 
SOCIOLOGY ON AUGUST1-b~-··--T96·9·---
COUNTY OF 
ACTION: 
10:00 
10:00·-
10:30 
10:30-
Arrive at Pine Grove, Roeding Park (picnic area) 
F:resno Count:y offj_cials' presentations (\ves Craven, 
Chairman, Board of Supervisors--welcome) 
Phil Sanche2;---county Government 
County Administrative Officer 
R. E. Bergstro~--Air Pollution 
Director of Environmental Services 
Reed Clegg--Welfare 
Director of Welfare 
William C. Daly--Law Enforcement 
District Attorney 
Gerald Gard--Taxes 
County Assessor 
].0:55 Questions and Answers 
10: 55--
11:05 
11:05-
11:35 
Break 
Fresno City, Redevelopment and Downtown Officials' 
presentations (Mayor Wills--welcome) 
Neil Goedhard--City Government 
Chief Administrative Officer 
Tom Hoxie--Downtown Business and Rejuvenation 
Executive Di.rector, Downtown Association 
Alan Kingston--Redevelopment Agency Activities 
Executive Director, Redevelopment Agency 
Bob Shoettler--Convention Industry 
Manager, Convention Center 
John Behrens--City Planning 
Director, Planning and Inspection 
ll: 35- Quest.ions and Answers, Lunch 
12:50 
12:50··· 
3:00 
Bus tours--Mall, Convention Center, Downtown Area 
(Departure at 3:00 for Sacramento) 
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Experimental Group 
With the exception of two s luc3en-ts [who a:.:-e no L in-
clnd:c.~d in this study], all subjects in the experimental class 
Government in Action: Sociology were drawn from the attendance 
areas of three of the district's five senior high schools 
(see ~ra.bJ.e l). The experimental group ccnstituted the tcta.l 
population completing the special class. 
TABLE l 
ATTENDANCE AREAS FOR SUBJECTS IN 
EXPERIMENTA.L 1-\l'\JD CON':CROL GF:OUPS 
- ... ------~------------·-------·---------· 
---Group------~,;; ciatchy Kennedy l' Burbank ·-·r:otal 
I High School High Schoolii High School 
-=r-~~'~:~J ::·E~- ~:-~-~~~ ~· ~~-~+-i-_;~~ 
Control I 16 15 29 26 64 59 109 
To~;~~-~:·--l-t-- !)~-----31 -]-~-.15 -L~--;~----- -~ ,--~--I~l8.2 --· 
StUQV 
~ ·--- ---- - -----------~----- -----· 
While the program was opened to all students within 
the· school cHstrict, Sacramento patterns of bus transportation 
made attenda11ce from two schools less convenient than it was 
at the school housing the program: for this reason, the rna-
jority of students in the experimental group were drawn from 
the attendance of Me Clatchy High School. Kennedy and Bur-
bank high schools were included in the study because each 
contributed twenty or more percent of the population of the 
experimental cl.a5s. 
Initial eproll.ment for the special class totaled one 
hundred and forty. Of these, one hundred and nineteen com-
pleted the class (see 'J'able 2). 'J~he number of subjects "~'ho 
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were inclurJed in the final mea::;urcment wo.s aga.in reduced be-· 
cause of C.he nature of the data collection process. Namely, 
the use of unobtrusive measurement, which relied on existing 
school records, resulted in incomplete data on certain of the 
subjects. Only those subjects for whom all measures were 
available were included in this study. When all measures 
were completed, the group numbered seventy-three, including 
thirty boys and forty-three girls, and represented ethnic 
backgrounds as follows: Black and :Mexican·-Ame.rican combined, 
four; Caucasian, forty-two; and Oriental, twenty-seven (see 
Group 
TABLE 2 
SUBJECTS IN EXPERIIv;EN'I'AI, XIJ'W CONTJ:\01, GHOUPS 
NP PRE·-ENROLLHEN'J', AT COl',lPLETION OF' 'l'HE 
SUI!J..I\1ER SESSION, Ai:.JD A'r THE C0~1PLE'TION 
Perl 
Inc] 
od 
uded 
OF EVALUATI0l'1 
fv1c Clatch~ 
I-I. s. 
....------
Kennedy Burb 
r. I. s. 
----· -----~-----------· -----·-
Pre-
roll 
I End 
en-· 
ment 
of 
76 42 22 140 
·ion 
---·--,-· 
-U?.-· 
Ex per ir~.e n ~a ~~j·-s_e_:. s 
L~lo.J 
tion 
69 
40 
---·- --
31 19~ 119 
·----·----- -------
16 17 73 
-·-4 8- 1171~ 2 2 ~ ---en-· ~ ment c ... 1 .J f ·------of End I 
Control SessJ on+ 42 t 39 97 ·i 178 
l Evalu<:,-tion I 16 29 64 109 ----"·--·----- . ..J.. ___________ --------.1..--------·"-----·-
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FIGURL 2 
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDCNTS WITHIN CONTROL AND EXPERIMFNT.£\L 
GROUPS ACCORDING TO SEX AND TO .ETHNIC OfUGlN 
----··~ 
GIRLS'-......" GIRLS 
65% 59% 
N ::. 71 N = 43 
~;;;·-
35% 
N :::-: 38 
Control (N 109) Experimental {N 73} 
Control (N 109) Experimental (N ='73) 
CAUCASIAN CAUCJ".Sil\N 
61% 58% 
N ... 4 
BLACK AND t-1EXICA.N-AMERICAN COJ:.A.BINED 
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CoTnparison 
The control group inc1,1c1ed l:he total population 
students enrolling for ·the bvo courses 90\"f:rnment and sociol--· 
ogy in i:he three h:Lgh schools from whose attendance are:.:1s the 
experiment:al group was drawn (see T.:ifbl~~ l_) . Ini tialJ.y the con-
trol group eluded two hundred and twenty-two students, one 
hundred and seventy-eight of whom completed both courses. 
the time of measurement the group contained one hundr~d and 
nine students includ thirty-eight boys and seventy-one 
girls with an ethnic dis·tribut.ion as follows: Black and Hex·-
Oriental, twenty-six (see 2) • 
Problems Encountered in Conduct 
Because it was not possible to con 
tal class under laboratory conditions, two problems ~ere en-
countered in evaluation. These were (1) the sible 
effects of sel selection on the part of subj ect:s ( 2 ) 
the difficulty of isolating all of the vari es in so complex 
a program as the experimental course. 
£-Selection 
The program was theoretically open to each student 
residing within t.he Sacramento City Unified School District. 
In practice, however, any enrollment procedure short of as-
signing inch v subjects to treatment groups results in a 
degree of self--selection. The sample used was what Helm-
stadter callB a sa~pl_~ of convenience. Regardinq this, 
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.t 
Helmstadter notes:· 
In reality, using a sample of con-
venie.lice ~TsoH:e1'1 f:he~ ohi:~r aTtefTiat~iVe~ 
the researcher has. Under these cir-
cumstances the careful worker will de-
scribe his sample as precisely as pos-
sible with respect to as many relevant 
characteristics as he can think of so 
that others who read the report of his 
study can, perhaps, visualize a popula-
tion of which this sample might be re-
presentative, or at least they can de,-
terminc whether the group to which they 
had hoped to generalize the results of 
the study differs in specific ways from 
the sample which was used. 
Assuming that self-selection ~~vas in fact operating 
in the students' choosing either the experimental or the con-
trol groups 1 what were the characteris cs of each? 
Schools of 
The greatest proportion of the experimental subjects 
came from the normal attendance area of Me Clatchy High 
School (see Ta~le 1:_), and constituted fifty--five percent of 
the· total enrollment of that group. Burbank High School 
supplied more than two-thirds of the subjects in the control 
group. Taken together, Me Clatchy and Kennedy High Schools 
accounted for seventy-seven percent of the experimental 
group. 
Me Clatchy is the oldest of the three schools and lies 
in what was, twenty years ago, the most affluent portion of 
Sacramento's residential area. Kennedy High School, opened 
4G. C. Helrr.stadter, ~csearc:_l~ ~:.~nc_~j~ts in Human Be-
havior: uca t:i on, Psy::-~hology, §_9cio}.ogy {N(~VJ York: -;.'\ppleton-
Cen till:y -·cro£i~s ;-19 7 o)-,--t,:;-.327. 
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in 1967, lies south of the Me Clatchy High School and is vd.th--
in the area of the most re8ently constructed group of new 
homes within the city limits of Sacramento. A new and exclu-
sive subdivision had just recently opened at the time~ th:;.s 
study was conducted, but only a small portion of the pcoject 
[within the Kennedv attendance area] was then occupied. The 
total enrollment at Kennedy High School was about sixty per-
cent of that of either of the other schools in the study. Its 
student body was created thrcugh combining portions of the pre-
vious attendance areas of Burbank and Me Clatchy High Schools. 
Burbank High School also lies in a newer portion of southern 
Sacramento and this school was opened in 1962. 
Data concerning the economic status of each school:s 
attendance area is contained in a report prcp~red for the 
r: 
California Division of Highways in 1968.::> This , co 
lected to provide information for use in freeway planning, 
showed the median family income for homes in the Burbank High 
School area to be $9,456.28. The median family income in 
the combined student population areas of r,1c Clatchy and Ken-
nedy High Schools was $9,383.83, with Me Clatchy's somewhat 
lower than Burbank's at $8,036.21 and Kennedy's somewhat higher 
at $10, 851.13. 
l\.ccess to eriment.al Class 
Subjects in the Me Clatchy and Kennedy attendance 
areas had direct connections to Me Clatchy High School. 
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There was, at the time the experimental class was offered, 
no bus service to approximately half of Uw pupils resicEng 
in the atte~1C1ance area of Burbank High School. [Part of the 
attendance area for Burbank lies outside of the incorpor~ted 
city of Sacramento, and the city's bus service is not char-
tered for operation in county areas.] Those students resid-
ing in the portion of the Burbank attendance area which had 
bus service would have had to catch a bus at 6:40 a.m. each 
morning in order to reach Me Clatchy High School in time for 
the experimental class, which began at 8:00 a.m. Return ser-
vice in the middle or toward the end of the day was equally 
cumbersome. This may explain why the majority of students 
aL Burbank who attended sumrncr school chose their m·m plant, 
even though rnany courses VJerc open .:.n other high school in 
the district. Consequently, two-thirds of the control group 
were students from Burbank High School, constituting what 
might be considered a representative sample of that school's 
summer session population. 
Similarly, those students from Me Clatchy in the ex-
periment.a1 class--approximately two-thirds of the pupils in the 
experimental group--might be considered representative of that 
student body. 
A reverse direction was observed at Kennedy High 
School with one-third enrolling in the experimental and two-
thirds in the control groups. In short, the experimental 
group consisted in largest part of students from Me Clatchy 
High School and the control group contained a majority of 
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students from the two schools. Since regular classes 
in government and sociology were also fered in each of the 
three schools, it would appear that the majority of pupils 
in each school found more convenient to attend the classes 
to t.:hc;ir homes. 
Ethn ulation 
For the purposes of this study, three ethnic groups 
were identified as llows: 6 (l) Ca.ucasian pupilsi (2) Black 
and Mexican·-Amer5_can pupils combined; aDd ( 3) Oriental pupils 
(see le 3) . These three sub-groups were different 
---
dis-
tributed in the summer school classes than in the general 
rrl\.BLE 3 
E'l'HNIC 1,1AKE-·UP OF SUf.H1EH. CJ.ASSES IN GOVERNfvi.t;Xrr 
COMPARED TO ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION IN REGULAR 
SCHOOL YEAR 
Caucasian Pupils 58% 61% 71% 
Black Mexican-
American Pupils 5% 15% 17% 
population. These data indicate the following sh frma 
the ethnic distribution found during the regular school year: 
(1) approximately one-third as many Black and Mexican-American 
students enrolled in the experimental as might have been ex-
pee , but approximately the same rcenta(::Je of e ethnic 
-------·------·-
6Black and can-Amel!ican students \vere grouped to-
gether in order to create a managable group for statistical 
anal is and because of their similar degrees economic dis·-
advantaf]~?:!ment in the community. 
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sub-groups elected the control c:lass as werp observed in the 
school popu.la t.:.i;:m during the regular sc:hool year; (2) lhree 
times as many Orientals as would he expected enrolled iL the 
exper~nental group and twice as many in the control group; 
and ( 3) the total number of Caucc.sian partic.i.pants rannined 
predominant in both groups, but represented a drop of about 
fifteen percent over the regular year's Caucasian enrollment 
for the aggregate of the three high schools. 
The high percentage of Oriental subjects might be ex-
plained by the fact that a disproportionate number of their 
ethnic sub-group normally attend summer school each year. The 
even higher proportion of Oriental subjects at Me Clatchy High 
School is in keeping with the :Lact that a l2 ..rc;rcr proportion of 
that school's st:udent body clu:.t:ing tl-1e no·cmdl school :r·e.:u: is 
Oriental than is the case for eith~r of the other two schools. 
In both groups, the proportion of Caucasian pupils is 
still very close to that found at Me Clatchy during a regular 
school year. The reason for the drop in the number of Black 
and Mexican-American subjects .i.n ·the experimental class fJ~Oi"8. 
their number observed during a regular school year is not as 
obvious. These two sub-groups constitute approximately fif-
teen percent of all students enrolling in summer school. Ap-· 
parently the type of activity offered in the ''saturated envi-
ronment" did not appeal as directly to these sub-groups as it 
did to either the Caucasian or the Oriental students who 
enrolled for government and sociology in the sum..rner session 
of 1969. 
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InLc11 Achievement Data 
Pupils from both the Limcnt and th';;: control 
groups red t.o be above average .:! n ability. When the 
ce '], . 7 ' est. \'Vas adminis to all 
pils in the school district gracJe twe during sernes~-
ter following t~e treatment, the subjects from the control 
group achieved a mean I.Q. score of 106 and the subjects in 
the experimental group ach a mean I.Q. score of 109. The 
average grade received by the jects in both the experiman-
tal and control groups ln the required eleven-th grade 
course ln Uni States tory [taken during the semester 
preceding the treatment] was e same, B·-. 
Use of Cava ance 
To overcome possib effects of self-sel0ction by 
subjects, covariance was us in analyzing the cognit mes.s··· 
urement to statist lly adjust the lack of random assign-· 
ment. Helmstadter descr s this procedure as: 8 
When matching is not ran-
domization has not elimin releva~t 
ject di erences, researcher can 
statistical control. Actually, statis 
control does not involve holding ables 
constant or obtaining ivalent groups, but 
rather making a st.at:Ls J. adjustr:1ent en 
the final observations to account for 
meas lack of itial e~ujvalence . 
·---···----·---·-
7rrving Lorge and Robert L. 
Thorndike In li c:-2 !ests, I-Jevel 
!vl.fftT1n --
Thm~ndike, 
(".! ( Br' c t r-1-. • 
' .. ·,-!.:.J _.._ • .L .. 
Lorqe-· 
ETo11 
8G. C. Helmstadter, Research 
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If a measure oE past accomplishment is 
available and il:. is related to [uture 
performance, then, by means ~f an anal-
ysi-~s_D_L __ GOVd.XiaJH::e., it i_~ })00S.i_bl_e_ t.Q 
determine how many of the differences in 
the final performance would be expected 
because of the initial differences in a-
chievemen~ and to make an apprcpri2te 
adjustment. When interpreting results, 
only differenct~s larger than those to 
be expected on the basis of initial dif-
ferences would be ccnsidered. 
Grades in U. S. History (an eleventh grade class) were used 
as a covariant to adjust for initial differences 1n the 
analysis of the cognitive measurement. 
Ethnic differences were considered 1n two of the meas-
ures employed in this study. First, the cognitive analysis 
was run by total group and again by ethnic sub-groups. SeccJJ1d, 
the television test of attitudes toward problems in society 
was structured so as to compare ethnic sub-groups with adult 
judges as well as ethni_c sub-groups within the experimental 
and control sections. 
Multiple Variables in a Saturated Environment 
The nature of the special course, which greatly ex-
tended study time, utilized team teaching, brought 1n out-
side speakers, and took subjects on a wide variety of study 
trips, made it difficult to ascertain which factor (or factors) 
could be held accountable for any changes which might occur. 
Consequently, the program was viev1ecJ as one 1'package 11 wi tb 
each piece interlocked with all others witl1in the experimental 
curriculum. 'lhe term saturo_ted enviroEment wa~-; coined to 
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d(~scribc this complex arrangemcn t. 'l'he concept:. underlying 
the new curriculum was that steeping a student in the on-
goin9 processes of government. and business at. the local, coun-
ty, and state levels might achieve citizenship ch es in 
pupils which ional classes had not 
Cost of lhe S ial Class 
-'-'·-------·-· 
The instruction of secondary students dur a :.:>ununer 
session in California is generally less than the cost of in-
structing students during a regular school If fixed 
costs buildings, administration, supplies, ut:ilities 
are considered to remain about constant for the year, whether 
regular session or summe1~ sess , then a comparison of the 
cost of teacher salary per student instructed provide a 
rough y ck. for comparing regular session wi t.h surnmer 
session instructional costs. In Sacramento the average tea-
cher salary behind each secondary student for a ten credit 
(two. Carnegie Unit) course during the regular school year was 
approximately $80.00 (for the school year 1968-69] . 9 cost. 
per student for teacher salary the experimental summer pro-
gram, however, amounted to only $28.43. 10 When the extra costs 
of this program [transportation was the only cost for pro~ 
gram which was in excess of that for any other summer c s) 
was added to the instructional cost, the total amount spent 
9The figure of $80.00 was arrived at by dividing 
annual salary of a classroom teacher by the number of students 
assigned a teacher, then by taking twenty percent of that quo-
tient. as the amount chargeable for the sunm1er class. 
lOTotal salary paid to teachers divided by number of 
students enrol 
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per student for salary and transportation was $58.15.11 
The major difference in the cost. of inst-:r:ucLLon (teacher 
sa1ary) between the regular year and the summer program re-· 
sults from the policy of paying teachers a per-session (or 
hourly) rate [$7.50 during 1969] for worked rformed e;uts 
of their regular contract year. 
Major Hypotheses 
The lowing majoT hypotheses were formulated for 
testing in experiment: 
A. Students exposed to a saturated environment 
for the study of government and sociology will re-
spond to an instrument designed for measuring atti-
tudes i:oward baf:' ic px:·oblems in society wi tn choices 
which more closely resemble those made by a panel 
of responsible ts in community t.han will 
students taking a traditional course in government, 
even ivhen the trument is administe as much 
as one semester following the completion of the 
trea t:men t. 
B. Students exposed to a saturated environment 
for the study of government and sociology will evi-
dence a significant change in participation in both 
school and community activities following the treat:-
ment while students who take a traditional course 
in government and sociology will not change signi-
ficantly. Further, the direction of the change in 
behavior observed subjects in the treatment 
group will be toward increased participation in one 
or both areas. 
c. Students exposed to a saturated environment 
for study of government and sociology will be 
rated by their counselors as having improved in 
citizenship following the treatment while no such 
change will be no by the counselors students 
the control group. 
ll·rhe amount allot_t.ed fcT transportation divided by 
the number of students with the sum added to the teacher sal-
ary cost stu~cnt. (Transportat ~ost = $29.72 per student.) 
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D. Students exposed to a satur2ted environment 
for the study of government and sociology will ex-
hibit improved citizenship i.n school following the 
·-cr.-eanner1T 5y-n1aint:ainiri.g 2t b-etter- att~eiidanc~e re-
cord than before the treatment, while no such change 
will be noted in students Wlthin the control group. 
E. Students exposed to a saturc.ted envirunmeni:: 
for the study of governrnent and sociology will have 
fev?er discipline referrals follc:Mins:r the treat.ment 
than in the period immediately preceding the exper-
iment, while no such change will be observed in 
students within the control group. 
F. Students exposed to a saturated environment 
for the stud~/ of go·1ernment and sociology 'rJill h3.ve 
fewer suspensions from school for any reason fol-
J.owing the treatment than in the period preceding 
the experiment, while no such change will be ob-
served in the control group. 
G. Students exposed to a saturated environment, 
such as that provided in the experims~t, will score 
significantly higher on a nationally standardized 
cognit.i ve test. of social studies concepts t.han will 
si::uden ts who take che more tradi t.iona 1 coun.;e3 
when measurement is made ten or more weeks follow-
ing the end of the treatment period. 
Minor Hypotheses 
In addition to the above major hypotheses several sup-
lemental hypotheses were formulated in an attempt to ascertain 
any effects of ethnic groupings within the experimental and 
the control groups. These hypotheses were: 
A.l. Black and Mexican-American students in-
structed in government and sociology under condi-
t.ions of a. saturated E::nvironrnen t will respond t-.o 
an instrument designed for measuring attitudes 
toward basic problems in our societ:y with choices 
which more closely resemble those made by a panel 
of responsible adult judges of differing ethnic 
backgrounds and to a panel of responsible adult 
judges of similar ethnic origin tha~ will a group 
of Black and Mexican--American students taking a 
traditional course in government and sociolo~y. 
S3 
A.2. Caucasian students instzucted j_n gov-
ernment and sociology under conditions of a 
saturated environment will respond to an 
·me:n.t des-ignee!· 
ic problerc<s in our soci 
maze closely resemble e made by a panel of 
responsible adult judges of differing ethnic 
backgrounds and to a panel compos of responsi-
ble lt j of the same ethnic group than 
will a group of Caucasian students taking a 
traditional course in government and sociology. 
A. 3. Orien"ti.:tl st.udc~nts :i.nstruct.ed gov-
ernment and sociology under conditions of a 
saturated environment vJill respond to an instn.t~· 
ment designed to measure attitudes toward sic 
problems in our soci wit:h choices wbich more 
closely resemble those made a panel of res-
ponsible adult judges from dif ing ethnic 
backgrounds than will a group of Oriental stu-
dents who take a itional course in govern-
ment and soc ogy. 
G.l. Girls instruct in government and 
sociology in e a saturated or a traditional 
environment will score s nificantly er on 
a nationally standardized cognitive test of soc-
ial studies concepts than 11 boys instructed 
by either method. 
G.2. There will be a significant teraction 
behveen tH:~atment and s2x when government and 
sociology are taught conditions of a sat-
ura environment and 2. traditional environrne:;lt r 
with boys achieving at a higher level in a sat-
urated environment and girls at a higher level 
in a traditional class. 
G. 3. Black and Mexican-American students in--
structed in government and sociology under con-
ditions of a saturated environment will score 
significantly higher on a nationally standardized 
cognitive test of so al studies concepts than 
will Black and Mexican-Arnerican students who 
take a traditional course in government and soc-
iology. 
G.4. Caucasian students instructed in gov-
ernment and sociology under conditions of a sat-
urated environment wi score significantly 
higher on a nationally standardized cognitive 
test of social studies concepts than will Cau-
casian students who take a traditional course in 
government and sociology. 
;: 
~ 
G.S. Oriental students instructed in gov-
,:~rnJ,\(on t ancl sociolo9y under conditions of a 
satura environment will score significantly 
higher on a nation2lly standardized cognitive 
test 0£ social stud concepts than will 
Oriental students who take a tionel 
course in government ~nd sociology. 
l\ number of fferent measures were selected 
evalua on the fects of the course in government. <ind 
sociology taught in a saturated environment. 
Measurement of Cogni Gains in Social Studies 
Section Five of the Iowa Test of Educational Develoo-
-- --- --· --~------·----.. ---~--"'~ 
~~~_!:._, 11Reading in the Social St.udies, ul2 was selecLed as an 
instrument for the measurement of cognitive gains resulting 
from the t.rea tment. This instrurnen t was administecce:;d to all 
s tuden·ts in t:.he twelfth qrade within the Sacramento City 
Unified School District d~ring the months of November and 
December, 1969. It qualifies as an unobtrusive measure13 
because no stude11t taking this test had any cause to connect 
it to an individual class or program. The results of this 
instrume11t were obtained through central data processing 
equiprnenti no contact was made directly with either t.he student 
13The use of the ITED in is manner would be in the 
realm of w}-,at ~·lebb calls " lse pretens s" o::::- "coni:rivc·d ob-· 
servaticm" (se(::! , p. 29). The student is told he is 
takinq a standardized test for district evaluation; however, 
the p~rpose of s test for the researcher in this study 
is to measure that student's progress only in the area of the 
experimental treatnent, soc J studies. 
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o:c L1e:: scl1c·ol, 'I'hc: manual fc·T i.n tccprcting the results 
Test Nw~ber Five of the ITED statos:l 4 
This test is concerned with the stu-
dent's ility to et and evaluate 
representative rea g se ecticms 
from se>cial st~udies text.books and refer-
ences, from magazine newspaper ar-
ticles on sociaJ. problems, and from the 
literature of the social stud s in gen-
c~ral. 'l'he student. cannot obta a high 
score merely by assimilating the ideas 
presented in the passages. Rathe~, he 
must evidE.;;nce the ability to "read .be~ 
tween the lines, 11 to sec the implication 
of the ideas presented, and to evaluate 
author's approach and handling of 
the ·topic. 
higher than knowledgei for th reason the instrument selected 
is a good one for evaluation of an innovative program. 
Measurement of Affective Gains 
For the measurement of attitudinal shi and s:Lmilc'lr 
signs of changes in affective behavior a number of dif rent 
devices and methods were employed. 
Attitudes Toward Issues in Soci 
'l'o ascerta whether the treat-fn•.?nt had produ any 
last:ing chan·::res in behavior, an unique inst:rumcnt was ign 
utilizing commercial evision programs bear1ng on societ 
1ssues. A segment of video tape was compiled with seven dif-
ferent sodes as lows: (l) a popular comedian's routine 
14ITED Iowa Tests of 
to Use 
((~hie-ago: 
r.:::t -ResUTt~i--a r1anua. 
c ence Research Assoc 
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concerning air traffic controllers and their important role 
in aviation and public safety; (2) a brief segment from a 
year's end television summary of news events with various 
stated positions of prominent newscasters giving their pre-
dictions of important events to occur _in the up-coming decade 
of the seventies; (3) a comedy duo's treatment of the topic 
of funerals and the high cost of buriali (4) a newscast in 
which a California legislator advocates a particular action 
concerning the issue drug abuse; (5) a short s f of tel~ 
evision commercials done by a well knovm com.iTtedienn,:o>; (6) an 
excerpt f1:-o.m a year's end news discuss ion prograr.l on the sub~ 
ject of pollution and the chances its control; and (7} 
a portion of a nationa11y knm·m Black comedian 1 s pn~senJcat.ion 
to a somewhat difficult audience in the deep South. To ac-
company tape 1 ch was tv7en ty-· minutes in le~gth 1 a 
series of statements was prepared on cards concerning each 
episode. There were nine possible reactions availab i:o e<:1.cb. 
participant 1 and was instructed to c.rrange these into a 
forced distribution of five categories, creating a type of 
syn t.hetic curve (see !1E.E.£~ } . This procedure is similar 
to an attitude measurement used by Nordstrom, Friedenberg and 
Gold in their study of ressentiment. 15 While these research-
ers classifi their technique as a Q-sort, the actual pro-
cedure is more the m~der of a forced-choice questionnaire. 
----·----
15carl Nordstrom, Edgar Z. Friedenberg, 
Gold, Society's Children: A Study of Ressentiment 
onda.r:i' §.£ho6]--·{ : l1ariiiom-·no·us e·,-19 6 7~-.. -pp: 
Hilary ;., . 
in the Sec··· 
3=-9·8 .---
b7 
So tlnt this trument might qualify as an unobtrus-
ive measure, a technique was employed to create a sort of 
smoke screen effect. Student:s who were shown the tape .. ·-aJ.l 
those in both the control and exper tal groups in this 
study~-were notified through their school principals that they 
had been selected at random to icipate a school district 
study signed to survey the attitudes of graduat St .... niors 
toward the new decade of the seventies. They were called in, 
school by school, in two different testing sessions, each with 
a liberal mix of control and experimental subjects. There was 
no indication that any student was aware of the true purpose 
of the video taped sessions. The segment on tape showing 
newsmen's predictions of upcoming events of the seventies set 
the stu.ge this procedure. 
The same video tape was shown to a group of responsi-
ble adults who made the same "sorts" of the s into five 
categories. The individuals making up the adult jury inclu-
ded the following citizens: a high school al studies de-
partment chairman, a teaching Sister in a Catholic elementary 
school, a radio talk show personali , a retired in-
tendent of a community college district, a senior high school 
principal, a protestant clergyman, an elementary school prin-
cipal, 1::'>'10 members of the school d trict' s Intf~rgroup Rel-
ations office, and a Black ethnic stud s instructor at a 
local conununi ty college. 'I'his g.roup of n adults included 
representatives from three e·thnic groups: bvo were Black, two 
were of Mexican-American backgrounds and the others were 
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Caucasian. The age span of the group was from the early 
th ties to over retirement 16 
Parti J;.ctiv ies 
A short questionn re was developed to obtain data 
concerning activities both j_n and outside of school (see 
?·PJ.1_~~~~-~-~ II}) . This questionnaire was adminis at the 
same time as the video taped episodes were viewed and was 
g.i ven as .:-:~. companion instrument to that activity. Conse·-
guently; t:he inst..rumen t c,u.alif l2S as an unoiYcrusi ve measure. 
It was not pass e for the subjects to make a connection 
between thi~:; questionnaire and the experi:mental course under 
investigation. 
Coun 
Each subject's counselor was asked to comment con-
cerning that subject's in-school citizenship. Specifically 
he was asked to determine whether the subject had improved, 
regress , or remained the same in his citizenship in the 
semester following the treatment as compared to his t.izen-
ship in the semester preceding enrollment in the cJ.ass. Each 
counselor was provided a list of students ir1 alphabetical 
order (see ~_ppen~~i~ III}, mixed with both control and experi-
mental subjects, and was instructed not to reveal to any stu-
dent that he was making an evaluation. The type of study was 
not identified, nor was there any identification provided on 
16 Several Orientals were originally scheduled to 
judges; however, these individuals did not find it possible to 
participate when the final project schedule was convleted. 
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-., .. ;h:ich n•igll. t be experimental arid which contn)l subjects. 
r:-valua.tion of Att.endc.<nce Eecords 
The attendance record for each subject was obtained 
for the year preceding and the year following t.he trea-tment. 
This information was taken from central office records on 
a data-processed attendance system. A comparison of total 
days of absence for any reason was recorded for each student 
on each of the attendance years and positive and negative 
changes were computed. 
•rhrouqh individual contacts with the vice principals 
in charge of discj.pline at each of the schools, information 
was compiled concerning the number of times students were 
referred to the school office for disciplinary action in the 
semester preceding and the semester following the treatment. 
Referrals for any reason were counted. Again, no student was 
aware of the compilation of this data. 
A record of any suspension from school for a pupil 
in the project was obtained through an interview with the 
school district's hearing officer. This offi.cial mai.ntains 
a file of all suspensions issued within the school district, 
whatever the reason. 
In each of the above casas it was possible to obtain 
necessary data, either through the use of "archives" or by 
the use of "contrived observation" without the subjects 1 
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becoming aware that they were being evaluated for the effects 
of the treatrncnt.l7 Consequently, all instruments and 
data collection devices utiliz in this study qualify an 
unobtrusive measures. 
Statistical Procedures Used 
A number of different statistical cedures vtc2r-2 
selected for the evaluation of the data in study. In 
general, parametric statistics were utilized for inter-
pretation of cogn ive measures and non-paramentric s s-
tics were ut ized in the evaluation of data obtained on 
affective measures. A confidence level of .01 was selected 
as an indication of significance for parametric testH. with 
the level of .05 considered an indication of the need 
further study. Non-parametric tests were cons 
ficant at the .05 level of confidence and the level .20 
was selected on non-parametric measures as an indication of 
the need further study. Kerlinger points out that, "A 
of statist.ical significa:1ce is to some extent chosen 
arbitrarily," and that, "The .05 and .01 levels correspond 
fairly well to two and three stand;:".rd dev ions from the 
mean of a normal probability distribution. ul8 
The writer's rationale for setting the above levels 
of significance was the relative power-ef ciency of parametric 
17 See p. 29. 
18Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations Behavioral 
search (New York: Holt, Rinehar~t~\nd -~\Tinston, 
p. --Er4. 
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and ncn ametric tests. Siegal rates the Sign Test, one of 
the non pa.r<:unetric measures used in this study, as beh\'een 
sixty-three and ninety-five percent as powerful as a para-
1 (> I~,,tr-i ., ·teco·t- . .J ll-..... ..._...... •. -. Sample size is the determining factor. The 
Spearman r·ank correlation technique, anotLer of the non··para-
metric measures used in this study, is considered to be ap-
proxil1li1U:!ly ninet:;-·one percent as povlerf\.~1 as the para-
metric Pearson r.20 
Stati.stical Procedures for Cognitive Measure 
A parametric test of covariance was selected to com-
pare the results obtained through Sub-test Five of the ITEo 21 
[Reading in the Social Studies] . Covariance is recon~ended 
by K(~rl:i.n~jer for u.se in an educational ex per int<211t where sel-
ect.ion constitutes a problEm\ ar1d ~:"here .!::andom as~:ignrne:::nt of 
ind i·vidua.J.s is not feasible. Kerlinger ;n:i U:::s ~ 22 
This type of experiment certain 
decided advantages. One is that measures of 
intE;ll igence an(1 a.chie.vernent l1SllaJ. <~~<ist 
before the experiment starts. Thus they can 
be used without the sensj_tization dangers of 
l c, 
--Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statis s for the 
Beha.vior.;;1l Sc:ic;nc•.c:s (New Yor:~: -!~cGra'"'-·H_Ln·~-DooF-coJ.:lpany;-
20-b'd ~--2::....: .• i 213. 
21 d·See Merle v·l. Tate, St.atistics in Education (New 
York: The McMillan Company, , pp. ···522-;-Tor-a dis-
cussion of covariance. 
22
•·· d N K 1, ,_. re . er 1nger, Foundations of Behavioral 
p. 350. 
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pretests; an expe:r.·i:r.~ent cu.rt also be run 
without the students' knowiGy that th~y 
are being tested. Closely allied to 
this is the advantage of experiments 
done in natural seti.:insrs . . stiLL an--
other advantage is the precision of the 
analysis and the information it can yield. 
The score obtained from the social studies test was 
covaried with a weighted combination of subject matter grades 
received by students in the eleventh grade required course 
in United States History. The rationale for using grades 
in history as a covariant was that the grade in history con-
stituted the most recent appraisal of students' perfonnancc~ 
in the social studies area. Another reason for this choice 
was that many of the topics in a government class are really 
extensions of topics covered in the history course. 
covariance formula was applied to the following groups Eor 
conducting the cognitive comparisons: (1) total comparison 
of members of control versus experimental groups; (2) com-
parison of control and experimental subjects who came from 
a Black or a Mexican-American ethnic backgrolJnd; (3) compar--
ison of experimental and control subjects who came from an 
Oriental ethnic background; and (4) comparison of experimen-
tal and control subjects who came from a Caucasian background. 
ure 3 shows a paradigm of the desiqn used in running the 
---"'---·-
analyses.] 
The factor of intelligence was controlled by exclud-· 
ing from the study all subjects who scored abcve or belmv 
two standard deviations from t.he mean of an inteJ.ligence 
test which was administered to the subjects in the fall 
!-:.ale 
Fema.le 
""11'···~1-ll''f- ~r: n··1: '"lTli!I:JJr.Tr::r--r. "I---., 1··~ 
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I'Jote: This s-'catis tica.l. tJ:coced,..:trc ~~o .. .:-cts r~1n once for the group as a 
whole. Additional anal:;.rscs \Jere a.lsc nm with t:nree e·::h::-,ic 
sub·-gr:·oups as follm·.rs: ( l) l31a'~~k and [v:icxican-l\.Ir0oricu.n; ( 2) 
Oriental; and (3) Caucasi&~. 
C"\ 
w 
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semester following the treatmant. 23 
Because of the larger proportion of girls within each 
group in the study (see F iq__t~_E£ ~) , sex was tree>, ted as an ill--· 
pendent variable in each of the covariant analyses run. 
Statist al Procedures for Affect Ncasu:ces 
Procedures utilized in the various affective measure-
ments statistical analysis varied according to the amount 
of data available. 
Attitudes 'I'm-,rc;,rd Issues in _?o_s;i~ty_ 
Following t.he technique reported by Nordstrorn24 
the study of ressentiment, the forced choices on responses 
to the video taped episodes on societal issues were weighted 
and an order arrived at for each response in each sode. 
Next, the results obtained were subject to a carr Live 
comparison among the three groups--experimental subjects, 
control subjects 1 and adult judges. The Spearman Hank Cor·" 
relation 25 was selected for analysis of the significance of 
the degree of correlation between experimental and control 
subjects, experimental subjects and adult judges, and control 
subjects and adult judges. 
Measures of Direction of Movement 
The appraisal of student behavior in the areas of 
participation in activi , attendance, discipline referrals, 
2 tandard scores on the Lorge Thorndike Intelligence 
Test, Form G, were available through the central office. 
24 Nordstrom, £oc~ety's . .S::.l?:.i-1-_dre~, pp. 174-76. 
25 . See S1egel, NonpaE._~trJ:.£ St.a.!:J.s_!:_ic;_§_, pp. 202-213. 
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coun or appraisals, and suspensions from school were treated 
as two-category 1tems. The rection of movement--improved 
or reg.ress as the case might be--was subjected to a Sign 
Test to measure the significance of the changes. Concerning 
this procedure Si ?(.; l states:- 0 
The Sign Test its name from the 
fact that it uses and minus signs 
ra than quantat measures as its 
data. It is ticularly useful re-
search in which quantitative measurement 
is impossible or infeasible, but in which 
it is possible to rank with respect to 
each other the two mPmbers of each pair. 
In t:h<:' case of thic3 study, t.he pair of members sub--
jected to the sign test consists of t\vo rnecl.surements taken 
on each subject--one before and the after the treab~ent. 
The test is then applied to e3ch separately to deter-
mine if a noted change of direction 1s statis cally s 
cant or whether chance alone migbt account for any observed 
differences. 
Summary 
Using unobtrusive measurement, the subjects in the 
experimental class in government were compared with a similar 
group of students taking a traditional government c ss. One 
cognitive measurement of 1 studies achievem.:;nt and sev-
eral affective measurements of citizenship behav were made 
on each group. These measurements were subjected to statis-
tical analysis with the cognitive measure evaluated through 
parametric and the fective measures through non-parametric 
statistics. 
26rbiC!_., p. 68. 
CHAPTEH IV 
REPORT OF DA'l'A COLLEC'rED 
Results of Measuring InstrLments 
---- - _,.,_-...__....._ _ ___;;,._ -·--··-~--·-----w~..-
The data described in Chaoter III were collected dur-
ing the school year 1969-70. The following is a report of 
these data and the various statistical procedures employed 
for the interpretation. 
Measures of Direct of Movement 
In the opinion of counselors: twelve students 
the experimental group (N = 73) changed in a positive di-
rection in cit:izenship in the semester followil'lg the 
treatment. No negative changes vlere noted (see ~1~ 4). 
The.Sign Test 1 reveals the probabi ty of twelve out of 
twelve changes being positive in a two-category item as 
p .00075. 
TABLE 4 
COUNSELOR APPH.l\IS!I_LS OF CHA:,JGES IN 'rHE BEHAVIOR OF SUBJEC'I'S 
FOLLOWING INSTRUCTION AS COMPARED TO 
SUBJECTS' BEHAVIOR BEFORE INSTRUCTION 
Experimental Group (N = 73) Control Group (N 109) 
Improved No Change ssed 
12 61 73 15 
p = .00075 (Sign Test) p ~ .2033 (Sign Test) 
p. 6 8. 
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In t.he opinion of the counselors r thirty-.. si/: of the 
students in the control group (N = 109) evidenced a change 1n 
citizen ship. 'i'wenty-one of the changes vwre posi t:i.. ve .:~_Dd 
fif·teen were negative (see Table ~_). The S ;::Ls the 
probability of a split of twenty-one to fifteen 1n a group of 
thi six on a two category item as p .2033~ 
Evaluation of Disci ine Referrals 
According to the s maintained by the v 
principals the three high schools the st J tr~~n st.u·-
dents the :Lmental raroup (N = 73) compil a recor.d of 
discipl referrals in the semester following U1e trea·i;ment 
which was different from that of the preceding semester. Of 
those changj_ng, ej_ght received re :craJs the a.dmir.ti ·· 
strative offices discipline and two received more (see 
Table ~). 'l'he Sign Test lists the probability of eiqht of 
ten in a two-category item as p = .055. 
TABLE 5 
CHANGES IN RECORD OF DISCIPLINE REFERRALS TO 
ADlUNISTRt'\TIVE OFFICES FOH ANY REASON BET\1\i'EEN THE 
YEAR FOLLO\HNG INSTRUCTION IN UNITED S'I'l-;.TES GOVEHN-· 
MENT AND SOCIOLOGY 
-
.. 
-- -· - ---
Experimental (N - 73) Cant :t:ol (N 109) 
F~wer :f_~: ~Cge 1 --------More Fewer 
2 12 
-
l~o =~] Ho:e ~ 
p = .05.5 (Sign 'l'RSt) p = .332 (Sign Test) 
-----·--------· 
Admjnistrative records for the control group showed 
a total of twenty--one (N = 109) compiling a record of dis-
cipline .referrals which was dif t in t:he semester 
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llov;-d.ng th<:m in U1e sententet cedi.ng the treat~ent. Twelve 
of the chan9es were pos.i. t:ive and nine were nega:ti vc. 'l'hc S 
Test lists the probability of twelve of twenty-one in a two-
category item as p • 3 32. 
Data maintained in the central school district fice 
did not list any of the subjects in either the experimental 
or the control group as having been suspended froln school 
for any reason either before or after the treatment. 
Evaluation of Attendance Records 
Changes in attendance between 
ceding and following the treatment are shown in Table b. 
Students in the experimental group changed in at r::.c-~ froxn 
an average of 8.11 days per year ssed 
ceding treatment to an average of 7.38 days missed during 
the year following the treatment. Sixty- of these stu-
dents {N = 73) evidenced a change • ..L. ' .,. • 1n a~~enQance w1 t•:venty-
four regressing and forty-one improving. The Sign Test lists 
the probability of a split of twenty-four to forty-one in a 
group s f asp:::: .0239. 
Students in the control g1:oup cha.nCJE:d in a.tter~dance 
fro~ an average of 6.18 days missed duri the school year 
preceding the treatment to an average of 8.06 days miss 
in the year following the treatment (see Ta~le_ §) . Ninety-
se students {N = 109) evidenced a change j_n atten-
dance, with sixty-two regressing toward more absence and 
irty improving. The Sign Test lists the probability of a 
'l'ABLE 6 
COMPhRISON OF ATTENDANCE RECORDS IN CONTROL ru~D EXPERIMENTAL 
GROUPS FOE THE SCHOOL YEl\RS PRECEDir~G J\ND }:'OLLO\Hl.\IG THE 
~I'HEi\'rt1EL'!'J SIJ0\IJ1NG DIRECTION OF CHANGE, IF ANY 
l\ND NlJ!vlBEI\ OF Di\YS CHANGE, IF ANY 
CoztLrol Group (N g 109) 
Oays of i'<.h•;f:•ncr~ T0tal t>Jy£. •.:·!:' J'\b$encc 
ll-3e 
11·9 
A-3 
A-10 
1\-·Pi 
2 
0 
--s _"I>] ~~-~~~~l~=~Yo£Jr· :_h~;n:_ {s ~~~~~-~ -;;~~~:-lt ~--1~~;8{~-~~ l~ ~:~·~:·:~L~~~~--~ 
B-12 I 5 6 1 + D-1-.Li " T 9 I ' 
B- 2 5 5 I 3 2 - U-14 I 1 ' 2 + 
B- 13 0 0 0 0 C-90 11 I 2 -
R·l5 1 13 12 I B-91 i 1'\ 0 + 
B-16 0 5 ' s t D-92 I Q l I J 
1\-27 11 
A-41 0 
l'~- 2 4 11 
A-25 0 
1 
6 
4 
3 
D-4 9 
1 
9 I o o n-:37 1 39 IH 1 7.:; 
s-11 s e 3 + n·~us 1 c3 . 23 1 10 
::;9 ~ I i I ~ : ~.=~:. I ~ ~ 'I' i l!-43 7 3 H-62 10 12 2 + B-l•B i 1 0 
l!-44 
A-4~ 0 
A--79 
A-26 
l!·H 25 
A-.;7 JB J 0 
0 
0 
l 
s 
20 
9 m; :! 1 ·l ·! : mr '! :1 1 1 
EH 3 /9~ I J ii6 + Em ;g ;~ ,. 2 .~-1') 3 lJ 10 + l!-48 lG 15 1 A-28 8 14 6 + l!-59 21 1~ B~J4 3 8-154 4 
l!-29 3 1 
A-16 0 0 
A-) 6 
A-SC l 0 
A-61 4 2 
A-17 a 7 
A-18 7 11 
A-31 5 10 
A-62 3 l2 
l!-63 15 a 
A-51 0 
A-64 20 1 
A-65 4 l3 
l!-66 5 4 
.~-6 4 3 
A-67 3 < 
l!· 36 0 
l\-5J 0 2 
lt-54 7 12 
A-20 19 10 
l\-85 6 
,\-'IS 
2 
0 0 
' 1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
5 
9 
B-57 7 6 D-85 5 
B-47 14 )5 l ll-104 5 6 I 
B-37 20C 20 0 B-155 8 10 II 
!l-~8 0 0 B-15€ 5 16 
B-38 17 13 4 B-lGO 1 17 
B-161 1 l 0 0 D-105 12 13 
B-39 20~ 9 .11 E-106 4 6 I 
B-50 2 4 B-1C8 6 14 
B-52 20 17 + B-86 4 1 
7 f>-16:i 4 1 + B-1"1 ll :o I 
1
1 mt 15~ 23 J ~ m11 15· 0 
1 
l B-58 19 14 + ll-114 
G 0 f,- 4 2 11 3 5 2 4 + 
2 + ll-162 0 2 2 ~ + ~~~~6 ~7 21~ 21 ; II 
1 )3- 60 ' 
0 I) F~27 •1 14 10 + l 
,,-92 4 2 2 B-45 11 25 H + I 
A-76 3 8 5 + 9-61 2 1 1 1
1
' 
A-·93 2 1 1 B-35 Q ?2 22 + 
A-78 10 14 4 ll-87 7 6 1 I! 
A-69 2 2 0 ll-129 4 14 lO + 
A-87 4 2 2 B-ll5 7 2 5 
A-00 8 6 2 U-66 2 2 0 
A -77 2 5 3 U- 6 7 1 2 1 
P.-95 11 13 2 8··68 3 1 4 
11·82 16 9 7 B-69 11 21 10 
A-88 14 18 4 B-70 1 4 3 
A-83 4 2 2 B-130 4 1 3 
A-74 4 3 B-117 ll 16 5 
A-97 4 0 B-ll8 32 21 11 
A-114 1 0 1 B-71 l 1 0 
A-105 22 20 B-119 15 11 4 
A-115 2 1 B-75 5 1 4 
A-111 l 0 B-76 7 3 4 I 
0 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0 
11 
16 
1 
2 
a 
3 
1 
0 
l 
0 
3 
2 
5 
A-ll€ 20 13 B-77 2 2 0 I 0 I 
~=~~~ ~ ~ ~=m ~ ~ ~ I ~ I I 
A-109 7 15 + u- 124 ' l 3 2 + 
+ 
+ 
; 
• 
; 
+ 
+ 
0 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0 
+ 
A-l<O 26 19 B-143 I 14 ) 11 II I I 
A-na a + s-a9 I o 1 1 + I ' 1 
A-102 6 5 ; B-125 5 6 J + I I I I 
1m1 l! t tj ;i I : m!: 1 :; 1 I :1 J' : 1 1
1 
1 ± Ll 
A-125 31 -- 7 24 J..= =~-9-~_:: __ L!...__ __ ._ -------T' -- ~--
Aver.ag~ I Average 
____ La.:~--~:_L _______ I! ~~~~"-'=---- ------· -------------~-~l:. 05 ---------
Number of studen~s c"on-:;inq " 65t Nur,.l'"" ''( stodents cha11ging S2 
Change to~·ard t.1CLe ab~encf~S :o: 2411 c;;.dngc :oW•l rd i.IOt0 ab.::-·:mc~a 63 
Change to\Ulrd fewer ~Lncn.:;{·s~ 4!1 .:hangc 
Prubati t i ly of thJ s ch .HH}i.' i 
occur.:r:inq uy chnnce =. 0239 J 
{Sit:ln 1'e~-:t) 
-------·---------~--------
·.OOOJ occurring by ch~u:ct1 
__ • ______ ( __ ·;._i.::_gn_. 1_'e_s_:~------ ·------ ----~----·------- ·----
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split of sixty-two to th in a group of ninety-two cases 
as p = .0003. This obtains for a in an 
undesirable direction (i.e. , poorer a·t.t.endance) . Addi t.ion--
ally, district records maintained over a ten year period in-
dicated that a general worsening of attendance might be ex-
pected in the current year among high school students (see 
Separate tabulations made for ethnic sub-groups--
Black and Jllex:ican can 1 Caucasian 1 and Oriental·-·· in-
di that Caucasian students were largely responsible for 
the changes in attendance (see ~:r:-e_ :!_) , aJ though Black 
and I'1exica.n·".hrnerica.n students in the control group campi 
an attendance record in the year following the treatment 
which was significantly worse than their record in the year 
preceding the treatment (p • 02 9 r S 'l'est) ., 
Fifty subjects in the experimental group (N 73) 
reported differences in t.he number of activities in \vhich 
participated in the year preceding and the year follow-
ing the treatment (see Table ?J. Those report.ing a change 
toward greater icipat.ion numbe thirty one while nine-
teen repor fewer activities. The Sign Test lists the pro-
babi!ity of a split of thirty-one to nineteen in a group 
fifty as p = .059~. 
Seventy subjects in the control group {N - 109) also 
reported dlffe:reP.ces in the nurr.ber of ac vi ties vlhich 
I·· . 
FIGURE 4 
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE DAYS OF ABSENCE IN THE YEAR PP~CEDING P~ THE YEAR FOLLOWING 
AVERA.GE DAYS MISSED--EXPERIMENTAL GROUP AVERAGE DAYS MISSED---C0!'-1J.RCL GROUP 
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TABLE 7 
CO.MPARISON OF ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECTS IN EXPERINEN'I'AL AND CONTROL GROUPS IN THE YEAR PRE-
CEDING F-..1."'\l'D THE YEAR FOLLOWING THE TREP.TMENT SHOVHNG NUMBERS OF SUBJECTS IN EF-.CH GROUP BY 
CHANGE IN NUMBER OF ACTIVITIES FOR IN-SCI-IOOL, COi-'1HUNITY, Al'l"D TOTl\.L ACTIVITIES REPORTED 
r . . . ---~--------~ ·--
Experimental Group (N = 73) j Control Group (N ""' 109) __,..-------
-
Increase I No C~anse I 
s 
Type of ~Increase No Change Decrease Type of Deer 
Activity Activity 
I l ! I School-re- 1 I 26 I 27 20 lated Ac- I 28 57 2 tivities I 
I 
ease 
4 
:~j:c::) I I J 
! ! I I 
Community- 1 1 Communi re:~t~d. 22 I 36 II 15 I r:l~t7d. 'l 19 I 66 I 24 
Ac~1v1t1es A~t~v1t1es 
of I I II I (Nu.Inber of I 
Subjects) I S'Jbj ects j_ __ ! 
Activities 31 23 
I 
19 
Total 
{N"Urr.ber of 
Subjects) I ! 
Probability of Change Occurring 
Chance Alone (Sign Test) 
School-related Acti.vities: P = .2296 
Cmn.:nunity-re.tated: P = . 1611 
Total Activities: P = .0594 
'Iotal 
Acti'lities 
of 
~~ubj ects 
i I 32 
I 
39 38 
I ~----------~----'---- ·- ---- ~--[_-~--.- -
Probability of Change Occuring 
by Chance Alone (Sign Test) 
School-related Activities; 
(()Inmur:i a·ted: 
Total Activities: 
p :::: .3372 
p = .2743 
p = .2743 
--.] 
t...._) 
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they partici.pated JIJ the year preceding anri the year follow-
ing the treatroent (see 'l'cb1e 7). Those reporting changes 
listed thirty-U.;o chr:tnges toward increased participation in 
activities and thirty-eight towa~d less participation. None 
of these changes reported by the control group reached the 
proba.bili ty level of . 2 0 \tJhicll was set in tLis study as an 
indication of the need for further investigation. 
Measures of Correlation 
Responses to the video-taped questionnaire on atti-
tudes toward problems facing society were tabulated and 
weighted, using the same scale as that developed by Nord-
strom. 2 Jtr::ms picked as "best" by subjec·ts 3 were given an 
arbi tr:ary we.ighting of +4 i items chosen as "gcc·d" received 
-i 2. 5; i b:=:>us picked as "poor" were a~; signed a .:::;core of ·~2. S; 
and items rated "worst" ',vere assigned a score of -4. 'This 
weighting is based upon a nine-point scale using zero as one 
4 
of the values. By averaging the weighted responses, 
---·----------------
2Nordstrom, Friedenberger and Gold, Socie~y~ C~ilC!_-­
EEn, p. 176. 
3The wording of all items from which subjects might 
choose is included in APPENDIX IV . 
.:1 
·A nine-?oint scale is arrived at by assigning the 
following values to the continuum of responses: +4,+3,+1, 
0,-1,-2,-3, and -4. When nine responses are forced into 
five categories, the scale co~verts to the five values of 
+4, +2.5 (the average of the responses of +3 and +2), 0 (the 
average of the three responses of +1,0, and -1) ,-2.5(the av-
erage of the two responses of ·-2 and --3) and -t!. Using this 
conve:rted scale~, the "best 11 resr:<;l-<~;e .L·ecei vef; +4, the t\\'O 
"9ood 11 i~esponses receive +2. 5 each, the· middle three responses 
are ignored, the tvm "poor" responses are assigned ·-2.5 each, 
a:1d the "wor~:;t if response receives -·4. 
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an orde~ of preference for the items was computed tor each 
group on each taped segment. Tab].:.~ ~- shmv-s the weighted 
responses to Jten~ A of the questionnaire by experimental 
+- 1 . d 5 group, con~ro~ group, JU ges, etc. A comparison of the 
rankings g i 'Jen Item _f'::._ [ranking s are also shovm on T._@l.S. .fJ 
shows consider able agreernen·t in the ra11king orc'ie:r for re-
sponses achieved by all groups. 
Correlations obtained from the Spearman Rank Corre-
latio~1 methoc1 6 for all items on the video taped .im::trwuent 
are shmvn in E"i~_~r~ ~. Correlations for the three principal 
groups·~-·expcc imental 1 control, and adnl t judges-~ show t:.he 
following relationships: experimental group ~ith judges, .930; 
control group with judges, .963; experimental with control 
group, .867. The critical ratio for Eispi£:Lca::1ce at the .01 
level on this test is .783. Consequently, all of the above 
correlations are significant at the .01 level. 
The three groups were compared in the same manner, 
item by item, and additional compariso11s were made with ethnic7 
subugroups (see Figure :2,) • Only on It.em ~ ( t.otal. groups and 
total judges), which dealt with air pollution and its 8ontrol, 
S' 'J b l t' f It d S1nn .ar t:a u a 1ons ·or ~Ilb'? Jj, ~' D, ]2 1 .f, an _G._ 
appear in AI:l'..E.NJ2I.X ]Jl. 
6 sie~1el 1 lJon Paramet:.!iS Statistics, pp. 213 and 284. 
7 
. k ..:J • • b. d Blac . anu Mex1can-Amer1can su Jects were groupe to-
gether on the cognitive measure to provide a sufficient num-
ber of subjects for each cell in the analysis of covariance. 
The same grouping was used with the non-parametric tests for 
comparability. 
TABLE 8 
vJEIGHTED SCORES AND RANKINGS FOR EACH Q':JESTION OX ITE21 A OF VIDEO 
TAPED QuESTION)JAJ;RE BY TOTAl, GROUPS AND BY ETHNIC SUB-GROUPS 
!'OSSIRLE I:F:S?ONSE TO ITE!·! OF VIDEO-TAPED 
Q!.J'ESTICrNNAIPJ~ 
lj c~PC~SIA~ ONLY . 1! --;,L\c:(~t;;--;:-;X!~~:~:=------,1 c•r-IENTAL ~NLY-I! J. .. • • I. ' ! A:·i:.RICAN I.~I'::Jy i ! 
1------,-----.-1----+!r- --~+----~---------~r----·-,-----
TOTAL GROU~?S 
Exp. Conti. .Jud~es li !':xp. Contr. I Ju..:ges II Exp. ICQntr. i Judg!O!s l j E;.:?. i Cont:!, 
-----------1---!------+1-----ll- --f--·-r I -~----;-r-- , 
A-L \ve aeed hiqh2r pay for dir traffic -l.l~ -O.l2~0.l7jj -J.l3 +0.•)91 -0.6711 -1.63 c.oo 1 +0.83!1! -1.08 I' -<.63 
c:ontrollcrs. I I !1 I ! 
-------------------------1-' _7_t_h_+__:6_t_h_ Sth 17th 5th i 6t:1 j J 7th 5th j ~:h ! ! 6th j 6':n 
;~~~l~i~~o~~~l~~e over-crowded c.!1d more I +0.69 +0.89
1 
+0.56~~+Q.83l +L04jl' +'.251ij +0.63~-G-20! -,~.83~~~ +0.58[ +j.l2 
-------------------------1--4-t-.h---+--3-r_d_+-_3_._~ __ 1! 4th 1 3rd j 3rd 4 • S I Et.h I 6 • 5 ! 5th 3.::d 
A-3. Air traffic controllers c.re often as I -2.05 -2.03 -3.33/T -2.55 -2.:1-3.25 -2.87! -1.201 -3.50
1
! -1.19 -l.63 
, I inept as the one depicted in this sketch. 1 -~ 
8th I Bth 9th _I Btc1 I 8t!1 9th j 8th 8th I 9th 7th 7th 
II I I I 
A-~. Sketches like this one undermine the 
con:idence of the public in com...rnercial 
aviation. They should not be allowed on 
?U~lic television. 
-3. 34 
-2.61! -2.'s~~~s~ ~;~,~71\ -3.25~-2.50 -3.00 
A-5. Airplanes are still not as safe as 
the airlines would try to make us believe 
tt10y are. 
·A-7. The c-overnment should subsidize the 
education-of more a~r traffic controllers. 
9th 
-0.67 
6th 
9th I 8th II 9tCI I 9th I 8t!1 1 1 9th 9th 
-0.43 
7t:l I 
I 
+2.231 
i 
lst I 
Note: 'rl1is tape st1ov . 7ed a "st>:tl!.d·-·L1.pH corrlc!cl:Lan. d·:.:.i.l1Sf !.1is rout.ine or;. 
the "Air Tra£fj_c Con.·::.r.oller." 
·;rn:-;nr'C -*1:- T·r·•·TTITlml!1f:r'J"!J1l -r T-rr T'J 
lst 
-2. 871 ·-:. 83 
9th 9th 
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8th 8th 
+2. 6C i ~2.50 
lst 
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was the researcher's prediction of e degree and direction 
of: correlation upheld (see _c __ h ____ •. ___ t_·3_r_ .. J-li, p. 51). ln t}Ji.S CZtSe 
there was a significant correlation between the choices of 
the experimental up and e responses of the adult judges 
wh e there was no sta stically signiflcant correlation be-
tween the choices of con +_:rol group the judges. 
In all items there tended to be a oser correlation 
between the rankings made by the experimental and control 
subjects than was observed between the rankings made by ther 
of Jchese groups and the ul t judges. In three cases--ItEl!ll.:?.. 
~ (comedy sketch on the h cost funerals), D (newscast 
on legislation concerning the manufacturer's responsibility 
in drug education) , and (Dick Gregory at the U. of Alabama)--
there was a considerable fference between J ·ts 
made by high school students those made by the adult 
• 1 JUages. In e of cases the total experimental and 
tot~l control groups correlated with each other but not with 
the judges in their ranking of responses. It was also ob-
served t.hat ethnic sub-groups tended to respond divergently 
from each other. This v1as best illustrated in ]:t_Q.m (Dick 
Gregory) where the only correlations observed are within 
ethnic sub-groupings. 
Measures of Cogn ive Gains 
An Analysis of covariance 8 run on a Burroughs 5500 
comput<:;;r at University of CaJ.iforn at Davis, using the 
BM. w. Tate, Statistics in 515-22. 
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BIOMED program BMDO~VJ compared standard scores of the 
expc~rimenti11 and control groups obtainec~ on S~_l:..?..-.t:.est :F.:ive_ of 
the I'l'I·-:D· • 10 1'1 • h d t. t" . . t I _ nelg te scores represen 1ng 'Jle sUDJ0C s 
grades in the required eleventh grade course Uni 
. . 11 Hlstory were used as the covariant control. 
The research design was a "posttest·-only, control 
group '1 12 . . . format Utll1z1ng cova ce to control the fac .. -
tor of selection (intact groupings used) and partitioned 
into levels (sex) to control possible differences in male 
and female subjects13 (see Figure 1_, p. 63, for a paradigm of 
the design) . The factor of intellig2nce was controlled as a 
variable by excluding all subjects who scored outsid2 two 
standard deviations above or below the mean of the Lorge-
Thorndi;(.e Intelligence 'l'est, Forrt1 1, l,(~vel G, a.dmini.ster.:::d 
------------
9
see APPENDIX IV a descr ion of this program. 
lO_!_TED_, For~ X-t±, pp. 30·-39. 
11 The weighting procedure was as follows: (1) each 
letter gra.de was assis·ned a nume:cical value on a five point 
scale 5,B=4,C>=3,D:c::2,F~=l]; (2) each subject matter grade 
[students received two grades--one for subject and one for 
citizenship each semester of the two semester course] was 
given a double weighting--that is, its numerical value was 
multiplied by tl'iOi (3) the numerical equivalent[~ of each 
of thE~ four grades [two · semester] were surmned to arrive 
at a weighted scar~ representing the Inost recent measurement 
of ea.ch student's performance in the social studies area. 
tudes 
1 -~ 3Hess and Torney, The Development of 
~~C:::~~E!::~ Gu:'! .. t.:_tnmen t, pp-:-·-·1··-r::r=T84--:----
:Basic lit ti~ 
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to the subj cct.s in the ser:1cs t.e:c preceding t.L.:~ trrC!atrnen t. 
s wit:i1 t.he data 
arranged as follows: 
1. Total experimental versus total control 
g-roups. 
2. Black and Mexjcan-American experimental 
subjects versus Black and Mex an-American con-
i.:rol subj c:cts. 
3. Caucasian experimental subjects versus 
Caucasian control subjects. 
4. Oriental experimental subjects versus 
Oriental control subjects. 
The re of e analyses are repor·ted in 2~1)1~ 
9. For the total group of subjects, the null hypotheses 
no significant difference existed between the scores achieved 
by t.he experimental and the control subjects on the LTEI?._ 
sub-test in social studies was rejected at the .01 level of 
signi cance. 'I'he null hypothesis that there was no signif 
cant difference between the scores achieved by males and the 
scores achieved by females on the same test was sustained. 
The null hypothesis that there was no significant teract 
between levels .:mc1 tn~a tment:s was also su.stained. There Hc:;s 1 
however, interaction observed at the .05 lPvel significance 
between treatment and sex Caucasian ects only. 
When sub-groups were subjec ~o the covariant an 
is procedure, the only group retaining a statistically sig-· 
nificant ga was Caucasian expGrimental subjects. Bl 
and Mexican-American in experimental and control groups d 
not score at a statistically s ificant levaJ. on the test. 
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l\NOV '.!.'A.l3LES FOR COGNITIVE HEAf)URE OF GAINS II'J 
SOCIAL S'l'UDIES USING .P ... NALYSIS OF COVJ\RI}\NCE 
A. 'I'ot~al Groups 
------- i f;ol..d:ce ~~ ,C ss IJfS F' S:i.g. O.L 
'l'reat.:rr;.ent l 191.03840 l. 03840 I 8,04326 .Ol 
Lev s 59.66462 9. 66462 2 • 5120,~} NS 
Tr:. X Lev 21. 9'i 6 66 1.97666 0.92S28 bJS 
E:rror 7 142 0 3 . 9 9 4 0 1 
_____ ,_,.. 
B. Black ai!d l''lexican-·American Subjects 
--------.... ----------------------~---~--·-.. ......... -----,, _ __... _________ _ 
Source ss MS Sig. 
'l'r 24.71147 2ti.7114 NS 
28.80890 28.8089 N (' ,.) 
Tr, 50.28563 50,;:8:563 NS 
Error 300.8010 
C. Caucasian ects 
--· ,-------~---·-
urce df ·; J[ • -;1 .... ss ~s 1 S1g. 
----- -
1 7 ;-:--;-; 0 ~2 117 9.0 50 0/. '7~;141-;- '-_-;;-1--
-eatment l 
--------
--!---------!-------
So 
Tr 
"Vels r--; 74.43304 74.43304 3.12370 NS 
--~-------1----------1--·----
~. ~--Lev. ____ 1_ 106.76105 106.76105 4.48040 .05 
____ __Err m:J 1 0 s_ 2501.99068 
Le 
T1 
D. Oriental Subjects 
-~-~-·---~----~-·--~---------· -----·--~---------------·~-----H 
Source df s c:;· ~-lg. 
Treatr:ten·t 36.35 NS 
Levels 11.13 NS 
Tr. X Lev. 7. -18 0.357 NS 
F.rror 4 1003.47309 
p 
~ 
(J] 
dii ent from Oriental control subjects. 
Rela.tio·1d~ ,1.1east'.:::-erne11 t to 
Major Hypothsses 
ln this study to the ~tated hypotheses are as follows: 
St ents exposed to a saturated environment 
the study government and sociology will 
respond to an instrument designed measuring 
attitudes toward basic problems in society with 
choices which more clos y resemble ose made 
by il panel of responsible adults in conunun~ 
i ty than will students taking a tradi t.ional 
course in government, even when instrument 
is administered as much as one semester follow-
ing the completion of the treatment. 
Of the seven items on the instrument used 
uring this hypothesis (see Figur~ ~), on the six-th i·te:.:o. 
<.!.1.~ .f) was supported by the data. The control oup more 
closely res ed adu 
D) ·than did experimental group; and all three groups--
experimental, control, and judges---made v s lar responses 
to I.1~~g~ Ji. 'l'hroughout the video-t questionna e the 
students, experin\ent.al and control, correlated more clos 
with each other th.:1n did either with the adult judges. The 
data did not 
H"poth(~Sis B 
__ ,L~---·-··-·-
Students exposed to a saturated environment 
for the study government and sociology will 
evi.dence a slgn~.ficant ch~ng9 in rticipation 
j_n both school community activities llow-
ing th(-~ treatment while students v1ho take a tra~­
ditional course in governuent and sociolo9y will 
B2 
not chan9e significantly. r'1u:·thcr, the-: direct-
ion of the~ change in bei1avior observed in sub-
jec~:~> in the trt::u.tmcmt group will be tovtard in--
creased pnrticipation in one or both areas. 
A rejection level for the null hypothesj.s was set in 
the study at .05 for non-parametric tests. The data indicated 
a probabili level of p = .0594 (Sign Test) for the above 
hypotJx:sis (;:.;ce T:..:::tble 2). 'rhe data did 
B as s 20 
on a non 
The data further indicated that the control group did 
not change significantly in either community or in school 
activities, but that the experimental group leaned more toward 
a change in i:he number of out·-of-·school activ.it_ies than toward 
activities within the school framework. 
Students exposed to a saturated environment 
for the study of government and sociology will 
be rated by their counselors as having improved 
citizenship following the t_reatrnent while no 
such change will be noted by the counselors of 
students in control group. 
Subjects in the experimental group improved in citi-
zenship, accordjng to the counselors, while those in the 
control group did not (see Table 4). The confidence level 
for this finding (Sign Test) was p- .00075. Therefore, 
the data. 
Studen~s exposed to a saturated environment 
for t~he stu.dy of gove1:-njnent and sociology will 
exhi.bit improved citizenship in school following 
the t:ceatm,~nt; by illllintZtin a betl:c:n <:1tten ... 
treatnent, while 
ncted i~ students with-
dance record t~an 
no such change vlill 
in the control group. 
Attendance records for the p0~ before and afte:::..~ 
the treatment (see Table 6 show~d t~at experimental 
~rcoup did main a better attendance record in the year 
follmvin9 the ·treatment with a confidence level (Sign Test) 
of p = .0239. On the other hand, the control group exhib-
ited significantly poorer attendance following the treatment 
iod by moving in a negative direction. The confidence 
level set for significance (.05) was exceeded by the control 
group, but ir~ ~- negative ction. The probability that 
this negative change the control group was p = .0003. 
During the same iod, attendance in the Sacrrunento 
Uni:f: School District for high school students deter 
further from 1 l f t . ., . 14 [ '" d d eve o ·ne precea1ng year. n ownwar 
trend generally in senior high school attendance had been 
noted in the ten period from 1960 to 1970.] Hypotl_'le~is 
data. 
Students exposed to a satura environment 
for the study of government and sociology will 
have fewer discipl referrals following the 
treatment than in the period immediately 
ing the experiment, while no such changes 
will be observed within the control group. 
Whi t.he numbers students in both groups referred 
14 A summary of this ten-year period's high school 
attendance is J~cluded in APPENDIX IV. 
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action were small, ten in the experimental 
and twr:~nty-orH?. in the con~:.:coJ_ groups (scr; ~~~~-1_~ 2_), the 
Sign ~est indicates a significance at the level of p = .055 
in favo~ of t~e experimental group. The ta indicated the 
a t.i.on conceL1 
Students exposed to a saturated environment 
for the study of government and ology will 
have fewer suspensions from school for any reason 
following the treatment than in pe od pre-
ceding the experiment, whLLEc; no such change will 
be observed in the control group. 
No students Ln either group were suspended from 
school either before or after the treatment period. 'Therefore:~, 
G 
St1xJ.ents (~Xposed to a sa:turated environment, 
such as that provided in the experiment, uill 
score significantly higher on a nationally stan-
dardized cognitive test of social studies con-
cepts than will students who take the more~ tra-
ditional courses when measurement is made ten 
or more weeks following the end of the treat-
ment period. 
The data indicated that male students in the experi--· 
men tal group achieved a mean score on U:e ITED (Sub-·!'es_:!:_ 
Five of 22.10 and female experimental students achieved 
a mean score of 20.21. Students in the control group scored 
means of 19.16 and 18.23 respectively [All the preceding are 
sta!1dard ~cores supplied by t:he test :::naker J .15 These differ-
ences are significant for the experimen group at the .01 
15r!Joan scores for tot:.al and sub groups are in !-'I.PP:i::li:-
DIX IV. 
level 1 acco.rdinq t:o U1c anc::.l.ysis of covarian.ce performed on 
the data (see Table 9). Therefore, c1 pported 
------· 
!?X the data.. 
Supplemental Hypotheses 
V!CTC amplified by a series of sup-
plemental hypotheses aimed at the i11vestigation of possible 
ethnic and sex differences among the subjects in the experi-
ment. Following is a summary of the x.·esul ts of these supple-~· 
mental hypotheses: 
Black and L1exican-America.n si:udents instructed 
in government and sociology under conditions of a 
saturated environment will respond to an instrument 
designed for measuring atti~~des toward basic pro-
blems in our society with cLoices v.·bich more close--
ly :>::-cserctble thos<::: made by c'. paneJ of re.spcns:iblr:>. 
adul·t judges of clif:i:ereng et:hnic bc.ckg::counds a.r.d 
to a panel of responsible adult judges of similar 
ethnic origin than wiil a group of Black and Mex-
ican American students taking a traditional course 
in government and sociology. 
With the exception of li_~ms A and D (see Fig~~~e~ 2) , 
Black and Mexican American students did not agree \vi th the 
judges. In both instances where they did agree with the rank-
ings made by either group of judges, beth groups--experimental 
and control--ranked responses in a manner which correlated 
significantly with the judges. Hypothesis A-1 was not sup-
- ----- -- -- --- --
Caucasian students instructed in government 
and sociology under conditions of a saturated 
environment ~,Jill respond to an instrument de-
signed for measuring attitudes toward basic 
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prob 1n our society wi.th chotccs which moLe 
clos y resemble those m~de by a panel of res-
pons le Rdult judges of d1ffcring ethnic back-
grounds and to a panel of respo11s LbJ.c: ;:,_Ju.l t 
j uclger: of t ;=;ame etbn i c rp: oup th6n 11 a 
group of Ca.;Jcasian students t ing a L 
tional course government and sociology. 
In no case did the Caucasian s ts in the i-
with U1e j <::·s when the Caucasic..n students 
in the control group d 5) • In four cases 
the reverse was true; that is, students in the control group 
lvith the t judges, either Caucasian, total, or 
both, whi the exper 1 students did not. e cases 
are Items , Q, .12 1 and F • 
Orient.al stndents ir1stl~nct.ed in government 
and sociology tmder conclit of a saturated 
envirm1ment lolill :ce;:opoLcl t:.o <1D inst:rumcnt 
s to measure attitudes toward basic pro-
blems our society with choices which more 
closely resemble those made by a 1 of res-
ponsible adult judges from differing ethnic 
backgrounds than will a group of Oriental stu-
dents who take a traditional course in govern-
ment sociology. 
In only one of the seven items of video taped 
questionnaire--Item -did the researcher's prediction hold 
true. In this case the Oriental students in the rimental 
group agreed with the total judges while control group's 
Oriental members d not. Hyp_o_t_. __ i_s A-3 was not generally 
support:ed the data. 
Girls structed in government and soc1ology 
under condit either of a saturated or a tra-
d ional environment will score significantly 
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higher on a nationally standardized ccqniti·;,·o 
test of social studies con s than will 
boys instructed by er method. 
'rhe results of the analysis of covariance ~f.ormed 
on data (see :rable_ 9 .indicate that girl::; did not fO.core 
significantly differently than cEd boys on th:::. t.est. 
thesis G-1 was not the data. 
There will be a significant interaction be-
tween treatment and sex when government and soc-
iology are taught under conditions of a satura-
ted environmc~nt and a traditional environment, 
with boys ach1eving at a higher level in a sat~ 
urated environment and girls at a higher level 
in a trad ional class. 
The results of the covariant analysis performed on 
dat:a (see Ta~--- 9) indicated t.hat tlJe:r:-e \¥as not a s ificant. 
interaction at the .01 l set this expe~iment. There 
was, however, one case of interaction at the .05 level in 
which Caucasian girls achieved at a higher level in social 
stud s in the traditional class and boys at a higher level 
in a sat.urated environment as predicted. The data indicated 
the need for furt_---.!::. investigation in the cas~ of interaction 
Caucasian ects are 
concern 
!:'fypothesis G-3 
Black and Mexican-American students instructed 
in government and sociology under conditions of 
a saturated environment will score significantly 
higher on a nationally standardized test of cog-
nitive learnings in social studies than will 
Black and f.1exi.can--American students who take a 
traditional course in government and sociology. 
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The ~ata ind atcd no dif for Black Mexi-
can-American students instructod in a saturated enviromM~nt 
as 
Caucas students inst:riJCted in gove:r:nment 
and sociology under condit s of a satura~ed 
environrnc:;;nt will scox·e sic;nLcicantly highc,r on 
a nat.ionally sJcandardiz ec1 cognitive test of soc-
ial studies concepts than will Caucasian students 
who take a trad ional course in government 
sociolog·y. 
According to the covariant analysis performed on th 
data (see Table 9), Caucasian students instructed in ex-
--·--- ........ 
perimental class achieved a mean score which was signi cantly 
dj 
was 
at the .01 level from that achieved by CaucRsian 
by the a. 
briental students inst in government 
and sociology under conditions of a saturated 
environment will score significantly higher on 
a nati.onally standardized cognitive test of soc-
ial stud s concepts than will Oriental students 
who take a traditional course in government and 
sociology. 
The covariant analysis per on the test scores 
(see !able_ -~) docs not shO\Al a significant gain as predicted 
for Orient.al students. Hypothesis G·:2 :::::CI.S not 
the data. 
Summarx_ 
Of the seven major research hypotheses at.ed fer 
th study, three were supported, two were rejec , and two 
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indicated need for further research. Those suppo 
for experimental subjects as measured by counse1 o:?:-s; }~-r.-/f)()-· 
---~ ...... -·~-·-
!:~£~..:i:s_ Q. 1 a predicted .improvement in attendance fo:r· ex-
perimental subjects; and pn~dict . . f. SJ.gnl .J.can t 
gain in cognit. learnings for st.udents 1n the experimental 
larity in the responses of experimental subjects and adult 
judges on .n::sponses to problems f0.cin9 societ:y and Hvnothe-· ~...t..;._, ______ _ 
;?is ~' a predicted reduction in the number of suspensions 
from school the experimental group. Hypotheses which 
indica ted a need for further study were Hyp<::!:_heG ____ ~~~ a 
predicted increase j_r. community and school act.ivities for the 
expe:ciment:a1 group, and 
the number referrals for disciplinary reasons for the 
experimental group. 
The several supplemental hypotheses tended to point 
to differences in the responses of ethn sub-groups to a 
major hypothesis [which was rejecb~dJ, !!YP_?._!;hesis !::_, and to 
a reverse trend for a hypothes which was otherwise sup-
ported by the data 1 !:Jypothesis G. In both of these cases 
Black and Mexican-American [taken together] and Oriental 
sub-groups dif sharply from their Caucasian classmates. 
CHJ~P'l'ER V 
ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS 
'rhe purpose cf this s·tudy was to ascert.ain whether or 
not the medium of a saturated environrnc~nt for ing gov·~ 
ernment and sociology to high school s ors v.rould prove su·· 
lor to a trad ional instructional method in these subiects. 
[The ~erm saturated environment re s to a concentrated sum-
mer school program in which classes were transported to govern-
ment and business agencies to observe government and sociology 
in action.] The study set out to measure gains, both cognitive 
arid affective, through use of unobtrusive measures made 
th:r:e(;; to six mon·t:hs following the i.:reatrnent period. 
three students within the experimental class (those who sur-
vived all of the unobtrusive measures) were compared with one 
hundred and n e students taking a trad ional course in gov-
ernment and sociology during t same summer session in 
same attendance areas as those from which the imental 
group was drawn. 
Non-Parametric Measures of Affective Behavior 
1 Follovfing the counsel of Webb, Campbell, and Schwartz, 
the investigator utilized the arch app:::oach in col-
tion of data for a series of simple non·-parametric tests 
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to measure changes in affective behavior an area whi 
l(!oscly called \!citizenship ... Counselors and o.dm5 n is tr.·a-· 
tors were utilized t.o examine the r.ecoros of subject' .. c.: and to 
judge whether or not they felt these records contai.ned evi-
dence_of chan9es in behavior for subjects in the experi-
ment. District attendance data were analyzed to ~dd infor-
maticn concerning ~ttendance hati~s and to measure possible 
changc::s in attendance habits. 
Of the five measures signed to s light on t 
ci tiz:ensh behavior of the subjects, two supported the pre-
dictions of significant gains for the experimental group, 
two indicated a tendency toward improvement worthy of further 
investigation, and one failed to provi any usable data (see 
'l'ab_Je ~-l~) • 'l'o.ken overall, the non-parametric Ftcasures us in 
this study tend to lend support to the fi.ndings of the 
metric measure employed: namely that instruction in govern-· 
rnent and sociology under conditions of a saturated environ-
ment does produce measurable gains certain areas of citi-
zenship behavior. 
t<iebb, Campbell and Schwartz note that 1 "If 110 single 
measurement is per , neither is any entifically 
Further, they suggest: 
II 
. the most ile search for val-
idity comes from a combined series of 
different measures, each with its own 
idosyncratic weaknesses, each pointed 
to a single hypothesis. 11 
21 ~· . l J)].C: •• , p. 1''/4 
2 
useless." 
TABLE 10 
SDr·'LlV'.LARY OF MAJOR HY:i?OTHES:t;S IN 'l'RE STUDY INDICI-:..TI!::.JG 
RESULTS OF THE STATISTICA::;:_, TESTS APPLIED TO :SACH 
B. imental group change toward 
in school community activities while 
not. 
more 
contrc\l 
icipation 
group 11 
C. Counselors will rate experimental group as better citi-
zens following treatment but will find no such change in 
)\·.ring 
G. tal group will score s if tly higher than 
will control group following treatment on a cognitive test 
s. 
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Campbell and Fiske suggest the use of a series of 
measures tends to throw greater light on the truth, or talsJ.ty 
of a hypothesis and that a hypothes.i.s which surviv;::.~;; <:~ c:>ed_c:s 
of measures is in fact stronger than one to which only one 
measure was appli 3 
Counselor Appraisals of C izenship 
When counselors of the subjects were a to evalua.t~:-~ 
citizensh , they were instructed to inc such factors as 
good attendance, a healthy att toward school, a good 
attitude toward teachers, participat in ac vities, and 
effective study habit.s (see }:n Sch:?~?l At.t form 
in APPENDIX III . Counselors were not in whu.t t:hE~ 
subject of the investigation was in order to avoid possib 
bias toward an imental group. 
All reported some difficulty in judging changes be-
cause the subjects, both experimental and con , constituted, 
in the opinion, the "better" students in the school popula-
tion. In the case of the experimental group of seventy-three 
subjects, the counselors could determine changes in only 
twelve. All of the observed changes were posit The one-
hundred percent chanr~;e in a positive d ection [for those 
changing] is statistically signi cant. On the other 
of t.he one hundr and nine subjects in the control grour:;, 
":) 
-'Donald 'r. Campbell and Donald T/L F'iskc, "Convergent 
and Discriminant Validat by the Multit -multimethod 
Matrix," Psycl-:9}oqica~ Bulletin LVI (1959}, 81-105. 
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t:v;enty-one '•tho ~ .. ,ere obser·ved changing improvr:;d and fi een 
regressed. This 1s a split which might have occurred by 
chance alone has no statistical significancf-::< \l]'hil.e this 
measure is not of itself conclusive [in view of the relative-
ly small number who changed], it may indicate th<C;t sc-me-l.hing 
happened to the experimental group which did not occur in the 
cont.:r:ol group. Consequently, the result of the counselm:s' 
appraisals of changes in citizenship becomes one sever .::~1 
"hin t.s 11 of change which may meaningful when combin vJith 
the results of other measures. 
Attendance Records 
Att.endance data revealed the most pronounc:::d differ-· 
ences between the two groups. While Uw 
changed significantly in a positive direct 
t~al qrc>t~.·p 
the control group moved in a nega ve ection towa~d poorer 
attendance habits. If attendance can be considered a sign 
of good citizenship, or even of heightened inten:>st in school, 
then the behavior of the students in the special class was 
indeed changed. The students becamG better citizens than 
they were before they took the class. Further, members of the 
control group e:xhibi ted poor_€!:.!:_ at tenc."l.ance: in the year fo.lJ.ow-
ing the treatment as did the average of 
high schools (see ~?.P~NDI~ IV}. 
Predicted Changes 
Disci ine Referrals 
l students in the 
Discipline referrals [being sent to the vice principal 
fo~ d ciplinary act are signs of negative behav 
a minority of students in any school group would be 
Only 
cted 
to 11 into this cat Cons tly, the number within 
each group in this study would be expected to be small. 
Such indeed was the case, with ten members of the experj.mental 
and twenty-one members of the control group compiling records 
of dis ine refeJ.:-rals. This number j ncluded re s made 
either befon:~ or after the t:n::atmcmt iod, and a change 
red a sign of improved toward fewer referrals would be cons 
citizenship. 
Eight of the ten reported cases in t.he experimental 
group were in a posit direction--that is, toward dis-
cipl referrals. The Sign Test sets the probability of 
this occurring at p 
reported in the con 
split of twelve to n 
• 0 55. 'l'\veJ.ve of the twen ty···one changes 
group were ive, resulting in a 
[twelve fewer and nine more referrals]. 
This it, according to the Sign Test might be expected by 
chance alone. The remaining subjects in both groups had no 
d c ine referr s; consequently, the test deals exclusively 
with those who were involved in discipline problems. Even 
though the numbers are small, the area deserves further study. 
If any program can result in a reduction, hO\J"ever small, in 
disciplinary problems, then that program deserves careful 
scrutiny. 
Act H.ecords 
The subjects reported on own activit These 
reports wc=:.~J~e collected at the same time as the video taped 
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strumont was administered and were presented behind a type 
of scTeen., 'J~he subjects were told t.hat t.he school 
district was making a survey of the attitudes of graduating 
se~iors to ascertain attitudes toward the upcoming 
decade of the seventies. activity stionnz: would 
be us to "standardize the results" of the questionnaire. 
This 1 of course, was deliberately sleading so as to conceal 
the real invest ation which was underway and to protect the 
integrity of the unobtrusive approach to data collection. 
One peculiarity which might be noted in the data pres 
~~~l:e l:_Q_ was the apparent increase in probability for to-
tal activities over that listed for the sub-categor of ac-
tivities. Respectively the probabilities are in-school activ-
r p = .2296; community activit: s, p == .1611; an.d total 
activities, p = .0594. This seeming inconsistency results 
from the fact that not all subjects changing, changed in both 
areas. There were cases in which an individual subject re-
ported a change in only one of the two categories. The term 
"totalu may be misleading in that·it impl an add ive pro-
cess. The intent here was to tabulate the total number of 
subjects changing direction, whether that change was in one 
or both areas. 
Of the two areas of activities reported by the subjects, 
the one which resuJ.ts in a probability beyond the .20 level 
set in this study for fu:rther investigation is corrununity ac-
tivities. The probability, .1611, obtains only for e experJ.-· 
mental subjects. This hint of a difference might bear further 
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check Perhaps school work which takes students out into 
the community leads toward creased icipation in the 
af irs of thol community. 
Suspensions from School 
Suspensions from school number far fewer than do re-
ferrah; for discipl r:y reasons within thf,;: school. It is 
not unusual then to find a gronp of 011(~ hundred ax1,d eighty~· two 
high school seniors (the sum of the experimental and con-
trol groups), none of whom have ever suspended from 
school. The choice of this measure was an unfortunate one, 
cause no light was shed on the subject under investigation ex-
cept, perhaps, that the type of students who take government 
and sociology in a sunuuer session are less likely to be prone 
to disciplinary infractions which 1 sions~ 
Measures of Correlation 
Responses to the video taped insi:rument (see !:_~j.g~~ ~) 
indicated a greater degree of correlation between the subjects 
in the control and the subjects in the experimental groups 
than beh.reen either group of students and the adult judges. 
There were three exceptions to this trend, however. These 
were Items B (News Events of 1969) 1 E ('relevision Commercials), 
and l'' U\ir Pollution and Its Control). 4 The llowing er-· 
vations might be made concerning these ems: 
Item B. There is a high correlation (.950) in the 
seJ.ection of responses between both total control group 
4A ~omplete tabulation 
tabulations of Items B through 
Item A appears on p. 75; 
G are ]~n -1\PPEND I X IV 
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and judges and between the C<:n.tcasian component of t.he con--
trol group and the j There is also a significant cor-
relation between the responses of the Oriental students in the 
control group and the judges (.867). No such correlation ex-
ists the experimental group; and the members of the Black 
and Mexican-American sub-groups, both rimental control, 
evidence no measurable correlation in responses with any other 
group. 
A tentative conclusion which might be dravm is 
that the majority of students (except Black and Mexlcan-
American students) who were taught governmen.t in a tra ional 
class tended to with the aggregate judgement of adults 
concerning the events of the day. The lack of corre tion be-
tween mernbers of the imental group and the adults hints 
at the development of divergent views on current events. The 
res er hesitates, however, to p total reliance in this 
evidence because the instrument was untried and must ac-
cepted at face value only. 
Item E. While a significant correlation is observed 
between the control subjects and judges (.817), the cor-
relation between responses selected by the experimental 
and those selected by the control group to this concern-
ing te1evis ion conunercia.ls is even higher (. 917) . In Item E, 
as in Item B Black and Hexican-American subjects do not se-
lect resoonses which correlate with any other group. The same 
is true in this case of the Orien sub-group. 
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Item Only in ~~_0m !:':_, "~ilhich deals with the tJ1reat 
of air pollution, do the subjects in the experimental group 
show a correlation with the adult judges (.796) as predicted. 
Hm,;:~ver, tbe experimental group and the control group evi-
dence an even higher level correlation (.884). Again the 
Black and Mexican-American subjects; as well as the Oriental 
subjects, hold divergent views. 
Conclusions Concerni Television Questionnaire. The 
pattern which emerges from t.he video taped instrument appears 
to indicate three general tendencies. F'irst, Caucasian mern-
bers of the control group agree more consistently with the 
adult judges (especially the Caucasian members of the adult 
panel) than does any other group. ThiE can be observed in 
It.erfts and ~- Second, the ethnic minority groups·-·· 
Black and Mexican-American and Oriental·--are g•:::nerally diver-
gent in the views both with the judges and with their 
Caucasian agemates. Third, in the one em which discusses 
campus unrest (Dick Gregory at the University of Alabama), 
experimental and control groups, both as a whole and as sub-
groups, tend to correlate at a higher level with each other; 
none agree with the adult pane1. 5 
One add ional observation should be made at this 
point. In the schools, the experimenter worked alone with 
groups of up to one hundred students at a time while admin-
istering the video taped questionnaire. The instrument, in 
SNo correlations were run between sub-groups of stu-
dents because the research hypotheses aimed at sub-groups 
VE.\rsus judge:::~. 
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its telev .ion format, proved hi;:Jhly st irn.ulat:Lng to all 0 .;: • .!. 
the subjects, both a~ult and student. At the schools there 
was complete atten on throughout the sess1ons. Even though 
each session took approximately one hour to complete there 
was no sign of restlessness nor of any discipline problem. 
Finally, the lack of reement bE;t.I:J,:;en student.:.s a.nd 
the adult panel may result from the fact that all of the rnem-
bers of that panel had accumula.ted between ten and forty-· 
five additional years of experience with problems facing so-
ciety. Apparently the instrument vJaB not sensitive enough 
to detect degrees of maturity in these higt school students. 
A more sorh t.icated instrument rnight shed brighter light 
in this area. 
Parametric Measu~e of 
The sub-test on read in t.he social studier.; from 
the Iowa Test of Educational Development was selected for 
this study for two reasons. First, it made possible the use 
of an unobtrusive measurment of cognitive gains because this 
test was required of all twelfth grade students along with a 
general battery of tests to be given district-wide during 
the semester following the ·treatm.ent. Second, this inst:rument 
was designed to measure cogn ion at a higher level than 
"knowledg·e 1 11 requ.ir ing interpretation and evaluation of ma-
The most surprising, and probably the mos·t important: 
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f ing discovered through the use of this test seems to he 
the differencc; in r:;nc 1 stud s learning found in the ex-
perimental qroup !?.~.~.:. 2~.lX in the Caucasian sub ects ~it~£~in_ 
analysis indicated that a s S-· 
tically si.gnificant in was achieved at the .01 level by sub-
jects instructed an snvironmc.:nt sat:urated wi·th study trips 
and resource speakers (see 'l'abl;::;_ 2_) • However, :tJhen the sub·~ 
jects v:ere rouped by ethnic ckground .in to thrc~e sub-··ca i:~e-· 
gories and the same analysis run, the results showed only the 
Caucasian subjects maintaining a sta stically significant. 
gain. ~-!..~ such :;_~_iw~- ~~-1.'::!::. isolat:..<:.:.(~ f2E. ~_l~c~ ~d ~Jlexican.-l-!.m£r-
'l'he cho 
""--·-'""'-·- !ogether] ~or !.o~. OrientaJ: sub ects. 
of sex as an independe~t variable in the 
analysis proved of mixed value. No significant differences 
in gains were found according to sex and no interaction be-
tween sex and treatment occurred in the total groups. Again 
the. Caucasian group indicates a difference, time at t.he 
.05 level of significance, with an interaction between sex 
and treatment. Ma Caucasian subjects to achieve at 
a higher level when government and sociology were sen ted 
within a saturated environment while female subjects tended 
to ach a.t a h level when government and sociology 
were provided in a traditional program. This tentative find-
ing indicates the need further investigation. Perhaps 
Caucasian males more readily identify with business and com-
munity leaders when exte~s field tr are used than do 
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Caucasian £ema.le>.s. Th<:; majority o.f a.dnl.t:::; in the gove:cnm,;>.n.t 
and in bus ss institutions visited hy th~ class wore rna 
A sj_milar conclusion might be awn concerning the 
results of the analysis when run by ethnic: g:coups. Nearly 
all of th<.:: corrununity and business leaders encountered du:cing 
the field trips and most of the resource speakers who came 
to the classroom were white. It does not seem too surprising 
that minority students would find little with which to iden-
tify in business conu~mnity and in government when mo;:,t 
of the models presented to them are Caucasian. This may 
explain why the course appeared to be effective for Caucasian 
students but not members of ethnic minority groups. 
This study of the effects of instruction 
grade social st.udies within a saturat.ed environment resulteO. 
in the following findings: 
1. Instruction in government and sociology 
during a summer session program taught in an 
environment saturated with field trips and re-
source speakers resulted in greater cognitive 
gains for twelfth grade students than did 
struction in a traditional class the same 
subjects during the sar:1e summer session t but 
this difference obtain in Caucasian 
2. Instruction in government and sociology 
for tvJelfth grade students during a summer 
session program in an environment saturated 
with field trips and resource speakers re-
sulted in improved attendance and improved 
behavior in school. 
3. Although the evidence is inconclus , 
students instructed jn government and soci~l­
ogy during a summer session progi.:am satur"tt.ed 
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with field trips and resource speakers appear 
to have become more involved in activjties, 
particularly activities in tbc; community out-· 
side of school, and have tended to become less 
involved in school Jisciplinary problehls. 
4. Attitudes of twelfth grade students 
concerning problems facing socie tend to 
correlate more highly among stud2nts instructed 
eit.her under a saturat.ed environment or a tra-
ditional class than do the attitud~s o~ adults 
toward such problems correlate with students 
taught under either method. 
Hecomm~;ncL.ot t ions 
As a result of the data collected and analyz in 
this study,. several recommendations are made~ 
1. While the writer does not intend to gen-
eralize the findings of a summer session pro-
gram into the regular school year, programs 
such as the experimental class reported in this 
study utilizing a saturated ronment should 
be tried and evaluated in diffe~ent settings. 
'1'his couJ d be acconpl ished in man:y ways. 'l'wo 
are suggested here. First, two subjects such 
as sociology and government might scheduled 
back-to-back in a double block during the reg-
ular school year in order to allow as much 
time as possible for trips and speakers, Sec-
ond, the traditional school schedule might be 
arranged so that subjects are offered as 
entire blocks for shorter pe ods of calendar 
time. A student might take only one or two 
subjects at a time, thus making it possible 
for extended extra-class experiences. Further 
experimentation may reveal several workable 
adaptations of the program reported in this 
study. 
2. The use of unobtrusive meC<surment of-
fers a way to study either existing or new 
programs with data often already available in 
school district files without contaminating 
results with the reactive effects of experi-
mental arrangements and testing. While one 
measureuent may be far from a.dequate in pro-
viding conclusive information on an experi-
ment, the combination of many different 1J.n-
obtrusive measures already available in 
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most schools may to9cthcr point. to ccncl\1·· 
sions worth implementing. 
3. Further investigation into the dif-
ferential effects of programs on separate 
ethnic groups is recommended in t.he hope 
that approaches will be developed which w:i.ll 
hold more relevance for 2thnic sub-groups 
than current programs which appear tc work 
only for their Caucasian neig~bors. Such 
research should be aimed in two directions: 
(a) the cognitive effects on various ~~thnic 
groups of instructional progrruns in the soc-
ial. studies should be pursued to determine 
under what conditions each group learns 
most effectively; and (b) the effects on 
various cUmic grou;::>s of social stud iC>s pro-· 
grams aimed at producing affective ch~nges 
in high school stLldents needs :Curt.he:r eval·· 
ua·tion. 
4. The interaction of sex ard treat~ent 
indicated in the covariant analysis in this 
study at the .05 level of sign~ficance fur 
Caucasian students bears further investiga-
tion. Perhaps special pi'O'?·r;:ur;:; .F.or hi~:-1 
school students should attempt to provide 
male and female adult models in more equal 
proportions. 
5. The medium of video ~::ape as a ques ... 
tionnaire tool merits further exploration. 
The built-in motivation which accompanies 
this medium may insure for the researche::::-
a more whole-hearted participation by sub-
jects and, therefore, a more accurate meas-
urement, expecially in the area of atti-
tudes. 
6. A more definitive attitude instru-
ment should be developed, field tested, and 
applied to innovative social studies programs 
to determine if citizenship can truly be 
taught through this discipline, either in a 
suJl:'.ller program or in a. reqular school year 
set.ting. 
Conclusion 
This study, conducted in its entirety with unobtru-
sive measurcm2nts made after the treatment, sought to compare 
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the effects of inst:ruction in governrrcent in two type~; of h 
school classcs···-th~:! traditional governm:,mt and sociology 
class and an experimental program saturat with extra time, 
extra resources, and numerous f ld trips. In the event the 
external validity of the find was affcc by the~ 
ment of s election on part of jects who e cted 
either the experimental or the control groups, as well as by 
the complexity of variables withj.n the saturated approach, 
the vni ter endeavored to describe the sample population 
in terms concrete enough for the r to make his own inter-
polations. 
That a difference should emerge in the 1iqilt the 
tremendous amount of time al!d effort ~ 1"'" .L.~ ~lOt of j_ t. -~· 
self ising. HovJever, the inC:1bility of :::.he 
cial p1~ogram to produce ' ) measu:r.-aD .2 difference!> ir1 the cog--
nitive behavior of ethnic minority s is di cult to 
explain. It is hoped that the reco~mendation this study 
calling for additional research to help predict the dif 
ential of propos instructional prosrrams on m ority 
students will be implemented. Such research would prove of 
help to educators who are d ly faced wi thr:. problem 
of providing each student type of instruction best fitted 
for his individual needs. 
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Date 
1 
July 2 
July 3 
July 7 
July 8 
APPENDIX I 
DAILY CALENDAR. FOR IN 1\CTION: SOCIOLOGY 
John Bronson Com-
pany 
D. S. 
Folsom School Dis- Mary Adamaitis 
trict 
1 "-
.LL. 
Sacramento City Un- Elmer Robertson 
ifi School Dis-
trict 
State islature Senator Albert S. 
Assembl:yrr.an 
z ' 
Congregation B'Nai Rabbi 
Israel 
California State 
Library 
Alcohol Center, 
Sacramento 
Allan Ottl 
Lenoa Kent 
De Witt State Hos- Dr. John Freeman 
pi tal 
S ect. 
IJc;cnj_ Goverr1r"1cn. t 
First 
Bus Safety 
State Government 
State Government 
·r .., • 
uUClalSffi 
Function of State Lib-
r c:.:;_-y· 
Alcol:1o lism 
fvlenta1 HE~al th 
Animal Control Cen- County ter Animal Control 
ter 
.,. .~-· 
.uOCaL.lOH 
School 
School 
School 
8l1C::{ 
Agency 
l~.::;;::?~cy 
School 
Agency 
;~-J 
0 
-.! 
Date 
July 8 
(Cont.) 
July 9 
July 1 1 .J.....!.. 
July 14 
Agency Speaker 
Sacrame!1to Render- v\1. P. •• Koewler 
ing l·Jorks 
Sacramento County 
Office 
[). W. Me I-(enzie 
Sacramento City Un- Superintendent 
ified School Dis- Paul Salmon 
trict 
Chamber of Com- Les Sanders 
mc~rce 
§ubject .,.. . ~ .~~oc:a -c..:.t.cn 
Community Health F~gcn.c:l 
Highway and Bridse M2in- Agency 
tenance 
Our Schools 
Dedication of Elkhorn 
Bridge 
Ag8:r.Cy 
Site of 
Dedication 
Bureau of Indian Victor Courtwright Indian Affairs c , ~ .... C:lCO..L 
Affairs 
State Advisory Com- Wayne Red-Horse 
mission, Indian 
Affairs 
(self employed) Marie Pott.s 
State Advisory Com- Bernice Pate 
mission, Indian 
1\.ffairs 
State Archives Dr. Wr.. N. Da.vis 
St. John's Lutheran Dr. Robert Romeis 
Church 
Sacramento Blood 
Bank 
Mrs. Edward Bab-
cock 
Indian Affairs ScrJ.ool 
Indian History in Calif- School 
crnia 
Indian l'>.ffairs Agency 
Archives Agency 
The Core City Church Ac_;el1C"':l 
Human Aid Agency 
~ 
0 
co 
Date 
.July i_S 
July 16 
July 17 
July 18 
Agenc:_y 
Buddhist Church, 
Sacramento 
Muslin Mosque, 
Sacramento 
Confucius Church, 
Sacramento 
Sacramer..to State 
College 
Sc.cramer:.to City 
College 
Cathedral of the 
Blessed Sacrament 
Sacramento Bee 
State Highway De-
partrnent 
Sacrc:l.mento Boys' 
Ranch 
Preston School of 
Industry 
Kennedy .~line 
Speaker_ 
R~v. Yukawa Kosho 
Pastor 
Pastor 
Aubrey Neasl!a:n 
l\. Felthaus 
Pastor 
Frank C. Me Peak 
Arthur Elliott 
S1J.perintendent 
Eugene .Jones 
Sybil Arata. 
California Depart- 0. B. Tallant 
ment of Beaches 
and Parks 
h. +-s 1.~w J e c '-
Buadhisr,1 
~~:uslim Fa.ith 
Confucianism 
Old Sacramento 
01d Sacramento 
Catholicism 
Loca.tion 
- -
.Age0.c~:" 
Agency 
A~rency 
Agsncy 
A.gency 
Agcr..cy 
Role of the Press in the Agency 
Community 
Sacramento Freeways School 
Rehabilitation of Delin- Agency 
quents 
Rehabilitation of Delin- Agency 
quents 
Gold Recovery Processes 
Indians of California 
A(;ency 
Ir..dian 
Grindin<; 
Rock 
!-' 
0 
•.:;, 
Date 
.July 21 
July 2~ L. 
July 23 
·:1 ·:ril'" "I!' ,•·il""n::rJJllTI"'l'~;--11 1 r -,, p-~ 
~ger~ 
r" & K. Sausage Co. '-• 
u.s. Army 
U.S. Marine Corps 
U.S. Air Force 
U.S. Coast Guard 
U. S. Navy 
Selective Service 
A.gency 
§12eake~ 
cTohn Clauss 
Representa·tive 
Represent.at:i V'~ 
Representative 
Representative 
Representative 
Represen·ta>cive 
U.S. Department of Representative 
Agriculture 
State of Califor-
nia 
Represer:tative 
U.S. Department of Representative 
Agriculture 
U.S. Department of Representative 
Agriculture 
Department of 
Health 
Representa-ti·ve 
Subject 
~1ea.t Processin<; 
History and Current Ac-
tivities of l\roy 
Location 
Ac;rencj_:r 
School 
History and Current Ac- School 
tivities of Marine Corps 
History and Current Ac-
tivities of Air Force 
History and Current Ac-
tivities of Coast Guard 
History and Current Ac-
tivities of Navy 
History and Current Ac-
tivities of Selective 
Se:::·vice Agency 
Heat Inspection 
Meat Inspection 
Poultry Inspection 
Grading of 1'1eat 
Role of Food in Health 
School 
School 
Scl"locl 
School 
School 
School 
Scl"1ool 
School 
School 
"--' 
f-' 
0 
Date 
July 23 
(Cont.) 
July 24 
July 25 
July 26 
July 29 
·.Jllly 30 
:·r --HI'~ ·rr I·~' 'T''"<~rJllll"r::·n· I' ··1 ···'!' l""r 
~-ency_ 
County of Sacra-
mento 
SDe::lk ~ r 
Represent a t:i ve:: 
Ci t_y of Sa.cramento Chief of Police 
Joseph E. Rooney 
California Depart- Ranger on Duty 
mcnt of Beaches 
and Parks 
u.s. Army Representative 
University of Cal- Students 
ifornia at Davis 
Local Law Office 
of Speaker 
.?J'1E Church (Black) 
Henry Taketa 
Rev. Cyrus Keller 
Dr. 0. J. Thomas 
California Histor- Rod Rulofson 
ical Society 
.American Red Cross Representative 
California Highway Representative 
Patrol 
California Depart- Representative 
ment of Public 
Health 
Subject 
t"Jeighi:s and i-J.cc~s;..1re:5 i11 
Commerce 
Police Sensitivity 
California's Early G6v-
ernment 
Function of an Arsenal 
Asian Americans 
World War II Relocation 
of Japanese ffinericans 
Equal Opportunity 
Civil Rights 
Spanish Land Grants 
Role of the Red Cross 
Inspection Stations 
Vector Control 
Location 
-------
S c·l"?O(JJ_ 
Schoo.L 
~c;nicic. 
Caoitol 
Sit•2 
.Bc~n.icia 
.. T-irser~al 
~; (:l1r:.o l 
School 
School 
School 
Vaca J?ena 
Vace,ville 
H .i ~J t1 ~ .. ~; .J_ ).' 
Patrol Aca-
de my 
School 
~..! 
i-' 
!-' 
Date 
J'Jly 30 
(Cont .. ) 
,J"J.ly 31 
August 1 
August 4 
August 6 
Jwgust 8 
Agen<:=Y Speaker 
Sacramento Medical Stuart Steinberg 
Society 
Sacramento Tubercu- Representative 
losis Association 
Sacramento County 
Elk Grove School 
Dis·trict 
Elk Grove Justice 
Court 
State of Califor-
nia 
Cit.y of Sacramento 
Ci·ty of Fresno 
Representative 
Repres2ntative 
Representative 
Representati'-le 
R.c.pres c~n t;..l t .. i_\-:~~s 
Rep res ent.a·::.j_"JI2 s 
Federal Government James Park 
U. S. Army Engin-
ee:::-s 
Lt.Col. John Kern 
August 11 Sacramento Concilio Representatives 
August 12 City of Sacramento John Bronson 
Subject 
Drugs and Health 
Smoking and Health 
Local Government and 
Courts 
Rural Schools 
Local Government and 
Courts 
~ish Propagation 
City Government 
Redevelopment and City 
Planning 
Locat:~on 
- • l ~cnoo~ 
School 
.l\gency 
Agency 
Asrsncy 
State Fish 
Eatchery 
P.~.gencies 
P..~.ge!lCi"2S 
Rehabilitation of Crimi- San Quentin 
nals Prison 
Bay l,lodel San Fran-
ciscr.J 
Chicano Probl8ns A~;;enc:y· 
City Government School 
I--' 
I-' 
~..J 
Da·te 
August 12 
(cont.) 
Agency 
Alhambra Theat.er 
Private t·'iortuary 
Speaker 
R. 0. IvJ.ear 
l'~ ' . G. Culjis 
August 13 Elk Grove Meat Co. Rep res en ta t.i ve 
California Highway Representative 
Patrol 
Subject 
Recreation in Sacramento 
Treatment of Death in 
America 
Free Enterprise 
Social Control 
Locaticm 
1-\.gency 
?.\gc.ncy_-: 
Agency 
Ager1c:l 
August 14 Sacramento Medical Dr. Gordon Cu.rnrning Hospitals and CoiT'w'Imni ty Agency 
Center Health 
August 15 San Francisco Stock Representatives 
Exchange 
Chinese Historical Representatives 
Society (San Fran-
cisco) 
San Francisco Pol- Julius Hiatt 
ice Department 
August 19 Great Western Representatives 
Broadcasting Co. 
(Channel 10, Sacra-
mento) 
University of Cal- Representatives 
ifornia at Davis 
August 20 City of Sacramento Representatives 
Stock Market Activities Agency 
Ethnic Relations l,..:Jency 
Crowd Control P..gency 
Communications M:edia. ;~ser:cy 
Campus Life Agency 
City Government and Parks Agency 
and Recreation 
I-' 
I-' 
w 
Date Sneaker 
August 20 City of Sacramento Representative 
(Cont.) 
lmgust 21 
'll:·:<:nr< "11' 
City of Sacramento entative 
(Individuals) 
Sacrarr.ento Union 
Local C izens of 
Advanced Age 
N. Nichols 
ect LOCi3.t 
Ci·l:.y Ma Agency 
Ci Hall 
Problems of ing School 
The Press and Government School 
~ 
f-' 
~ 
l\PPENDIX II 
SA1·1PLES OF S'_rum~NT :REPORTS 
l~ND PRO,JEC'l'S DONE DURING 'I'HE 
SUMMER SESSION OF 1969 IN THE 
EXPEHH1~2N'i'AL CLZ'~:::;s 
IN GOVERNjVIEN'J' 
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EXAMPLE OF STUDENT lvORK IN 1\ESPON~)E 
'J.'O I\ PHOJEC'I' ON CI'l'Y :nJ\NNING 
LA THOBE 
CI'l,Y 
of the 
FUTURE 
July 29, 1969 
Note: Each student in the special class was asked to plan his 
ideal city. A plot of rural land was scJ.ccted and the 
students physically visited the site. This project was 
assigned following class study trips to the City of 
Sacramento offices and sessions with resource speakers 
\vho discussed city planning wit.h the studcnL3. 
. 
t 
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Latrc~e in a Federal Di: tr1ct of thn United Staten. 
Cmrm<i.sion mul th<~ J::ayor' s office are loeated. in the Fed~ral 
b~t.ween 8tb anrl lOth stree-1ts. downtown. 
The citizens of Latrobe vot<l on the d.ecL'<" ions o:f the Ooi;-~mi-
rd.on since the:r di.dn1 t choose their r~:>prcsontitivos 1n;.t the:>' were 
on io the PreBiclental }~locU.on every four ::c:;a.re. 
Latrobe, bc1ing a l!~edcral DS.strict d.oes have it 1 s &~d.vantages 
sueh a.e no Sk1tc or C:i.ty t.axes. It must be remcornbered thnt 
Latrobe ).o a Hedor&J. District because it is an experimental cH;.· 
of the :"uture. 
L8.trobe lvw t.hirtctm schools to, <>::C om:todate tho youth of the 
cit;v. Thr3 popul;:..tion of Latrobe in &&.'?~~C. There nr0 flve 
churches and. six fire· i'ltations although t.hey are zd<iom cr\lled 
on LUl.i{ major fi!·0J nincc every home ia required. by law to }MV'(~ a 
fire detection nnd sprink~er syetoms. There are two mnjor shop-
ping centers in tb~ city located nt opposite ends of the city, 
facili tiM. 'l'i.Jo;::re is one hospi ta.l large enough to t!itccom.mod.ute 
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ehips tnkc it out an(i cluwp 1t overboard_. '1'ho bloch; r,re Hbo·Jt 
30l y;.)QI ~-::)() 1 and. \HJ.i{~h one t,on. Pacific Pict.··J.rephon.r:; Company 
w::!.S former·ly known as the Pac:lfic Tele.phone Cc:r.pDJ1J. 'l'hc 
Lntrobe Tn~.ns:tt Authority in an under{';J'Ot:..n.::\. ~lect.r:ic s•;bway, 
thdr is no posuibi1ity of two t1.·nins coll:l.c" ... i.nr:,; e:xcept at the 
mtdn Htn.tion and. tho computor th·Jr6 controlH that possl.bD.ity 
to rn;:Jce su~'e .i. t. doesn 1 t happen, 'rho tra.ins an~ cup<;.ble of rea-
chln::; sp(~ed.s of up to l.2Cl m.p.h. but tho maximum speed. that is ev~r 
reached in the s;rr,n;cm ls 80 n'.p,h. T!b.c speed. iB nlso controll(·d 
·oy cor.1putor. JJ~>.t:tobe hns one radio station and. receiveR all 
Telfwls:i.on 'b:condcEcBts from ncighb(•rir.,r; arer:.s. There are two 
private: country clubs in tb.e city and two public pnrks. The 
Ji'n.ir G~·ou.n:-J.s is us(:d eY6ry y~ar for tho annu.al county f:tir as 
l~ell a£1 other f'tmcio:w. 
(2) 
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Count~· .Library i.(~ 1ocat•::cl d.ormtown .nnd lw.s over ~~b,OOO voluroes. 
tovm :cii;i;h'c up to the Fe:ilernl Bui1cliugn, 
the ltayo:r c~,n trip a gwi tc!: in hie electr·ic limosi.no t:Jat. will 
mnke D.l1 the BiP,-nals on 11!. 11 St1·eet turn GrF!I!!ll anc.l will also sovJ;cl 
a warn:i.ne H.t e.:::.c:h intersect.ior. that the i-!..ayor 1 s ear is approaching 
'.i.'hl'o West J~raa is the r:wst o.~m;dy populated while, the :iortll 
·Area is this most sparrwfy. 
Uost all cars in the city ure electric exc~pt for a f~w old 
relicE. t.Lat ccu1 l:u:-trcl.ly operate and. cou1<1n 1 t if thf:';t wnntfid to 
is n lot qui(~tcl' th£w. the old .r:;asolinc operatr;d automol:iilen. 
Jackson BL;hwayJthnt will soon hi'." rnad.e into a frcowr~.YJ. Tte 
ler;isln.tion for th1.s novP.: was introd.u.cL~d quite n few years 'l.f~O 
but v;asn' t pe.sseJ. on the an}unent tLnt H would be to no is;.·. 
With the comin1~ c,f rtlorc and more t:Jlectric cars the bill was passed. 
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;l'r1e Mn.J'Ol" sometillli!lf3 complains of thc: O(kr t·u.t lt i ~' ff'l t to.nl 
r.atrobe 1:t9.S <J sma1l spur line with tLe railT'C::lci FDiGJi ;viJ.J 
be re:moved. within a few yenrB. The line' will be J·cplu~ed. by D. 
htgh SJHH:>.d wonoJ.•ail to Sacramento. 'Che monondl vd.l1. br; CBTn.lJle 
of rt~achin,~ spe0ds of 150 !J>,p.h. and. ll;'>/ i.t you wl11. be a1)lc to 
travel the 39 m:l.les in D,bont 15 minutos, Prorn S[1.CI'<u;J,mtG you 
car. then catch a train to Ju.s t abou 'c. e.n:Jo"'iltH':re. 
It is no d.ou1Jt that Latrobt!! ir; n..n in.t.• .. r·e;~:ti.nf; :··i.t.y anci I 
hope :t t vdlJ. be a [~LJ.iO.c to fo1lvw in the, 1)\d.lcHn.<::. o;_· tiH· c :i tier; 
of the future, 
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41. 
42. 
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4.5. 
46. 
47. 
49. 
50. 
Ar:aincton 
1-rort11 f'n;rk 
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l:lB HL~ i zt(?;t :;n 
Soutf:;_ P~ii~_·k 
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ll 
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St • .o\.DxJe 1 s Church (Catholic) 
St .• P:-,.uJ. 1 "' hiethodJ.nt Church 
•rer:rple :H' NAT hre1cl (Jewich) 
St., George's 1~r>isc0pnl Church 
Jnr.~;t Baptist Church of LHtrobt> 
Latrobe Fire Station *1 
It II I! 
I~ II ll #:3 
Corlter 
\;rest. Side GhOJ;lptn,:; Genter 
West S:Ui_e J,;ecl:i.caJ. Center 
Nor·th Shte I.iedlc::o.J. Cont(ol' 
:Gat.robo Community Hospital 
l·atrobe Animal Sht:!ltcH• 
Latrobe Post Control 
Latrobo "~:lectrica} . .Pow(!r Station 
Latrob::~ Water D.ncl Power 
Lat:~:obe Sewar;.:l Dinposal Plant 
hwif~c Picturcphone Cornpany 
Latrol.H.l Trnnsit .i\.utho:dty Station 
JJa.troi.Je 1\.r~>dio Station 
South Side Country GJ.ub 
North Side Country Club 
J.,at.r·obl!: Fair Grounds 
La.tY.'obe Mortuary a.nn Ceructery 
Lat.rob,, Railroau St;:d;ion 
Latr-o'Lo City-County LilJn.ry 
United States Post Office (North) 
« " u H (West) 
Latrobe Police Station 
Latrobe ~aily Uaws 
:P.J.t(i.ie lj•:u·king Lot 
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),2_th. IJ:ld.Jf'fit. 
13th and. J, St, 
3:.-d. E~nd. Mnno:i on C:ir. 
4th 8..ll<i P St~ 
1E1t~h and. H St. 
9t.h and. R St. 
'I t.h and K S t, • 
3r~ and Hill St. 
l'lth nnd Olive Dr!ve 
9 t . .h ar,rl .H. S t . 
2nd a.IJd Q, ~ t • 
4th and J st. 
14th and Orant;~J Ave. 
12th nnd. L St. 
18th Rnd Olive Drive 
6th anfl Q, St, 
4 t.h. a,~.d G St. .. 
'7th. and H St. 
8th anrl J St.., 
14th oncl l St. 
3rd. <J.nd. q St, 
14th nnu Q, st .. 
~3::·d P.J.~(t H st. 
18th nne<. lEst'e•'· 
~~nt nnd. 1· St. 
].8 t.h IU1<l J S t, 
l:;th aY~d. I St. 
4th and N St. 
8th and L St. 
13th and Q St. 
lOth a11d G St.~ 
3rd and Wellu Drive 
lOth and. M St. 
13th ano. 0 s·t 
6th and J. St. 
lOth and K St. 
6th ancl P St. 
l4·th e.nd J, St. 
4t.fl nnd. r. st. 
lL.l,th and C~ St. 
1!1 fH • 2.:1d. Fl a,<;f'.'.:.e f f D:r i ve 
8th and l.atrobe Road 
8th and K St. 
4th and. L St. 
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St.h ancl J St. 
7th tul\l G St. 
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?th and I St. 
6th o.nd 1 St, 
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EXJ\MPLE OF ~;TUDEN1' REJ?OH'r ON H.ESOUI::..CE 
SPEl~KER A'l' SCHOOL 
DA'I'E: ,July 25, 1969 
PLACE:School Auditorium 
The next speaker was Reverend Cyrus Keller. He is 
the J?astc;r of the Downtown African He scopc:tl Church. 
He told us that in 1787 the church was organiz as a 
protest of negros [sic] in Philadelphia. There were three 
negroes protesting. Richard Allen started the church when 
he bought his freedom from his master $2000. Their main 
beliefs are that the negor ( -L'rol ~·. '-.-· i must help himself, and must 
not c1epend. on •dhi te man. 
He said beli~fs are just 1 the 
Catholics or Christians. 
I can't say too much because he didn't get to talk 
for a very long time but he s to be a nice man 1 
wasn't prejudiced against the white man. He seemed to care 
about everybode [sic] in the audience. 
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.EXAMPLE OF A STUDENT IZEPOP'I' ON 
A STUDY 'l'HIP 
-- - --- - ------ ------ ------ -- .. 
- ..... - _,. - -
STATE OF CALIFOH.Nil\ ARCHIVES BUILDING July 1.4, 1969 
When we entered the State Archives building we signed 
in. Mr. Davis, the Chief of the State Archives guided us 
through the building. Archives means two things, the ic 
records which are kept permentally [sic] and the building 
in which the records are kept. In Washington, D. c. there is 
a National Archives where records of the national government 
arc kept. 'l'he State 1\.rchi ves only keeps what involves the 
state government. Only the most important records come to 
t.he State .i\rchives. The st:andards are r:~gency px·ograms, his·-
toric21l and j:ights of the pe;ople. Docmoent.s of ·the tirnes 
are kept so people in the future may see what life was like 
in the past.. 
The archives has been a division of the Secretary 
of State since 1849. California was admitted to the Union 
in 1850, so the Archives was run befor [sic) Californ was 
a state. It was started in San Jose, our first state capital. 
At the Archives v-w saw many important documents and 
records. Some of the only records which survived the San 
Francisco eqrthquake are at the Archives. The most important 
records are the case records of the Supreme Court. There is 
also a large number of military records and first driver 
licenses. There is also a vault which is kept at a certain 
humi ty [sic] so the petpers won't bd ttle. There is a £ire 
l27 
alacm, l.>Ll'JlD.r warning [s ] 2nd a smoke alarm. rJ'hc) origin'l.l 
SU:ttc Consti t.11tion in Sparu_sh and EngLish iG kc~pt: .. t}ie:::·c. 
There are also t Census and maps of the vall , dravvn by 
those who wanted land., 
We left the vault and went to the repair 
Old are laminated to erve them. steps are 
1. gather information for m1ss 
2. deacidfication [sic] 
3. repa -vvork 
4. lamination 
5. laminating machine 
6. heat and pressure 
7. cnt .. and b 
to have. One may learn about USC t.h.e~ V~:lL 
information to It would also be a great 
place to go and find information for a report. I not 
know there was such a place as the Arch s BuilcUng. I 
think will help me in the future for information, because 
important government documents are t there. I 1 if 
more people knew about the archives they could bet ter 
facilities and maybe put som di lays out for the people. 
APPENDIX III 
SAMPLES OF THE INSTRUMENTS 
USED IN THE COLLECTION 
OF DATA 
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1::!9 
SE:NIOH 
U,e low in whi you 
have participate:d ing your senior high school 
s. You may usc the same letter in two or 
more of the s, as applicab 
School Activit: 
A. Officer, school club 
B. Chairman, school club 
conuni t tee 
C. H.ember, school club 
committee 
D. Off , clas:::; ';:JovernhtenL 
E. Member, class committee 
F. Chain112u1, class committee 
G. Officer, student body 
H. Cha , student body 
comm.i t ·tee. 
I. Member, student body 
committ~ee 
J. Captain, school athletic 
·team 
K. Member, sc~ool a 
team 
etic 
L. Cheer leader o.c assis·tant 
M. Partie ipan·t, music group 
N. * 
o. * 
P. Officer, social club 
Q. Chairman, social club 
R. Member, soci 
committee 
club 
S. Officer, church group 
T. Chairman, church group 
committee 
U. Member, church group 
conmli t.tee 
V. Worker, charitable agency 
W. Volunteer, co1mnu~ity lp 
project (tutor g, etc.) 
X Volunteer, political 
campaign 
Y. 
z. 
* 
* 
*If none of the above choices apply, fill in blanks as nec-
essary and insert the l:_~_tte1.~ of each blank used in the boxes 
Note: the above instrument was adminis with the video 
taped test to all subjects in the study. 
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IN SCHOOL ATTI'I'UDE SUI\VEY 
University of the Pac ic 
School: 
The students whose names appear on the attached 
sheets ci cc.; :Lnvo in a doctoral slud~' ing condncted 
through th2 U~ivarsity of the Pacific, Stockton, Califo~nia, 
using unobtrusive mcasuremant. None of students lS aware 
that he is ing evaluated; consequently none should be 
apprised of the circulation of this trument. 
Please make a judgement concerning the citizenship 
of each student circle either S (same), I (improved), or 
R (regress ) concerning his citizenship during the Fall 
Semester, 1969, as compared to his citizen ip behavior 
during the precedinq school year. Include your judgement 
SiJ.Ch tors as good atter~dance, healthy attitude tov1ard 
school and toward teachers, icipation in 8chool activit 
and effe 'Je. 
~~ank you for your cooperation in this study. 
-1-
Edwa B. Marx ~.son 
Staff Training Office 
Sacramentc City Unif 
School District 
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In--Gchool 1\tt:i.tudc Survey University of the Pacific 
~~2~:~Jt ~~l:x;~x~:x~xx~;:x~.x~xx£~i:x·~x~~xxJ~===~=l,--~~~~--~---~ -~=~ :=_ .. IL_--~:··---
r~ -\ J • . ,, ,_, ~ ~~ , . j, , 
12 2 () 0 XXX XXX r XXXXXXXX 
L rj 9 (\ XXXX 1 XXXXXXXX l ..... ' 
2290 
22 ~1 0 
')~'9 0 r·.C. 
2290 
2290 
2295 
:cxxx 1 xxxxx 
xxxxx, xxxxx 
xxxxx, xxxxx 
XXX, XXXXXXX 
XXXXXXX 1 XXX 
xxxx, xxxxx 
Meaning of Symbols: I = Improved Citizensh 
S - Same (no change) in Ci zenship 
R = Regressed in Citizenship 
All comparisons are to be made batwecn the 1 Semester, 
1969 1 and the ing school year. 
-2-
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VIDEO 'l'AP:fm Q(H,;STIOl'INl\If<F 
OH l\TJ'I'J'UDES 'J'CM,'\HD 
PROBLEMS FACING SOCIETY 
Not.e: 'rht.::se st.ruct.i.ons arc to be rnad or<J.lly to subj ccts 
prior to the playing of first taped segment 
Inst.r:uctions to Jcs: 
You are about to see seven short b:<Levision p:coq;:aras 
which have been record on video l\fter e<ich p-rogram; 
)lOll \Vi1l l)e give11 c1 set~ of nine (9) ca.rcls, <::;Jc!~1 C)f \Vl1ic~l1 cor1-.. 
tains a statement related to the program just vi Please 
arrange these cards as follows: 
l. Read each card carefully. 
2. Sort the responses in t.o tln:ee :; cs··"-the three 
responses you co.nsi to be the mcst reasonable 
(based upon your own knowled0e experience) , 
the three responses you conslder to be the least 
reasonable, and th.e rt:~:nain g1::oup of t.hr(~e--cards. 
3. 'l'ake the pi of '' redsonable" :n~ cs you have 
s ec and take out cme rc~sponsc ycu t~hink 
st the three. 
4. Go the t.he pile of "least r2<:<sonc:tb1c n::sccmsc~:" 
you have selected and take~ ou.t n0c :re::-;p<)))Se 
you feel is worst of all .. 
5. Re,:n-:range 1 11ine cards in the foilc·wing crder 
(face·-r!p): 
a. 'I'he "best"response on top. 
b. The rema.ining "reason<1ble 11 responses next (or(]er 
of these two is not important). 
c. The three responses you did not consider either 
"reasonable" or " st reasonable." ( ain order 
of these three is unimportant) . 
d. 'l'he two 11 least reasonable" respc:ns es left after 
you removed the "worst response_." (order of these 
two cards is not important) 
e. 'l'he"worst" response on the ?Jott.orrl of the stacl->.. 
6. Place the rubber band provided around 
cards you have rearrang and put 
into the cl envelope given you. 
the 
\vbo 
stack of 
srroup 
We will repeat s procedure for each television 
program with a different set of cards. If you do not under-
stand any individual inted response, or if you have any 
questions at any time, raise your hctnd and I will help you. 
We will not begin the next segment of video tape each time 
until everyone has had time to orgilnjze the cards for the 
prevJous tape and them i.n the envelope. 
APPENDIX IV 
DIS'rRICT l-;.T'I'ENDANCE TRENDS, COMPU'ri::R PHOGR1\H 
USED IN COVARIAN'l' ANALYSES r AND ADDI'l'IONAJJ 
DATA FR01:1 PARAJ'lETE1:C A1JD NON··PARPJ~CTl~IC 
MEASUEES USED IN STUDY 
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AVEH.:\(:E NUMBER OF DAYS HISSED PER SCHOOL YEAH BY SENIOR 
14 --------- ----------- ------!---
13 
12 -~~--- 12 
1 
I 
------ ------ -----+------ 11 
10 ----r--- ___  
9 -~----------' ~----- ---+--
8 -----------
I 
__ ,L---~- _ __._ ____ l___ 
1960-· .L96.l- 1962- 1963- l96t\-- 196)-
1961 1962 1963 1964 ]965 1966 
~ 
. 
1966-
1967 
I 1 
··-
0 
-------
9 
1 8 
......,_ 
0 
--
1967- 1968- 1969-
1968 1969 1970 
WEIGHTED SCORES AND RANKINGS FOR EACH QUESTION ON ITEM B OF VIDEO 
TAPED QUESTIONNAIRE BY TOTAL GROUPS AND BY ETHNIC SUB-GROUPS 
POSS I.::n.~ RES?O!~SE TO ITEM OF VIDEO-Tt..:?ED 
Q!JESTl0liNAll:.E 
B-3. The isolation of the which 
controls hcredity--Eeward Morgan. 
TOTAL GROUPS 
Exp. I Contr. Ju-dges 
-0 33! -·l.li 
I 
-0.13 
4th s~" 5th 7th 6.5 
+2.31 +2.09 +1.27 +2.11 +l.9e -o.a3 +2.88 
I i 2!1d 2nd 2nd 
L-
-1.171 -0.31 +0.281! +0.02. 
t ! ---t--4-t._h_-~-,'-=th I 4th I 6.5 8th 3rd 7th -= 
-1.0. -l.39j -0.941 -1.19 1 -2.oo! ·-1.67 -L56
1
-o.S4! 
l 
~ 4th 8 
:-Jationa1ist ll'Ovem•mt in the Miudle I I ,: 1 i II 
Eas t--Ba!'rle Dun snore~ ! I i j 
8th 7th 7th il 7th i 7th _ 8b1 1 7th 8b 7th 
B-5~ Problems of pollution, hunger, and 
disease on ~arth~-Jules Bergman. 
B-6~ Nixon's s~ccessful 
to back his Viet 
+3. 38 
1st 
-0.55 
3rd 
+3.1 
lst 
-1.221 
3rd 
1st 
+3.391 +3.41 +3.191 +3.33\l +2.oo I +3.33 +3. ! +3.51 
lst. 1st l lst !1 3rd llst. 1st 
+3 .. 
1st lst 
-1.72 -0.81) 
I 
I 
I 
1: 61 
--
65 
2nd 4th 3rd 
-2.9D B-:-9. T~d K"'nnedy's acddent and its poli-~ -2.291 -l.HII -2.451 -2.301 -1.711! -1.00 11 -1.801 -1.33!1 -2.381 t>.ca1 "'"Pl.Lcatlons--B~11 Lawrence. ~~ I I ! i! 1 
9th stil 1. str. 
1 
9th I! 8th ! sth , 9th nh 1\ 9th 1 9th 
------------------------------------·----------JI. ______ _L. ______ +---- ., ~ . !• I J'------~-L------~------~ 
Note: This tape contained a year's-end newscast with each reporter 
stating his prediction for the upcoming decade. 
!-' 
t.•..! 
'JI 
vH:':IGHTED SCORES AND RANKINGS FOR EACH QUESTION ON ITEr!J: C OF VIDEO 
TAPED QUESTIONNAIRE BY TOTAL GROUPS AND BY ETHNIC SUB--GROUPS 
?OSS:TBU R!:SNNSE ·ro l!EM OF VlDEO-TA!'::D 
GUESTIO~N.:\ IRE 
TOTAL GROUPS C:'\lXASlAN Qt;tY m~::..Y 
Evp I Cot tr l'udg~s 'I ... I 0 oct:r II Ev -r;;-:co:-:.·r------~ '•·o'o.:-;-[1 Evp ----1 c t· •· • l • .. ~"" L ,,.,:<p. "" . • ..... p. t "'" I ~·~· o-" .. • i on .. • 
--------~-------+-------~-------~!!- : ! - ~----
1 I I ! 
-1.sq -0.9 I -:.s~ll +l.OO -1.59 --2.1il. ·0.561 -·n.52 
! I 1 •
1 
i 1 i 
C-1. People shouldn't make fun of death. -1.03 -(L 7 .. -1.72 
-
----------------1----i----!------i-' ~~ 8t!1 ~-~th 9 ch 2nd j 9th 7. 5 I .i-_6+_.h _ _,l ___ 6_th __ 
---- -- - -------1---~1 -
C-2: Tl1.is.sketch is a _example of +l.SBI +l.4t1J +3.06\ -•1.88 +1.571 +3.2, +0.32 +l.E71 +2.6il ~1.271! +:.~3 ~~;~~e 1~h~~~ ~~ciety. 1n correcung I I 1 II I 1 ~~~ 
7t" 6th 8~5 
C-3. The funeral business should be 
lst 2nd lst 1 ~:1d lst : 3rd J lst. i lst ! 2nd ·I 2;~d 
+0.2·11 -o.gJ +0.4,1 -1.251 +r:.o61 +2.5j! +0.48! -0.56 ·rO .19 -0.71 ··l.ll 
4th ; 3'ch I 3rd II 9th I 4th ! 2ndj~th J_ 7t~-government at the state or 4th 5th Jrd 
C-4. Funeral eirectors oeten ~ake advan-
tage of the grief of r0latives to make 
+0. +1.231 -Lotil -o.63~~~~~--:-~.~Ji -r1.29l +o.77 
I i II 
7th 3rd 
a profit for themselves. 
3rd 3rd I ~ th II ls t 
I I ' -ji--+-1 ----+-,--1+-' I ----+! __ ____J__---r: --+-! -C-5. This is_justanothcrex;o.rnf>leof -1.34~-0.8) -1.7211 -L57J -0.84 -1.0] +0.25 -o.7ol -J.ocjl_ -LOOI ~l.06 
our s 1ck socJ.ety. 1 . ' l I ! i 1 
I II I ' 
9th 8th 8.5 j: 9t.h 6th i.S l~th l 7th I 9th !: 7th I 8th ----~------+----~·*1 _____ ~-------+- ----~ l~lr-----+----
C-6.\\nen the 1 +1.53 +l.S, -2.18 -:;:-:-;1 +1.251 +1.03! +Ld! +!.231 +1.36 
person should take em- . j 1 I I 
otionally involved mc.ke the . ! 1 !1' 
pro?er arrangements. 2nd lst 2nd 1st 2nd J lst j 2nd 3cd 1
1 
3r6 I 1st 
----------------------------------~----~----+-----H-----+----~----~~----~·-----+-------4-----l_ _____ _ 
-C.231 -0.81 o.ocl -0.67! -l.6l! -l..421 -l.OS 
I . II I 
I i \ ! I ------------------------------l----6-t_h_~----!------! 6t!1 ! 5th 1 6th f,tf: 1 I 8th , 9th 
educJtional program in I -l.lSj -1.11 -l.071 -J .. 43 -1.30 +0.811 -1.481 -0.5C 
help prepare people I ! 
errungements. 1 j 
Bth 9th 7 ~h I 9th 5th 8th 8th 5th II 9i::h 5th 
-----+---f- - . I -----Ll ___ i ___ _ 
C-9. If the individual in this -0.03
1 
-0.01 -O.J.(,j' -0.071 -0.421i -2.17\l +C.l9T 40.25 
sketc:-t had made l I 'I : 
he c.·ouldn't have been taken . I' \ 1 · I ! I 
this unscrupulous company. 5th I 4th 7th ~~ 5th I •lth j 5th !I .S.S 5th 7.5 I! 5th j -H:h ------------------------------.!....----L---+1---•L-.----~., . _ · : U ! 
7.5 
-0.59 C-7. " co!Tlplete idiot would be taken 
ir.. by type o: funeral company ae-
pieted in this sketch. 
C-8. t>.~e need 
Note: tape ccnta a comedy duo 1 s routine which us as its 
subject matter the high cost of funerals. 
f-' 
~ 
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WEIGHTED SCORES AND RANKINGS FOR EACH QUESTION OF ITEM D OF VIDEO 
TAPED QUESTIONNAIRE BY TOTAL GROUPS N\!D BY ETHNIC SUB-GROUPS 
I"CSS !BLE R2S?CNSE TO IT~1 OF VIDEO-TAPED 
Qt:"ESTIGN!\AIR£ 
lllTAL GROUPS ~~- CAlJCASEI'-Ot:LY --- ll i<t2i~;~~~ ~f~~~~---Jn OFIEllTAL Ol<: .. Y 
. . I ' J--r---Exp. Contr. Judges ~~ Exp. Cont::. Jl!dges I Exp. ~Contr. ~ Judges 
1 
Exp. 1 Co"1tr. 
D-1. It is only fair that the rcanufact- +l.92 +1.301 +2.72-1~0 +1.29 !
1 
+3.ooil +0.251 +1.931
1 +2.~7,, +·1.561-'-0.94-
urer of a potentially harrnfel product ' 1 lj 'I jl 
should pay the cost of educating the pub- 1 I j 
lie concerning its safe use. 2nd 3rd 2nd 2r:d I 3rd I lst J I Jrd 3rd I 3rd I 3rd I 4too 
D-2. Free enterprise is the basis of our -1.67 -1.51 -1.56 -1.79! -1.43! -1.9211 0.00! -1.571 -0.83j~ -1.70 
politocal sys~e:n, anC. this type of con- I I I I I I 
trol would be an unfair restriction on , 1 
the frceco:n of action of a manu£act'.lrer. 9th 9th I 7th I S·::h lB. 5 7th I 5th i 9th 5. 5 11 8th , 9th 
,I I I ! 
D-3. The use of drugs is up to the indi- I -1.46 -1.11 -1.00
1 
!.j ~ -0.96 -0.42 -0.251 -1.03 -2.17j l -l.lO 
vidual a.nd the rr.anufacturer should not be I ~"'"'I I I 'I 
rnade resoonsible for the foolish actions 
of an indiviC.ual citizen. , 8th 6th 6th 9·oh I 6th I 5th 7th 7th 7.5 
1
, 5th 8th 
-1.48 
+l. 40 D-4 . .Pesponsib:!.e citizens 3hould follow I +1.621 +1.52 +l.ll II +l.ssj +1.44-r+l-:-25[11- +2.251 +2.071 +0.8311 +1.60 
tf:e ~xarr~p.Le. of th~ AmGrica:: Canc~r SocietYt I 1 ! · I I 
and lts ant1-s~ok1ng canpa1gn and produce I I I 
similar television commercials warning of 3rd 2nd 4th 3rd 2nd 4th 
1 
lst 2nd I 4th i, 2nd +3rd t~le dan ers cf dr1Jq abuse. · I! 
D-5. Most ;oecpl-e are unaf:ected by tele- -1.36 -0.98 -2.721. -2.58. -2.25 -1.33 -3.00El.56j ·-_-o ___ 8_5_ 
vision advertising of drug products. [ I 
I 6th 5th I 9th II Gtll ! 5th 8th I 9th I 8th ! 91:h II 9th I 5th -o~l -~.51[ -1.291 -0.83 o.oo 1 -o.5o i -0.83 I -1.50 I -1.23 D-6. Education on drugs st1ould come -1.4 2 -1.17 
from the 2arents, not lne drug companies. d I I I' I ! I I 
7th 7th I 5th II 7th I 7th I 6th II"' 5th 4th I 5. 5 \I 7th ! 7th 
--------------+---+--+----+1-'j-··-f-- ' ,I I I I 
D-7. Potenti<O!~ly dangerous.rne~ications +2.68 +2.33 +3.06 il ~2.801 -l2.38 j +2.8311 +2.00 I +2.131 +3.5o!j +2.79 +2.04 
should be so1c on a prescr~pt~o,.. bas~s ~ I I I I' i, 
only. ., I 11 
------------------------....1--l_s_t_-+- lst lst_!L~~~-J-~~t. 1 7nd ~nd 
1 
lst lst L! lst ! lst 
D-8. Th"' public schools should take 0':' thl +0.94 +0.911 +1.39 [I +0.951 +O~ul.50 I 0.01) I -0.531 +2.5o!! +1.21 I ,.1.62 
respons~b~l ~ty for educatlng the publ~c 1 'I I 1\ 
about drug use. 'I . I I l j 
--------------------------+- 4th 4th 3rd -U- 4th 1 4th 3rd 5th I 5th ! 2nd I j 4th I 2nd 
D-9. The pn;blem.of drug <;-huse is greatly j -1.251' -1.30 ··2 .. ~ !: -1.171 -l.43 -2.82 -2.00 .. -l.0-0-11----::!-.-l-7-+l,+~---l-.-2-7-+i---.J.-.O---,-
~'/er-coc,?ha.:J;Zed ~n the Un~ted States by I 11' / l ' / I I 
._he nev:s mec.1a. l I I I j 
5tb ~~8th ij 5th 18.5 9th J llth 6th, 7.5 j. 6tn I 6th 
Note: 
----1---· -,----~-... -. --- -- ·---·. J · .. _,___ -~-_____;_;, ! 
This tape contained a portion of a 
which a state legislator proposed 
local television newscast 
drug-control legislation 
i:1 
f-' 
(.,.) 
-....! 
WEIGHTED SCORES AND R.:-;NKINGS. FOR EACH QUBS'I'ION ON' I'I.EM E OF VIDEO 
TAPED QUESTIONNAIRE BY TOT.P ... L GROUPS J~ND BY .ETI-INIC SUB-GROUPS 
- ! 
POSSIBU: RC:SF'ONSE TO ITE:·! OF VIDEO-TA?ED 
QUEST!ONXAIR.E 
~~--~~ ccAo-: \N-~N' y - ! GfAcK ~"" ;:-~~;c:~;;;:;-_---1: oarE:,rAL oN:.Y 
I ir'' 
1 
"""' .~ 1!' -~~=~-- ~~ --.---
Exp. I Contr. I JuCges 1 Exp. I Contr. I Judges I !':x;>. IContr. ' Judges 1 E""· 1 Cont<. 
1/ I' __j I! i----
ICTAL GROUPS 
E-·1. It is easy to see that television -0.341 +0.071 +0./2 -0.141 -0.02 j +l.OsiJ +(•.38 +O.n l o.oojl·-0.63 1
1
1 
··O.lO 
corrunercials are wr1tten for the "twelve- I I I 1 I J Ill 
yec.r-old" mind. I I 1 ! I 
7th I 5th 4th Sth ! 5th : 3.5 I 4th L..::_·S :I 7th-+-6t_'_' __ 
E-2. The average American is unaffected 
by television advertising. 
E-5. Carol Burnett is biting the hand 
that feeds her when she makes light of 
television advertising. 
I 
I 
I 
l 
-2.25 I -1.841-3.83 -2.281 -1.95 -1.63 I --2.20 I -~-2.211 -1.56 
I I I I IJ I 
9th I 9th I 9th 9t:h : 9~"_th I 9th 
).36 I +0.501 +1.17 -0.38 +0.40 I +2.1611 o.oo I -'"0.19 
I I I I I 
I ! 4Uo 4th 7th 5th pst \ 6th I 4th 
. ' ·-I -- jl I 
.14 i +1.391 +0.28 +0.851 I +1.63 +1.47 "'0.83 I +0.63 +1.88 
i : . i .. ., 
3rd 1 3rd lst 2nd 3. 5 Jrd ls'o: 
1
1'1 _,_,, -u• o.co I -LO -L'" r-.4-8-1 
I S'o:h I 9th 6th I 8th I 8th 
-,-o+!-... -,-_-u-,t!---.L-.-,-,-1~+~--~+Loo +0.25 i +1.63 +3.oG11j •o.n 
Jl ; I I 
I 2nd +;st llst 2nd lst ~r.d jl lst I 2nd 
! I I 
9th 
---
+I 
4th 
-
+l 
2nci 
---
-1.56 
8th 
-
+l. ~' 
'J •LU 
4th 3rrl 
I LJ''" 5th 
I 
.. 1.781 -2.11 
I 
S~h 
+1.071 +2.17 
2nd 
I 
+0.021·-
6th I 6th I 7th ' 7th 7th 2nd 7th 5. 5 I \ HJ-, 7th 
-o.2s ~~· -o.5sl-o . .;9 -0.421! -0.83 o.ooJj +0.15~~ -0.73 . 
--r I . . +2.28 I +1.19 +0.86 +3.00 +0.38 -0.17 +0.831'!· +0.94 +0.75 ' 
ing lends itself to SRtirization. I J I ; 
I 3rd I 3rd ls~ 1 2nd 2nd ~t ~~3.5 6th 
1 
3.5 II 2nd I Jrd 
+~ 
I I ,. . " E-9. There are many clever advertisements -n .ll -0 .12j -0.39 ! 1 -0.12 ! -0. 3.< -0.17 1 
on television. I I h ! .
1 
----~~ --- j I i 
5th~~_?·::h Jl :>th 1 6th 6~ , 3rd 7th I 5t"'. J...'_5_t_h __ ..:. 
Note: This tape contained a comedy routine ~;,;hich ''·spoofed" televisio'"" 
advert is ins;;. 
, ..... 
l.V 
00 
WEIGHTED SCORES AND RANKINGS FOR EACH QUESTION ON ITEM F OF VIDEO 
TAPED QUESTIONNAIRE BY TOTAL GROUPS AND BY ETH~IC SUB-GROUPS 
?'JSSJ:.!jl.E Rf':S?0~~SE TO 
Qc:F:s-::::o;;N?.:RE 
ITF21 Of VID.C::O-'l'!'-..l'ED T~· 'WTA:~:;J;OU?' _Jr-··,;,I•JC::~u;· o:;l"{ fl :~~~~~2~?,-cii'i:~~:~:::--~--~~-\;;;::AL C~l"( 
Exp. ~~r.~ J·,d~cs !j Exe. lcontr. !Judge" :1 Exp. lcontr. .1i .h.:dz.~:; (i ::: ... :p. :Cu:1t:i:. R 1: 1 i 11 I,!! I F-1 M • ' 1 . "] ~ ., ;, . •"t "~- J rl.531 +LOC-Irr-=~-~~~-1! +L.5811 -n.2slili +l.G3 +·(J-,_-j-;-r- +3~sol .+1.4;1_+_1 ___ 27 --· •• os peo? e u1 "CH: .._n_._ca .:~~a~--"? ' ! 1 cren' t t ki!lg the threat of air pol~ . d 1 J 1 I 
:!.uti em s rio·~slv oCloug;,, ~- l~·· 1 + ! 3 ~.; i; 1 "' I , .• I '>t" i , ~~ 1!1 1 t 1 1 t 
-·· ----1-. --~-~- s _ ~-~-·_· --+L: o , l ,_s c -+-·-n---t-i "~ _ i s p.' s --
F-2. S. cientis':s, r.ot pc-li.ticians s:;ould beJ +1.4!. II +l.lli +0.56 'I' +J.. 58! "'-1.23 I +0.8311 0.00 I +1.37 +O.t-4 
<:-llo'"':"' to C.<etermine our ?Olicy concer,-,-1 I I I I 'I 1 
eng ;ur po.l.lc;tJ.o:o. I ! I I I 
2nd I 2nd / 4.5 jJ 2nd i 2nd ::.st 5.5 2nd I 5th 
F-3. ~·he autoiT.obile ir,dustry shm!cd ?"Y a 1 -0.421 -o."6?j~J· -=-z:-sal' -0.88 -o.6:Jt -O.l7 ~o.50. , -0.52 
lar;8 part of the cost for ?Urifying the I I - I I 
atr.J.osrhe.re becaese they prcd.uc-= !:he I I I! I 11 j I ve~icle la:rqely responsible for i ~s pol-
1 
7th j Sth .I 6th J 8th oth 1 1 7th 1 5. 5 I 4th j 
lll·."0!1. . !l--- II I .1-11 I 7th 
-1.65 F"-4. Scientists ha\·e been pn.,c!:icting the 
1
, -1..6411 -2.11 I[ -1.85 -3.5011 -1.25~-0.631 il-2.671 -1.8? 
end of m2nk.J.Cla for over a ccn tury. 
1 1 
I[ I i i 
-----------------------1-1-9-t_l_' -+1 9th I 9th ! I 9th I 8th ~ 9th I 9th ! 8th 
,--5. A massive educational proc_;rarr. ,-.,ust 1 +0.351 +0.:-J +l.52 11
1 
0.00 I -) .60 I +1.57"11 +0.29 ! ·c0.98 
be i:-r.mediately launched ~3o ~hat t~~ public; 1 I 1 1 \ l 
will be aware of the Problem r:.f air I I 11 i 11 I I 
pollution. · ' 4th j' 4<:h , 2nd 
1
. 4th 
1 
3rd 2nd 1 4.5 7tt": 2nC. ! I 4th ! 2.5 
------------------------------------4----~~---+l----~~~-----~- ! ' ' ' I .l.. --H--------F-6. It "'auld l:-e better to lose the Viet +O.osl -0.74! +0.5<: il +0.431 -0.65,. +0.831 -0.38 -2.271 o.oo'II-0.4C I -0.10 
N2m 1-<a7 than to lose the battle over air I I ! ! 1 1 I 
pollutlcn. · 
4
•
5 
J! ! I i 
sth J Bth ~~ sth ! 6th I 3.5 5t~-.....L.9th I 5.5 i 1 n:-o I 5th 
F-7. Air pollution is a world-wide pro- -0.41 -0.21 -1.56 !1 -0.65~ -0.741 -1.251 1 0.00 \ +G.80 J -2.1?~-~ +0.26 II +O.~,s ~le':' and should be handled "by the United /! 1 1 I I j ~;at1ons Orga,lzatlon. I 'I 1 I · 1 1 ---------------------------~~-6-t·-h--+-~--t-h--+,-8-t_h_-i-!, 7t~_:~- I 7.5 ! 4.5 3rd I 3th ~~ 5th I 4t.h 
F-. e .. If people stopr:ed bu.yinc_r e1ui:·~mobiles, -1.31 -0.671' -1.39 l!-l.3tj -o.r.o~~-1.25 +1.25 1 +0.33,-l.£711 -1.79 I -1.98 
the industocy woulC. be forced to buil<i a II , 1 11 11 
veh1cl_e .,..,~th i..! diffe::-ent. ~Jower s~urce 1 _ !I _ j I I! 
tnun tne J.n+:e>cnal combt:suou engl!"le. I 8th 6th J ;th Jl ~t:·, J :+_,-, 
1 
7. 5 i 2nc' j 4th I ·;tc> I! st:, 9th 
·-------t ,;.J____________ L--L!--,--+-1 --
F-9._A~esuete funds must be immeciia~ely 1 +O.R01' +0.801 +2.51 q .,.n.-/81 +G.94 I "'"3.5011 -1.00 ~-O.l7 'I ·'0.83j·l +1.12 I +0.98 vo:~c :r:or an ~ll-·o";lt c.ttl:~ck or: ~1r pel- 1 \ ! I I: I ! 
luc1on, even 1f th1s mcens J:2.1Slr.g taxes I I I J, i · i! 1 : II I foreveryonelnt.hecc,ur~try. 3rd I 3rd lst !! Jrcl 11th ilst li' 8tt1 !5~5 ~ 3!:-d ~~ 3::d l2a:=. 
______ ...L______l_ _w _____ , • I ...___ __ _ 
Note: This tape contained a segment in \·;h id1 C~e-svs::nen discus sed the 
chances for man's controlling air pcl2..uL~.O:ri i_E t.he next decade. 
-T r,·rr.·::]:rr;;·-,r·· -r-rr·~[ll· aT>lTr- -.r~·· 
l-' 
~...> 
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WEIGHTED SCORES AND RANKINGS FOR EACH QUESTION ON ITE~1 G OF VIDEO 
TAPED QUESTIONNAIRE BY TOTAL GROGPS AND BY ETHNIC SUB-GROUPS 
POSSIBLE RES?ONSE TO ITEM OF VlDEO-TAPED 
Ql'ESTICm:AIRE 
"".,.A~-;_-R-OU-.?-;-------1 i - \J'r! SIAN ONLY BL~-C-K-A'i:"'ii--:-~~A)l- --- .jJ o.nE!'l!AL. om.7'~=-= 
··'"'- oJ _ jl L..t J~ •· 1 • A:.fr':RICAl~ C~i.Y 
-...,---,---- i -.----.. --- L--,----; 
Exp. Cor:tr. I Judges 1
1
:! Exp. ! Cont:r.. J JuGges i'l :C:xp. ICc•ntr. l Judge~ il E~~p. jCo!'ld·. 
---------+-' -----1'---+'----~--_l I . I i ! ' --+--~--
1 
"> 56 2 4 '1 -, ' ' i ' 5 ~ ., 0 !. 2 I 0 1 -7 11 I 3 -3 1' 2 c· < J o r 0 II 2 ° ·, : 2 I~ 9 
- L - -· - v - ~ - "., j - .1.. ' - < • • I - L • ~ I - . " - --" 0 ' - ., .. J I I - .. ,, -· I - . ~ 
G-1. h1hile tbe S?eaker does net: actually ! ! i 1 ! 1 1 I I 
I I 1: I 
th I 9th : 8. s i •1 nh I 9d 1 I . I ! 
0:6~.03 +(1.83,, +r 
th J 4th 4tb ~~ 3rd I 2nd 
! j --t--~--
2.88 -2.97
1 
,3.00 I +2.94
1 
+2i33 
'I I ! [ 2nd II lst: ls~ 
--~-----1-----~ ~---·----
1.2511 -1.57,-:::.171! -l.S3 I -li62 
II ' 
te:!.: students to revolt, he appears to cont· 
I 9U·, 
I ll II 
done re·.Jol~lt.ion. For this r~ason he should! 9th I 9 •• , I! 9th 9th 8th i! ~ot be allowed to talk on college ca~puses "" II 
G-2. Gregory may have a valid point to +1.48
1 
+1. 77
1 
+l.ll 
1
l +1.. 77 +l. 76 +1.25 r 
make; however, after hearing him speak, I 
on~ should also hear other points of. view. ! 
3rd I 3rJ 4th ~~ 2nd 3rd 2nd I 
G-3. Our c:onstitution guarantees the right +3.051 +2.63 -'-2.72 II +3.08 +3.04 +2.S8 ! -'-
of free speech, and students should be I 
exposed to all shades of opinion. I 
lst II 2 J.st lst lst ii :st lst 
- ~-G-4. This type of humor tends to widen -1.46 -1.661-1.17 I -1.50 
-l. £8 I -0.6711-' the generation gap between students I ,I and their parents. 
8th 8th 8th I 
.,d lst 
th ' 8th ' 7th f' ! 7th 8·t*-
pt: J:rcrc. a .Larger 'j -0.99 1 -0.80' '1.28 j! -0.80 ·-0./4' +.l.Of< ~-2.25 -1.43 I +l.67 i --1.02 -0;60 
speech does not give enough infromation so I I il , \ 1 
that the viewer can evaluate Gregory's re-I I· I l! I i 
6th 11 7 1 6th 
Ji 
I 8th 
! I ll 
6th 1 3rd L6t.h 6th 3. 5 3th 
1 
7th 3rd _jJ 6ich "r-6-t-:.'--j -
+0.11! -2.oo Jl o.oo I o.oo -2.58 J 1-1.2s II --1.10 -0.831 i -0.02 I -ol1s 
6th 
I 
I I 
I 
-o. J6 I  ll 
!i I I II' I ' 
·.h 3rd I 3rd 6th 1 5th Stlf> 
-1.18 +0.44 -0.94 -1.44 +0.671' -0.63 I -0.10 o.oo I -1.69 j -)_ 12 
4th 4th I I 4th I 9t 
-1.19 .  4 I . \ .  
I 7th 5th 7th 7th 5th I 5. 5 ! 5th I 5th I 8th I 7d> ,, '' ------------------------------------~----~----4-----~-----r----~~r-----H-- " 
7th I ! 
-
G-8. Continual press coverage of such -0.25 -1.81 -0.66 -0.60 I +1. 
t;; ~--··JS as riots tenC.s to encourage unrest I I 11! 
in A'Tierica. :J;' I 
5th 5th .5th 5th 1 7th 6th 8, 5 4th 
2Sii -0.63 
---+------+-----~-----4+--·----+ - --~H------+ 
G-9. ~alks by indivlduals llke Dick Greg-,-'-l.75 +1.78, 1 +1.241 +2.0811 +l.08'I'I +1.47! +J.50 +2.551 
ory are helping to bu, lei better under- I I • 'I ~:c;o,nding bet weer. black and white oorrunun- 1 I I II I _I I i I I 
l tleS. 2nd I 2nd 2nd , 3rd 2nd ,. 3. 5 I, lst 1 2nd I lst II 2nd 
-L. I _____ ...J.j ' ' I ! I . 
Note:This tape was of Dick Gregory talking at the University of Alabama 
to students. His message: ~Read the Declaration of Independence and 
see 1.vhat they're rioting and looti::-1g about." 
I 4t~ 
+ll 15 
3r<l. 
! 
!-' 
~ 
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GENI~RAL LINEAR HYPOTHJ:~SIS 
1. G:F:NERAI.1 DESCRIPTION 
a. I'his program performs the calcu1atio;:).:':> rcqui:;:ec! for a gencraJ 
linea:r hypothesis mod The independent vari.?,bles arc o£ two 
general types: 
{l) Variables used to specify the ;;;ma.lysis -o£-variar,ce 
classifications. 
(Z} V.:uiables used as covariatcs, 
By u'se of these variables, the program can used for balanced 
or unbalanced analysis-of-varia.nce or covariance designs and 
missing-value problems. 
b. The output of this program includes: 
(1) Ivfeans and standard deviations of the dependent variable 
and 1neans of the covariates. 
{2} Sums of squares expL'Lini!d by hypo £es. 
(3) Esth:nates of regression coeificients. 
(4) Residual sums of squares. 
(5) F-tcsts and degrees of ccdom. 
{6) Accuracy of coeffic.:ients. 
c. Lirnitations per problem.: 
(1} p, number of variables u.sed ~o 
design (1 ~ p :5 60) 
city analysis-of-variance 
q, number of covariates (1 :5. p+q 5 60) {2) 
(3) 
(4} 
d. number of sets of Design C,:u·d.s (l .':S d:::; 999) 
nurnber of replicates for the ith set of Design Cards 
{l$Ri!S99} 
(5) H, nur.c1ber of Hypothesis Cards ( 1 .::; H $ 57) 
(6) m, nmnbcr of Transgener<:ction rds {0 $. m ::; 60) 
(7) kl number of V2..riable Format Cards (1 $ k $ 5) 
d~ Estimation of running time and outpo..;t pages pc:r problem: 
Nurnber of seconds = 5 + (3d(p+q)(l+H)/100] (for IBM 709'!) 
Number of pages 10 
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STANDARD SCORES ON SUB-TEST FIVE OF THE IOWA TEST OF 
AND vn::IGHTED 
S'I'l\'I'ES !IlS'I'QRY F'QR 
B.LACK 7-'.,ND HEXICJ\N-iV,JEJUCAN STUfJEWrS IN 
TilE EXPEl< mr-:wrAL AND CON'l'HOL CFtOUPS 
[~~rr.~~~~~~=~~~~l,~1~?n~f~~~r~-- GR~ r-·--·------·- -!- ------·- ---·· ---tl---------~---------·~-~~ 
I I I 22 30 
I I I 
l8 
1
10 9 1 23 
~ !22 30 1 f.~ 22 
~ 
~"'·~ 
21 14 
r 
·------·-··--·----l- --·-·--··---·----
17 15 
----·-·---.. ···---·--} 
I 8 ') -
"-6 
19 23 13 222 
14 20 25 24 20 19 
20 19 12 28 
17 2B 
14 21 
17 16 
17 28 
----- ·------
N -· 4 N ·- 15 
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STANDARD SCORES ON SUB-TEST FIVE OF THE IOWA TEST OF 
~~----· ----·-- -·--·· 
EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND WEIGHTED GR~DE EQUIVALENTS 
18 18 
22 '2 3 
28 17 
7.7 22 
26 16 
30 29 
13 23 
24 23 
li-1 18 18 
·~.:J 24 27 ;'.:.\; 
;:';; 24 26 
24 17 
:?.6 26 
FOT~ -u\UCASTA:N S'I'lJl'JENT:3- I~~ 
THE EXPEIU.~lEWPAL AND CON'l'ROL GROUPS 
8 21 17 30 
28 30 
27 24 
15 28 
12 11 
20 21 
18 25 
20 30 
22 22 
19 21 
1 ~) 2 0 
20 25 
10 18 
15 20 1 8 9 
25 18 
-r-r--:r5 ____ r-~ ~ ----~ ~ ·--· ·-3u·-·--··:rcr--·-L.,-------~---.. I L:! .) !,) l 3 2 () 
12 28 
18 15 
24 24 
1.5 24 
11 22 
24 30 
19 22 
19 30 
24 24 
21 24 
19 19 
IJ:~ 24 20 
..:l 
r-'!j 24 28 
~ 25 30 ~ 
li.: 2 6 28 
26 30 
14 16 
29 30 
13 21 
17 20 
21 22 
19 30 
27 18 115 14 19 2fs I 
24 26 28 20 19 22 
12 19 24 26 
10 20 38 30 
12 25 29 30 
18 22 14 17 
9 22 16 20 
15 20 16 21 
11 17 6 16 
21 23 15 18 
24 21 17 21 
26 23 13 19 
23 24 16 17 
26 26 7 21 
20 26 22 26 
15 28 16 23 
17 21 15 19 
26 26 15 19 
19 20 12 16 
25 18 10 22 
27 28 17 23 
15 17 16 22 
26 30 24 25 
1-0._-31) __ --L.---------
N -- 42 N - 68 
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S'J~ANDAFJ) SCORES ON SUB-·TES'r FIVE OF TEE IOWA TES'i:' O.F' 
EDUCATIONAL DEVELO~iENT AND WEIGHTED 
IN THE EXPERIMENTl\L AND CONTROL GROUPS 
--------· --------·----- -..---·-----·. •···· ·---------·-------------·-·--.. --·---"-
....EXPERI~!El~TAL GROUP CON'rROL GEOUP 
--·-------·--------·---·--· 
I'l'ED \\IT. . ITED hlT. GR . J'.I'Eil WT. GR. -II'fED_~_ G~_:____ 
-
23 30 26 20 8 18 26 26 
I 
22 23 23 28 10 23 26 30 
18 17 19 22 16 29 17 23 
30 26 24 26 16 25 26 28 
22 28 
I 
2.7 21 27 27 18 23 
17 28 20 28 22 26 13 21 I 
18 23 25 30 29 30 
18 30 24 3G 17 26 
1-·---·----· 
15 22 18 22 11 11 
22 22 23 25 16 30 
26 18 11 14 
25 26 28 20 
23 25 20 22 
19 20 26 30 
19 24 20 24 
19 26 28 30 
18 24 18 19 
25 26 22 28 
17 11 
__ .__ _____ j I ___ 
-
N -· 27 N 26 
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